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MY JOURNAL 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY I GENEALOGY 

1920 thru 2001 
by Charles L. Fitzpatrick 

Fo r eward 

This remarkably interesting book tells a story 
of true life in a comer of these United States of 
America during the early 1920's until the 
present. 

At times humorous, a t t imes sad, sometimes 
exciting but forever interesting as one man's 
travel through life. 

The childhood tales will bring back fond 
memories of yesteryear, undeniably a variety of 
sports and athletic endeavors, embracing track, 
ice hockey and football. 

The witnessing of the 1937 tragic Pimlico 
Race T rack fire. 

The life of a Naval Aviation Cadet during 
training to earn those coveted and much sought 
after Navy Wings of Gold, as a Naval Aviator, 
Officer and Gentleman are factual and detailed. 

Exploits of World War II and combat in the 
Aleutian Islands theater of war, often called "The 
Forgotten War," taking home to the Japanese 
some of what they gave us December 7, 194 I 
certainly will give incite into sorties of the 
"Empire Expxess" in those early war years. 

The amazing rescue of this Naval Aviator 
March 17, 1945, and how the crew managed to 
survive is a miracle. Of how the missionary and 
Aleuts risked their lives to save t he men of the 
downed Navy plane at 9:45 P.M. St. Patrick's 
night in rough seas off the coast of Karluk, Alaska 
is worth reading in itself. 

The story does not end there but goes on to 
an era of local political experience including the 
arranging of Senator John F. Kennedy's 
motorcade through Baltimore County and into 
Anne Arundel County. The writer was on the 
same local democratic primary ballot when 
Kennedy ran for President and a somewhat 
association with Spiro Agnew before he became 
Vice President of The United States. Followed 
by t he experience of the writer while in the 
United States Postal Service. 

Many will find this book not only 
entertaining but enjoyable and informative. 
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A new publication apropos the FOREWARD 
as written. Hard bound avy blue cover 
embossed with gold lettering, 649 pages plus 
forty pages of photos. Surely worthwhile reading. 
At times an adventuou rs story, forever explicit, 
never lethargic. Matchless reading. An excellent 
gift. 

Copies may be obtained by telephoning the 
author at 410.747-3023, or by mailing your 
request to Charles L. Fitzpatrick, 1355 N. 
Rolling Road, Baltimore, Md. 2 1228. Copies a re 
$30.00 plus $5.00 S&.H. 
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"Shawl What show, sailor?" 
"Bob Hope and Jerry Colona down at the field just north of the main gate, Sir." 
"I'll be back well before that gets under way." 
"Besides, Sir, I think it's against regs." Once again I tried. Shanks mare was the answer. I left my 

small bag in his office and was off. I was lucky in that the Navy bus stopped in the middle of the block for 
me. I was at the gate in minutes. 

Finding the officer in charge I again explained my plight. Yes, he said he had heard of the theft and 
that they were planning to come up to the BOQ after the show. The show wouldn't get under way until 
1300. 

"Too late, Sir. I'm on travel orders for San Diego and my train leaves at 1400. Personnel said if 1 
don't make it by noon they cannot produce a new ID before late afternoon. How about it, Sir?" 
Fortunately, he was sympathetic. Shortly I had the appropriate affidavit. Now it was about an eight 
block walk for me past the area of the stage-for the U.S.O. show. Busses in that area had ceased because of 
the show's proximity to the main street. I had to walk past the stage being readied for the big show. 1 
didn't recognize any of the talent except for JellY Colona. Bob hope wasn't in sight. Colona cracked some 
joke as I passed and the stage hands howled. I assumed I was the subject since everyone was looking my 
way. After passing the stage I jogged the distance to personnel. 

This was a negative group if I ever met one. Until I pushed that old train conductor's theme, "There 
is a war on," little was accomplished. I think the U.S.O. show would have taken precedent over "V-Day." 
A Ueutenant overheard me and set the wheels in motion. Hurried up was my $300.00 advance on next 
month's salary. Then the angriest was the photographer. I will say he rushed the processing of the photo 
which completed the 10. About 1300 I signed for it and left. The Shore Patrolman recognized me coming 
out of personnel and most willingly offered me a ride stopping at the BOQ for my other bag, then to and 

·outside the main gate. Betty and I made our train for Baltimore and home with little time to spare and 
$300.00 lighter. That is the sequel to the hair brush caper at Corpus Christi. 

We had a great leave staying at 2609 Chelsea Terrace with Mother and Dad. It was the usual, finding 
who was home on leave or furlough visiting and comparing service notes. I'm sure we went skating once 
or twice, movies, maybe a dance but more important was visiting all the family, even Pex and Eleanor in 
Charles Town. I picked up a new driver's license and noted there was never a word from the Navy about 
the theft, as a matter of fact, I never did hear from them. I didn't miss the Navy life or flying in the 
least. Military le~ves, like vacation, are always too short. The end of the month Dad and Betty took me to 
the Pennsylvania Railroad Station for the beginning of my trip to San Diego. I was to report for duty by 
midnight 5 April, 1 944. It's always felt such an achievement to have leave, all is happiness, 
contentment and.pleasure. Not so when you have to return to duty, only loneliness, sadness and pain. 

First stop and brief layover was Chicago. From there to San Diego it was via the Santa Fe Re~ilroad. 
Betty's first post card enroute to the coast was mailed from Chicago. Wherever the train stopped I 
mailed a card to Betty. The ride wasn't too bad until Sunday, 3 April when we left Kansas City. That 
evening the·conductor advised me that I didn't have a berth. Mine wasn't recorded and therefore was sold 
to a civilian at Kansas. Being young and a new Naval Officer I wasn't anxious to create a scene. As I 
thought about it the next day I was sure the civilian paid handsomely for it after he was aboard the train. 

· An Army Major and I had become friendly not long out of Chicago and when he teamed of the conductor's 
deal Sunday night he became my support and .sOurce of encouragement. 

Monday morning we managed to convince the conductor he had better look over the Navy's ticket a 
little doser. Both the civilian and the conductor remained scarce all day. Late afternoon the conductor 
advised me that there would be a berth available. Somewhere along the way the civilian had gotten off. 
The Major was a fine person about twenty-seven years of age and reminded me of my friend Larry 
MacKenzie. He didn't appear comfortable with his junior officers all that much. I wondered how come 
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we hit it off so well when I was certainly a junior officer. Then, of course, I was a Naval Aviator and 
more often than not that got you that extra attention. Except for crooked conductors. 

After Kansas City for the most part were Joshua Palms and other cactus including tumble weeds and 
soil that looked more like dark sand. The terrain was similar ·through Amarillo, Texas, Santa Fe and the 
Albuquerque, New Mexico area but changed through the mountains in Arizona then it was as before into 
California. The California contrast was.striking. Somewhere north of San Diego, maybe San Bernardino, 
I parted with my Major and picked up three fellow officers· from my Jacksonville squadron all with like 
orders. One I have forgotten the other two were Jack Ward and Red Dulan. Misery likes company it was 
always said, thus the four of us supported by the company of the others went merrily into San Diego as 
the blind leading the blind. 

There were many cabs at the station waiting like vultures to grab the young serviceman and hustle 
them off to wherever. Mostly were sailors, a few officers no pilots. Though we felt our cabby's route 
circuitous we were at the NAS, San Diego main gate in a reasonable time. Transportation within the gate 
was readiiY available. We thought it all seemed too convenient. Left in front of a well-worn wooden 
building at its front entrance and over which hung an equally well aged sign suggesting our welcome 
saying, "WELCOME, NAS SAN DIEGO." Beside the entrance a lesser sign, Personnel, Second Floor. We 
had a laugh since from the beginning of training all floors were 'decks.' Climbing several flights of the 
dimly lit stairway (the ladder) we checked in with personnel about 1900 Wednesday, 5 April, 1944. As 
we surmised we were prime bait waiting to be devoured. 

Yeoman: Jumping up from his desk and dashing to the counter. "Sirs, you don't know how glad 1 am 
to see you men. I've a jeep carrier leaving at midnight and I have to place four more pilots aboard by 
2300. Let me have your orders." 

"We're multi-engine pilots." From one of the four of us. There was considerable conversation back 
and forth, we were not gaining. He threatened to call the Lieutenant. 

"All that doesn't mean a thing. My Lieutenant says to place the next four pilots who check in, aboard, 
whether or no. You men are the next four and are going aboard." We held onto our orders. Talking 
hastily and briefly among ourselves we agreed to hold our orders until one minute before midnight. We 
told the yeoman that was reglllation. He quoted quite a few back. We repeated, "All we have to do is to 
report prior to 2400 on the fifth of April. We'll comply.'' 

Yeoman: "I'll have to can Lieutenant Fitzpatrick at the BOQ. He isn't going to like it a bit, he's 
touchy when he eats late. Corne on lets haye your orders." Not having flown single engine operational 
aircraft to date at all, the thought of checking out in F4F's from a Jeep Carrier at sea did not grab us. 
Frankly, I'd had to admit to myself I was damn apprehensive. It all was down right scary, and 1 was 
scared of the thought I believe it was Red Oulari who asked the personnel officer's name. 

Yeoman: "Lieutenant Fitzpatrick, Sir." 
Ensign Dulan, loud enough for all t~ h~ar, especially the yeoman: "Fitz, your Uncle isn't going to like 

this." Someone else called me by my last name. 
"Look, Sirs, I don't have a choice. Once you all walked in and if we need pilots regs say you men are 

it. Don't get me in trouble~" He was pleading now, and he especially didn't want to call the Lieutenant at 
theBOQ -

"Which one of you is Ensign Fitzpatrick?" All three pointed to me. The Yeoman got the implication. 
We thought he was pondering tthe uncle bit. Dulan ascertained that the Lieutenant seldom carne back to 
his office at night. He always left signed orders for the number of men he would have to process by 
()900. This yeoman would be off duty'long before then. 

"look," we said, "We haven't had chow yet, as soon as we finish eating we'll come bacl(. Maybe 
something will change. Never having flown fighters we surely don't want those orders. Come on 
Fitzpatrick maybe you'll see your uncle." 

"Ok, if you Ensigns promise, I'll have your orders ready except for your names and a few details. 
You have to be here before 2230." We headed for the BOQ and something to eat. Frankly, I didn't eat too 
well. The possibility of our shipping out at 2400 was indeed unrealistic. It wasn't shipping out that was 
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worrying me, but the way and type of aircraft. The· others were equally concerned. I worried, also, that 
this might be the night Ueutenant Fitzpatrick would choose to drop in to check how things were going. 
vye returned on schedule, there were no alternatives. Kind of a command pe~ormance you might say. 

Climbing the stairs most grudgingly with the heaviest feet in the Navy we were greeted, upon 
entering the door, by our yeoman jumping up waving papers and yelling. I'm glad I ate but little because 
I was immediately nauseated. · . 

Yeoman: "Are you men lucky. Four brand new Ensigns, all fighter pilots just out of flight school 
came in right after you left. Were they ever eager. They're aboard by now." We looked at each other, 
saying nothing, knowing the relief that each of us felt. It would have been a very tough order to fill and 
we knew it. I had a better feel for that little carrier than did my friends. After leaving high school 1 had 
worked on liberty ships. They were sound but very small ships. A "Jeep Carrier" was a liberty supply 
ship converted to make an aircraft carrier in a hurry. I believe all hats were off to the young Naval 
Aviators who flew from them. Toogh by any standard . 

.We turned in our orders and were advised we'd be called when they were to be filled. Frankly, 1 was 
ready for bed and asked where I could pick up my room assignment. Our yeoman offered to make a call 
for.~us that might save us some runnin'g this time of night. He learned there was i1o room at any BOQ and 
that we were to be billeted at the Hotel del Coronado just across the bay from San Diego at Coronado, 
California. It meant nothing to us but to our yeoman, well, he couldn't get over it. "Wait until you see 
it, better yet wait until you experience it. It's the greatest." He called for transportation and 
immediately upon entering the vehicle the driver took the liberty to inform us, "The Coronado ain't for 
Ensigns. You must know somebody." Ten or so minutes winding our way about Diego we arrived at the 
Coronado across the bay. . 

Stopping at the front stairs of the hotel was imposing in itself. Our feet hadn't touched the ground 
when uniformed hotel staff had their hands on our bags. "This way, Sirs." They said along with a 
grandiose gesture. We were uptown now and it was not to cost us a penny. Uncle Sam would get the tab. I 
was assigned a room on the second deck. The room was a mess. looking as though it had not been 
straightened in weeks. I turned on some lights only to be greeted by a torrent of profanity about the 
lights and to get out. My bed was covered with many dirty clothes and rumpled uniforms, as were the 
chairs and the foot of "The voice's" bed. I never answered only began tossing all of his gear from my bed 
on to the floor beside his. Fortunately, the linens were clean I was in bed and asleep in minutes. 

Daylight did its best to seep its way into our room. AU the shades were down making the room seem 
worse than it was. There were two windows so I lifted the shade on my side of the room. That brought 
forth a thunderous response, none to my glory. The body across the large room suddenly carne to an erect 
position sitting on the edge of its bed, lit a cigarette, sucked in. a couple of deep drags, exhaled while 
dropping the cigarette in an ash try and yelled, "Shut the damn curtain." I thought if he wakes again and 
persists with that attitude I'll suggest to him not to bother me until I bother him, tossing in a little 
profanity if necessary. I cleared off my dresser, stowed my gear showered, shaved and went to met the 
guys in the dinning room . 

• At breakfast we compared notes. They had an struck oH compared to me. Breakfast was royal indeed. 
The' place in its entirety was all their brochures said it was. Quoting, "Coronado is the play-spot of the 
Pacific Coast. In a jewel-like setting between Glorietta Bay and the blue Pacific, Hotel del Coronado has 
served as host to distinguished guests for over a century." . 

"Coronado offers an abundance of outdoor sport actMty and a sparkling succession.of dances, parties, · 
and entertainment." They offered, "The Terrace Room, the Circus Room, the Crown Room and the famous 
ballroom all affording the widest range of amusement and fun." I believed my new roonunate had 
attended them all. The average mean temperature from April through September is 6B degrees; October 
through March, 60 degrees. They had five championship tennis courts, golf, horseback riding, water 
skiing and the finest deep sea fashing in California. They boast, "Happy Days" the year around at the 
Hotel del Coronado.* Send for their brochure and they'll tell you more. It was all there. 

*Data by Chief Archivist Betty Fitz who still has the 1944· post cards and Coronado brochure I sEmt 
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her. 
After stopping by personnel there was some little reason for thinking that we might be at San Diego 

for a month or so. What the reasoning, I no longer recall. Anything could happen so I began to inquire as 
to efficiency apartments or rooms. My inquiries brought only laughter. From the nicer sort, smiles. 1 
had nothing else to do so I ascertained the better area dosest to the base, took a cab there and commenced 
my search. Who knows I thought, I might strike it lucky and then could send for Betty. My first stop 
was at the Lutheran Church seeking the Pastor. He wasn't encouraging, nevertheless, he made a few 
telephone calls for me. He kn.ew a lady who knew a lady that might have a room and kitchenette available 
soon. It wasn't. 

However, she referred me to another. To save money and waiting for taxis I located a bike rental shop 
near my last visit. Before late afternoon pedaling about that area of San Diego I had located three rooms 
with bath available within the next month and one efficiency apartment. Elated that space could be found 
I returned to the Coronado to freshen up for supper with the guys. Entering my room was disastrous. All 
the shades were drawn and lights out. The bag I had left on my sack to niore or less establish territory 
was tossed aside and the bed mussed up. He obviously had looked over my uniforms. He must have lost 
interest since I was an Ensign and he a Ueutenant (Junior Grade). He was out, thus I was sure some sort 
confrontation was saved. Room service cheerfully freshened my bed. I left him a pleasant note on his 
bed. 

We dined rather elegantly that evening at the expense of our Washington Uncle. However, there was 
news that we were to report to personnel in the morning. A quiet evening at the Base movie theater and a 
good rest that night would make looking into my unknown future a little easier, maybe a bit more 
pleasant. 

Yes, there was a future and it was eminent. My orde~ had been cut. 
From the "United States Pacific Fleet, Fleet Air, West Coast dated 7 April, 1944 to me. "Subject: 

Change of Duty. · 
1. Reported this date. 5 April, 1944. 
2. You will proceed to Seattle, Washington, reporting to the Commander Fleet Air Wing Four, Naval 

Air Station, Washington, upon arrival for duty involving flying in Bombing Squadron ONE HUNDRED 
THIRTY SIX." 

Appropriately signed with disbursement of six copies. Clipped to my orders was my T /R from San 
Diego, California to Seattle, Washington via the AT&SF,RR (LA) then the SoPac through Portla.nd and to 
Seattle, Washington. One 1st. class ticket. We had an overnight ride. being due to report by midnight 10 
April 1944. 

It was like·'a happy reunion, all foor of us had been assigned to Bombing Squadron 136. We arrived 
in Seattle about noon on the 8th. Per the advice of all the old timers, which said, "Never tum in your 
orders until sometime after 1900 if at all possible." Not wishing to disrupt tradition we. decided to take 
advantage of the balance of our travel time and relax in Seattle. The first stop was th~ Olympic Hotel to 
acquire accommodations for our overnight. Word was there wasn't a room to be had. Simultaneously, 
two other Naval Aviators, unknown to us, stepped to the desk for.the same. They were turned away from 
another hotel for the same reason. However, it was agreeable to the clerk that if we were quiet he 
wouldn't ask us to leave the ·lobby that night if we still had not obtained rooms. It was Easter weekend 
.and every military person within miles was on holiday. · · 

I asked if they had a large room of some sort in which they could put six cots, we'd be satisfied. A 
second clerk said, "Yes, we do." 

"We'll take it," we all responded. 
"Let me clear it first." answered the second clerk. He was back in a minute saying to the first clerk, 

"register them." Our room was indeed large. It had been used as a small conference room. There were 
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already four beds in it. Two more were rolled in. Six beds, four dressers, a dozen chairs and two 
portable bars, two baths and we were still lost. Once in the room we introduced ourselves. One chap 
looked Indian but hadn't a particularly Indian sounding name. · He was a pure bred genuine American 
Indian. The first American Indian, he proudly acknowledged, to become a Naval Aviator. He was a grand 
individual and an Indian who-enjoyed his firewater. Albeit, it appeared the stuff easily got the best of 
him. 

Sight seeing, movies and even a trip to the theater, though I no longer recall what it was we saw. In 
Seattle I became more accustomed to being saluted and saluting, more than anywhere else. It was, as 1 
said, Easter. Betty still has some letters I wrote to her from the Olympic Hotel's Officer's Lounge that 
Easter Sunday and those following. Thus, it's readily acknowledged, why and how she became my Chief 
Archivist. 

The four of us left our Indian aviator and his buddy at the Olympic Hotel. Sharing a cab out to the base 
we reported as ordered to the Commander, Fleet Air Wing Four. Our new orders were processed on the 
eleventh and on the twelfth we were on our way to Ault Field, Whidbey Island, Washington. Our new base 
was seventy-five, possibly eighty miles north of Seattle on the Pudget Sound. The beautiful three hour 
ride in an old navy battleship gray school bus didn't Jessen our disappointment in that we were not to 
continue flying the PBYs but now facing a tour of (futy in the Aleutians as Third Pilot Navigators, as we 
were tagged, in medium land based bombers, the notorious PV 1. On the way to Whidbey Island I learned 
two of my cohorts had as much difficulty with celestial navigation as did I. We all reckoned we were in 
for it. 

Constraining our disillusionment became more difficult with each bumpy mile. Especially so when 
we learned there was a PBY squadron base only a few miles away at Oak Harbor on the island. No matter 
now, the ~ie had been cast. We belonged to VPB 136. The old bus' screeching brakes, as it halted in front 
of the BOQ, might have awakened the dead but for the hour. There were no lights showing anywhere 
which tended to emphasize . the seriousness of our pending training in this squadron. Departing the bus 
we hauled our discouraged selves and gear up the stairs (ladder) and into the very luminous and 
seemingly untroubled crowd within the BOQ. If there was a war going on one would never know it. In a 
matter of days we would learn of the earnestness an~ seriousness of these men. 

The prevailing attitude was, for the most part, one which hid anxiety, stress and the apprehension of 
returning to what some had left only thirty or sil.<ty days before, the Aleutians. We were checked in, in 
short order, placed our bags in our rooms and returned hurriedly for what was left of the evening meal. 
The meal wasn't totally satisfactory so we went into the bar and ordered sandwiches and beer. That we 
were new aboard was easily ascertainable. One had only to notice our new uniforms and the facial 
expressions we wore with them. Yes, we were the new Ensigns. I remember well one taU thin stem 
IQOking red head. We would meet him in an ho~r or so. . . 

We continued to sit aro~nd as though we expected the Admiral to walk in, call our names and say you 
four belong to the PBY squadron based at Oak Harbor, shove off. He must have busy that night or just 
forgotten us. We sat untt1 about 2200 waiting for our hypothetical Admiral then decided it was time to 
tum in our orders. Transportation was called for the mile plus ride down the big hnl to the squadron. 
War time conditions suri!!IY prevailed, it was dark as all get out. Once inside the hanger the dim lights 
were adequate for we strangers to find_ our way. The Duty Officer's office was on the second deck facing 
the tarmac. Hesitating, in the dimly lit passageway, outside his door we kidded about who would be first 
to enter. I said, without hesitation, I would. 

Turning In I aU but ran over him. Ueutenant Morrison just a foot or two from the entrance was that 
tall thin and stem looking officer we saw in the BOQ. Hatless and without blouse, tie pulled open and 
with papers in both hands he just looked at us. · 

"Sir, Ensign Fitzpatrick reporting for duty." 
"Y'all the four I saw at the officer's mess?" 
"Yes, Sir, we arrived here this evening." Then each of us reported accordingly. 
"My orders, Sir." Then we all handed him our orders. He asked who was who and also that the 
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Skipper had inquired that day if the four new Ensigns were aboard yet. We obliged as to whom each was 
as he logged us in. He then suggested we be at the squadron by 0830. Not knowing what was expected of 
us we stood waiting for a response. . 

"All right, you're logged now get out." We did. Thus, on the night of 12 April 1944 we became 
honest to goodness fixtures belonging to Bombing Squadron ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-SIX. Shutting the 
hanger door behind as we stepped into the darkest star laden night, agreeing first, the 'red head' 
appeared a no nonsense type and hoped none of us would have him for our pilot, and secondly, the night 
here was absolutely beautiful. There were no city or town lights casting their light reflections skyward 
to frustrate the beauty of the heavens. I had never seen so many stars in my life standing in one place. 
Even the space between us didn't impede the glory of them Of course we hadn't been to Attu, Alaska. 
Drifting back to thoughts of VPB 136, sadly enough we knew there were no PBYs in our immediate 
future. The base was loaded, naturally, with PV1 s, the Vega Ventura medium bomber. 

Sun-up on my first morning at Ault Field on Whidbey Island, Washington introduced the Pacific 
northwest in all its glory. However, at breakfast my spirits were darkened as the night before. It 
seemed two men the morning before, one a pilot and the other a Pratt and Whitney representative, were 
certain a PV 1 could still takeoff with one engine · if the other failed. It seemed once their plane broke 
ground and had sufficient airspeed they cut one engine to demonstrate. They lived but seconds just beyond 
the runway's end after they cut their engine. Their plane flipped immediately onto its back and exploded. 
The story reached me leaving no doubts I'd rather climb at 90, cruise at 90, land at 90 and live to be 90 
in my beloved PBY. 

We had breakfast and were soon to realize at this base an Ensign was an Ensign and he didn't, or 
shouldn't forget it. Reporting to squadron left us void. There was no listing of who was to fly with whom 
We didn't expect we would be listed so soon. Nevertheless, there were but few flights scheduled that 
morning nor was there scheduling of classes or lectures, nothing. We roamed around eventually 
approaching one of the offiCe yeomen. He said not to worry that our names would appear for varied 
assignments soon, including our PPC (Patrol Plane Commander). Hopping on the base's "Jitney" Bus 
we went for a tour of the base. We learned where everything was that morning. 

Returning to squadron and failing to find our names on any schedule we headed for the BOQ getting 
squared away there. Kind of at loose ends· we decided idle Ensigns should become familiar with the gym. 
We did and it was great. Taking the Jitney Bus back to squadron we found it quiet and that none of our 
names appeared on any of the scheduling sheets. Next it was the BOQ for lunch. Here, also, bodies were 
sparse, of course it was about the end the luncheon schedule. This was advantageous for us. We wouldn't 
get to know anyone nor anyone us. Back to squadron for a walk through checking the schedules. We were 
free. One of the guys suggested we ride over to the seaplane base at Oak Harbor and look over the· PBY's. 

Entering the base at oak Harbor we noticed there was to be an afternoon family movie at 1600: Thus 
we went to the show and saw the base afterwards. ActuaRy, we could .stand at the top of Midway 
Boulevard at the Intersection of Coral Sea Road which ran down a rather steep roadway into the seaplane 
base. From·there you could observe the body of water known as Cresent Harbor, a very wide opening, far 
more than a cove from which the seaplanes operated and out to Saratoga Passage. The view down ·into the 
seaplane base and parking area of the many PBYs was virtually complete. Seeing all those PBYs was 
about everything there was to see except the setting sun casting shadows as if a covering blanket for the 
town, planes and harbor. We stayed · , . 

It was relaxing watching the setting sun as it appeared to fift the shadows then serenely spreadilig 
them across the placid waters of Oak Harbor thence flowing out to and over Cresent Harbor. These b9dies 
of water were controlled by Saratoga Passage which ran the entire length of Whidbey Island's eastern 
shore separating the island from the mainland. Wanting to see it in the moonlight we walked into the 
town of Oak Harbor to supper. Because of the war no lights shown, the mandated blackout was in full 
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effect. The absence of reflecting lights darkness encompassed the town and us at once. The grandeur and 
greatness of the Pacific Northwest was left to be felt. Its serenity would remain through the night 
accompanied only by the beauty of the heavens. . . . 

The J:llac~ening starlit night, after unfurling its majestic beauty, would, f knew, finally tip the scales 
to light the diminishing ebony of night. Thereafter, softly, lifting the sun from its eastern cradle along 
with the early morning seaplane flights, which eased into the glorious northwest pirie scented air, 
leaving Cresent Harbor, moving her tranquil waters up and down and back and forth circling in an 
undulating motion. _ 

'· Standing atop that hill seeing and dreaming what I was to miss did nothing to enamor my feelings 
towards VPB 136. To· envision myself as a third pilot navigator of a medium bomber flyi_ng team 
certainly was never in my wildest dreams nor foreseeable tha,ughts, especially after Jackson. Dreams 
are what stuff is made of and my dreams were made of the stuff wherein I was first pilot. in a PBY combat 
area. My job, rescuing downed pilots from the sea wherever. In addition to enjoying ~uch a thrill and 
fe~ling of accomplishment" I would pilot a Black Cat, a PBY painted all black for night missions including 
dropping off.our saboteurs and spies in forward areas and returning nights later. My dream was to slip 
down to the sea to retrieve them. No, I wasn't ready for the Aleutians nor the PV-1. Reality set in when 
the Jitney came by and tooted more or less checking to see if we wanted a ride to Ault Field. We climbed 
aboard. At the BOQ we chose to sit rather remotely so we wouldn't have to introduce ourselves_ to anyone. 

Riding to squadron the second day we wondered what our lot would be. Surely our names would appear 
on the scheduling board No names appeared. Except for visiting Oak Harbor the second day was a carbon 
of the first. That afternoon after lunch we walked the few hundred yards . the link Trainer Building to· 
nose around. The instructors were glad to see us and asked if we were to be scheduled that afternoon. 

"No we weren't," we ·said. 
"How'd you like to look around?" 
"If no one is scheduled how about us; were free?" r . . . 
-The instructors were elated. They advised they hadn't given much instruction in same time. "If yolJ 

officers are going to the Aleutians you can use all the instrument Link time you· can get." 
" Where do we start?" 
"We'll start two of you in the Celestial link Trainer and one each in the small links." I don't recall 

with whom I started but we climbed up into the Celestial link.· Once aboard the less movement the· better. 
It was difficult to hold the trainer _steady. . We were introduced to an elementary problem. Needless to 
say, we fouled it up. It was quite a simulator for its time. It was set" up so the navigator could take his 
star shots and run · an actual problem. I needed the link time and no one knew it better than did 1.- Before 
we knew it was late afternoon. We thanked the instructors and , beat it to the hanger. Relief was not 
seeing our names on the board. It was back to the BOQ,. · 

The third day I overheard some fellows talking about .a town -called Anacortes some tWenty-eight or 
thirty ·miles distant and where there was some limited government family housing. _I thought I'd better 
check it out and find out too, how one gets there. We lived and enjoyed our duty free life for four and a 
half days so far, it was a long time. At lunch that day we became awe~re of that tall thin, stem looking, 
red head lieutenant was keeping an eye ·on us. As his friends left he sort of hung back. . With their · 
departure he eased over to our table. Spinning the chair around backwards he threw one of his long thin 
green trousered legs over .the seat straddling it. It seemed an after thought, leaning lazily forward 
deliberately placing his arms on the back of his chair. .. · 

"Yes, Sir: . I said not knowing what else to say facing this stern looking officer. 
"You fellows the ones I logged in the other night?" · 
"Yes Sir." . ' . : . . . . . . . 
"Well, where in the h-- have you been? · Never mind. let me give you a tip. ·Hurry up your lunch 

and get your butts down to the squadron. The Skipper wants to· meet you." little did I kno~ 1 YiotJid 
become the_ Junior Officer in that tall thin, stem looking· redhead's Quonset hut on Attu. Nevertheless we 

_ got along fainously. 
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"Yes, Sir, thank you, Sir, we'll head right down, Sir." Did we ever. However, in the late A.M. a 
gunner's mate was checking some fifty caliber machine guns in his PV. A PV is a tail dragger. By that I 
mean its third wheel upon which the PV rests is a tail wheel. Thus the plane's nose sits pointing 
upwards at a considerable angle. I said earlier that the windows of the squadron offices face the tarmac 
on which our planes were parked, and of course, the Skipper's offiCe windows. Need I say more? Well 
maybe a bit if you haven't gotten the picture. 

Some careless sailor accidentally fired a burst of maybe six or seven rounds, and, of course their 
trajectory carried them overtop of the Skipper's window splintering everything. If ever there was a 
tough CO, Lieutenant Commander Charles Wayne was the man. Well, he at least would have made it on the 
very high side of the top ten. After the mess was cleaned up, shortly after noon, I was the first of our 
foursome to be invited in to meet our new Skipper. It was judged reasonably safe to enter his office 
since his voice was a· decibel or two lower and his rear was actually resting on his chair. A moment in 
his doorway and he d"Kin't look up. So I spoke · -

"Commander Wayne, Sir, Ensigri Charles Fitzpatrick, you sent for me, Sir?" His full round flushed 
face came up slowly. · · 

"I. did? Why did I need you, Fitzpatrick?" 
"Sir, I'm one of the new Ensigns aboard." I knew he was looking at me but I felt he was somewhere 

else. His bloodshot eyes looked it and his voice told it. 
"Oh! That's right, you're one of those lost Ensigns. Where the h .•..• have you been?" Was I ever 

thinking fast now. The link Trainers carne to mind. 
"Sir, yesterday afternoon was spent in the Celestial Link. The mom ...• ," The Skipper cut me off. 
"Who is_ your PPC?" (Patrol Plane Commander) 
"I haven.'t been assigned one as yet, Sir." . 
"You will be soon. Check in the squadron every morning and afternoon. If you leave to go somewhere 

let the duty officer know, understand?" . 
"Yes, Sir, I understand." His fixed staring was disquieting. It was locked eye ball to eye ball -combat. 

Like, as in who is going to give in first. Immediately, on the spot diplomacy said the Skipper wins. He 
did. . 

However, I felt It incumbent .that the duty officer and I, became more than casual acquaintances. He 
was a senior Ueutenant and buddy of the Skipper. 

The Skipper spent less time with the other three than he did with me. We hung around that afternoon 
looking over a PV-1, otherwise doing nothing we thought profitable. I got hold of a·n area map and 
learned of Anacortes' location. Now that was educational and profitable. · There was a bus but it was not 
compatible with the squadron duty schedule. There would be no ·problem ftom the base to Anacortes in 
the evening. The morning bus schedule was suited for the. civilian work force unless you were an earlier . 
riser. The next best thilg was to ascertain whether any of the other Ensigns were married and if so 
where did they-live and how did they get back anc:t forth to the base? 

Among those Ensigns iiving in Anacortes at the project were Hague, Mclenrion, Prate and a few others 
whom I have forgotten. They were all helpful. After manifold years, 26 to 30 come August 1987, there 
was a reunion, tiie 45th anniversary of the Japanese attack on Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and at whiCh time · 
Betty and I learned there were a number of Lieutenants and Lieutenant, Og's) and their wives living In 
the local drafty hotel, in a few dilapidated apartments and even above the town hardware store: All of 
which were not, from what we had -heard, in the least comparable to our housing at the Project. Their 
loss was the Ensign's gain. These many years later most expressed their lack of knowledge of such 
housing. Their heads had to have been in the clouds. There was no excuse for them missing the Project 
since anytime you left or entered Anacortes the l'lousing Project was easily visible from the road. 

Through our Executive Officer I arranged for the necessary time to visit Anacortes and Inquire Into 
the 'Housing Project.' I loved the ride In and Anacortes more so. I knew Betty would love the little town, · 
too. The Housing Project manager said there were no vacancies at that moment but if I cared to come back 
next week he was reasonably sure there would be. I asked to see one and was obliged. I was ready to hand· 
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him the rent right then and there. 
They were not too big, inexpensive and would serve ideally for Betty and me. The kitchen, dining area 

and parlor were all within one large room. Then there was a small hallway, off it was a walk-in closet 
then about a step further the bathroom and bedroom. Really great. I didn't bother to roam through the 
town at length that day since I could hardly wait to call Bets and tell her all about what I had found and to 
invite her out if she would like to come. Of that I felt certain. I inquired as to whether or not any 
aviators lived in the project. The manager advised that there were several and that one or two more 
would be moving in soon. The unit shown to me was diagonally across the back yard from the Hague's and 
tWo doors from the Prate's. The McGiennon's, too, would be near by. Bets would like them best. 

I would have to call and write Bets as soon as possible about the house. There was nothing to forward 
about the crew in which I was to serve simply because, at that time, I had not been assigned to any. My 
but, I was happy. There remained one catch. How long would VPB 136 be stateside based at Ault Field on 
Whidbey Island? I thought, too, I'd better explain to her in advance that her stove would be a "coal and 
wood cook stove." Her experience at home had been with a gas fired stove. This indeed, would be an 
experience, and it was . 

. Betty was exceptionally excited and most anxious to travel west even if it meant we'd be together only 
for a few months. Anticipating my call Betty's last day with The Davidson Chemical Corporation was 30 
March. She was ready. I checked into VPB 136 on the night of Wednesday, 12 April, approximately 
three days later, Saturday the 15th. called explaining it all to her concerning our house in the 'Project.' 

It was only six days after I logged into VPB 136 that Betty left Baltimore. It was Tuesday, 18 April, 
1944. 

That Tuesday night she boarded one of Baltimore and Ohio's finer trains, the Shenandoah for Chicago 
from the Mt. Royal Station. Let me remind all that this trip across the U. S. of A. was a first for her. My 
new wife of three months and fourteen days and I were more than ecstatic, we were electrified and filled 
with anxiety about the trip and the thought that we'd be together once again before I went overseas. Bets 
first step was indeed a 'giant step.' For $159.35, including pullman fare, she'd leave Baltimore not far 
from the Atlantic Ocean to a spot even closer to the Pacific Ocean. Better yet let me set forth her 
schedule. 

Lv. Balto. (Mt. Royal Sta.) The Shenandoah , 1 0:26 PM ........ 4/18/ 44. 
Ar. Chicago ............................................................. 04:25 PM ........ 4/19/44. 
Lv. Chicago (CB.Q) The Empire Builder ................. 11 :15 PM ........ 4/19/44. 
Ar. Everett, Wash. (GN) •.....................• ." ................. 06:55 AM ....... A/22/44. 
Lv; Everett ..................... , ....................................... 09:18 AM ........ 4/22/44. 
Ar~ Mt. Vernon, Wash ...•.........•..•.. .-........................ 1 0:30 AM ......•.. 4/22/44. * . . .· . 
*Data . by Chief Archivist Betty Fitz who still has · her April 1944 train schedule west and certain 

··stubs. · . · . . . , · 
Her stopover in- Chicago afford~;!d her time to cleanse and re-bandage ·her finger which she had cut 

severely a few ~ys prior to her departure. Lacking a clean place she checked into a hotel in the 
proximity of the railroad station. There she had a chance to administer to her nearly sliced through 
finger and rest. Then it was back aboard the train by 2245. (1 0:45 P.M.) 

Betty'~ great North Western train had an unsctiedule~ stop in Montana. While she was not pnvy why 
the stop, the conductor acM~d it would be for some while, certainly time to cross the . field and tracks 
adjacent to the very small town maybe a hundred yards distance. There were. only two meals ~rved on 
the train each d_ay_ and it was the conductor's thought the passengers might like to get something to eat. 
"Don't worry," he said, "Y'all· will ·hear the whistle, then hurry back." . Betty. described the town as 
being many miles from any.other civilization and truly typically of a rustic western movie town. · · 

The -passengers respc)nded to the_ cOnductor's suggestion making a mass exodus from the heaving and 
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puffing stalled train. A chance to stretch your legs and maybe grab a sandwich, too. The only store was a 
combination of an everything store. It was the town's general store, bar, restaurant and barber shop 

. with gas pumps outside the front door. The reason for this brief and unique tale of. Betty's is her change 
for a Jess than a dollar purchase. Whatever the purchase Bets received as change· for her ten dollar bill 
nine (9) silver dollars plus the appropriate nickels, dimes and pennies. This was about the 20th. or 
21st. of April 1944. Bets still has in her possession her very first nine silver dollars as of this date 
February 20, 1993. In two months that'll be forty-nine years. The passengers were inundated with 
silver dollars. There was little paper money except for that left by the train's passengers. 

· From the fifteenth of April until Betty arrived on the twenty-second I'd have to say my days were 
productive only insofar as time spent in the Link Trainer. More time was gained there then was 
assigned. We four fellows believed we Jogged more time in the Unk Trainer, gym and the movies than did 
the entire squadron combined during that period. Sometime between those dates I was assigned my PPC 
(Patrol Plane Command). That did but little to alter my life style. 

·What ·did was the day a note was given me which advised I was to meet my PPC at our plane, designated 
number 78V (V for Victor) at . 1400. I did. It was a formal meeting, rather stiff, not altogether 
pleasant; more like I was being presented to the Admiral. It was my impression that stress prevailed 
among the crew more so than cordiality, or oneness, as in 'crew.' After all we were the six who were 
planning tO· fly within that plane as a team through training and into combat. Lieutenant Moorehead's 
introduction made me seem, at that moment, like the third man out. I was presented as the crew's 
navigator. · No mention was made that I was also a Naval Aviator. 

This was one of the very few times in my lifetime I got off ·on . the wrong foot. Though becoming a 
Naval Aviator was strenuous at times, I made it, as it was admitted by most of the men. I was proud. Red 
blood was rising fast. Albeit, I didn't want to fly in the PV, I didn't want to navigate anybody, least of all . 
this bunch, was my .immediate and strenuously profound thought. Following ·our almost ten minute 
conversation it seemed certain PPC Moorehead and his navigator would ·be permanently at odds. There's 
something odd about this man, I thought. Time told me I was right. Not having any choice in the matter 1 
mentioned to Lieutenant Moorehead that I, too, was a Naval Aviator assigned to his crew as his third pilot 
and also navigator. Let me say that went ov~r like a lead balloon. The old adage, "Never judge a book by 
its cover" was, and is, applicable insofar as people are concerned, too. Once again I would learn this. 

Patrick Francis Tierney; an Ensign .also·and·Moorehead's co-pilOt, smiled and again offered his hand 
and reintroduced himself. He broke the· iCe asking, "What do people call you?" 

"Mostly, Fitz." I answered as Moorehead walked away. 
"Great, Fitz. Call me Pat or .Patrick I don't care." He said in his decidedly New Jersey accent. He 

then proceedea to tell me our crew's names again. :rttey were Harry Moran, our mechanic (plane 
Captajn). Frederick Beurskens, (nicknamed Rollo) our radioman and William (Bill) Glennon our 
gunner. 

"All right, Tierney, let's give this bird a visual check." Moorehead called in his best ~oston drawl. . 
With that the crew members hurriedly beat their way checking their area of responsibility. I watched 
since all there was for me was the navigator's table. . 

"Fitzpatrick, we're going to take a check ride, want to. go along?" Was I being offered a choice or 
was this the Lieutenant's way of saying get aboard? ., assumed he was giving me the choice so responded 

· thus. . 
·"No, Sir, not if I don't have to." Moorehead turned and climbed into the plane never saying a word to 

me. From the majority of looks I didn't win any accolades. The crew followed him on board. No 
particular enthusiasm for the flight was noted. I didn't wait for them to takeoff. I spent the balance of 
the afternoon between the Navigation Officer's chart room and the gym On the way from the gym to the 
BOQ I me·ntioned to several of my peers that Betty was on her way out and was scheduled to arrive on the 
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22 April. All were envious, those engaged thought perhaps they should send for their fiancees and have a 
military wedding on the base. To my knowledge none did. 

The following afternoon I had time to go to Anacortes to look for some linens among other things. Such 
were more scarce than hen's teeth. I was advised that a trip to Oak Harbor or Mt. Vernon would be a 
waste of my time. The merchants had sold out shortly after our squadron had been assigned to Ault Field 
and the new seaplane outfit checked into Oak Harbor. I stopped by the Project and signed my first lease 
leaving the first month's rent in -advance for 2318 N Place, a corner unit. At ~upper th~t evening, while 
talking to Red Dulan, I mentioned my plight. He suggested I try Ship's Service. I hadn't given it a 
thought. Ship's Service was the Navy's equivalent of the Army's PX. That next afternoon Red and 1 
visited Ship's Service where I obtained only a portion of our linen needs. Then ·it was off to Anacortes. 
Betty and I would haye some ·linens. Her pending arrival permeated my evecy thought removing all inane 
subjects such as training, the squadron and the war. 

Bets was to arrive a~ Mt. Vernon, a small town about sixty miles north of Seattle, the fact was Great 
Northern Railroad failed to deliver. They were so late coming into Seattle that the connection for their 
train to Everett and Mt. Vernon was missed. Great Northern was kind enough to arrange for bus 
transportation on to Mt. Vernon. ln. addition they had me paged there and advised ~at Mrs. Fitzpatrick 
would arrive at the Mt. Vernon bus depot around 1400 to 1445 (2:00 ~o 2:45 PM). 

Fortunately, for us time was mine to waste. Right as rain the old bus pulled in as advi~ed. There 1 
was more than three thousand miles from home greeting Betty, the love of my life, as if it were the 
comer streetcar stop back home. Truly, it was a thrill beyond description to see and touch her. She got 
a big hug, too. Here she was in my care and custody in a town, that on a large map, was less than the dot, 
a pin point, might make on the map. To all the world but those few residing in Mt. Vernon the town didn't 
exist. Some few weeks before we. didn't know it existed either. 

By the wildest stretch of our imaginations we never would have prognosticated we'd be in the state of 
Washington much less Mt. Vernon, Washington, that 22nd. Of April 1944. Even more so .. wouldn't have 
foretold Charles and Betty would reside in the town of Anacortes, Washington, . population about fifteen 
hundred, on that day, just three months and eighteen days after we were married. We ·settled in the 
Project that day and through the eighth of June when our squadron departed for the Aleutians. .We did so 
much. It was an educational, entertaining and consummate time, that to this day we speak of it as though 
we were there many mo!lths. Actually it was forty-six ( 46) days. However, we did return to enjQy it 
all a second time. · 

There was· an old bus from Mt. Vernon to Anacortes, a real shaker. A bus trip made both ways several 
times to purchase at J.C. Penny's blankets; linens as well as other household items. The ride was far 
from ·an ordinary one. Bets was with me. The old bus, the scenic. ride combined with the aroma of pine in 
the air, the totally new experience of the North West, the togetherness riding hand in hand into Anacortes 
was an impressionable trip and time. Pure sentimentality and sensitivity as to who we were and the love 
we had for each other. However, there was nothing unrealistic, no illusions, we knew there was a war on 
and the seriousness of it and my position· as a military pilot. We believed we had a life to live and th~ 
war would eventually be remembered as maybe only as a vivid giant step on our path through many 
steps. Never did we ever think that I wouldn't survive that great ordeal. 

We got off in 'downtown Anacortes', roamed the few stores purchasing some fOod, dishes, and utensils 
-~ at ALLAN'S (TABLE SUPPUES AT A SAVING)*, he advertised along with an assortment of odds .and ends. 

At ALLAN'S we were informed $at there was the 'Jitney ~· and where we might catch it. The Jitney 
made runs the len~ of and a jJortion of the wee breadth of Anacortes. Bets learned later its schedule was 
anything but exact. The old fellow who ran it was as slow and easy going as was his bus. Actually there 
was no hurry in the town. It was a pleasant and friendly community whose citizens were always warm to 
the service personnel. *Data by Chief Archivist Betty Fitz who still has her April 22, 1944 ALLAN'S of 
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Anaco~es receipt for purchases. 

By the time of Bet's arrival I was able to tell her about the crew to which I had been assigned and my 
first encounter with them. Next was about the PV and the several flights experienced as a passenger. 1 
had learned early through demonstrations the PV was an unforgiving airplane. Lt. Moorehead made 
certain that both his co-pilot and pilot-navigator were . aware of that fact, little else. Co-pilot Pat 
Tierney and I both ·looked forward to being checked out. Pat was to re~ive flight time from the right seat 
but I ~n't believe Lt. Moorehead ever had Pat fly our plane from the left seat Pat missed a flight or two 
when in the Aleutians so I got the chance. to ride the right side. Note I said ride. On those several 
occasions from takeoff to landing I never touched the controls. 

·ouring familiarization of the area and plane we had several very short and elementary navigation 
hops during which I had no problems. I thought Lt. Moorehead made it clear that as crew our dependence · 
and life was on him to fly no matter.the situation, thereby being our protector. In turn each of the crew 
was likewise holding . the life of his fellow crewmen. Each had to be equally proficient and adapt at his 
job. lt.was my personal opinion, though I never spoke it, I knew better, Lt. Moorehead meant that for all 
except for his co-pilot. Tierney never acquired the time up front. Pat should have been 1 00% 
proficient in his position as co-pilot. Tflat also was my opinion. Those few scattered times that 1 recall 
Pat at the controls I remember he had a nice touch. The crew had pretty well proven themselves except 
for me. My day was to come. 

Meanwhile Betty had made. our little Project house into a warm and very comfortable place in which 
to five. She In some manner, and t' don't know how any longer, acquired·a large rug for our IMng room 
floor. There were alWays service people moving in and out of the project so it was possible the rug was 
purchased from one of them. The mifitary people bought and traded among themselves rather 
religiously, kind of in the familY, so to speak. Bets was, and is, a great make-do person. With little she 
could develop much. Our neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Phillips, who were probably in their mid forties 
couldn't have been nicer to us. I believe th~y had a sc;>n and son-in-law in the service. Daughter Betty 
carne to live with her folks and was as nice to Betty and me as were ·her parents. In addition we had 
maybe four VPB 136 officers and their wives as close neighbors. ~ere were other service people but 
none with whom we ass9Ciated. We'd been married three months and eighteen days and had, between us, 
traveled through ~lrty-seven states and lived in three. Bets was fast becoming a true Navy wife. 

Lt. Moorehead was. pushing me to make all training flights with ·him. 1. finally mentioned that I'd 
rather spend the. time in .the Unk Trainers then ride in the sky looking out the astro (astrodome). 
bubble, sometimes referred to as the aStro hatch. It did nothing for me ·unless it was to keep my nerves 
on edge. Frankly, I was dam uncomfortable as a passenger never having had . a second's time · in the 
cockpit. (If push came to shove I'd have to be more expressive, expletives deleted). For the most part 
my riding was tantamount to riding in a box. · If he wotild have permitted me to fly sitting behind him and 
Pat ·I would have become knowl~dgeable· as to what was transpiring In the 'front office' plus the horizon 
.wouid have been as viSible to me as it was them That meant comfOrt and would have boosted my · 
confidence level no end. But Lt. MOOr-ehead liked the plane captain to ride there. · · 

His constant push slackened somewhat When I began splitting my time between riding, the Navigation 
Officer's offiCe and the Link Trainer. The power was his to make ·me go a!Qng. All he had to do was order 
me, he never did. Our day navigation hops were in reality searches. We'd fly a sector of a pre-plamed 
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search area in conjunction with several other planes looking for Japanese submarines or anything which 
seemed out of the ordinary. 

On one such clear day, but with a high overcast, calm seas and visibiliD' forever. At ·briefing we 
were told that there might be scattered transports in the area. A convoy for the south Pacific was 
forming. There was one, a tr:oop transport, within our sector. Its course and position indicated we 
should be able to spot it south of our inbound leg. The troopship's course given us would eventuallY 
intersect the course of the balance of a convoy forming well south and west of our position. 

We had turned on to our east bound and final leg of our search when Lt. Moorehead asked, 
"Fitzpatrick, when do you estimate we'll see the troopship?', 

"If he is on course, Sir, we should see him in few minutes. The ship position is approximately a few 
miles south of our heading." 

"Fitzpatrick, pass the binoculars forward." I passed .them forward. All remained quiet until 
Moorehead had the ship in sight. He sent Moran back to tell me to come forward. Sure enough the ship 
was ahead maybe a mile and to the starboard. 

"Is that your ship?" 
"According to our br.lefing I'd have tp say it is, Mr. Moorehead." 
"Alright. Let's make a pass on him." He quipped looking over his shoulder at me. I nodded in 

agreement as though I had anything to do with it.. . 
Moorehead: "He'll have to respond with the code of the day. Tierney take the lamp and flash thE! code 

of the ~ay." Pat checked a second time making sure of the code. Moorehead took off the automatic pilot 
then rolled 78 Victor over into a steep bank crossing over the ship's bow at 130 knots, about thirty feet. 
After that pass they had to know we were there. There wasn't a soul to be seen. The challenge went 
una·nswered. We flew well beyond the ship then completing a 270 degree tum to the starboard fadng 
head on with the ship, flying dead onto the ship's bridge. Pat repeated the cOde of the day several times 
with no response from the bridge. Jim wasn't happy at all. He wanted the Pfoper 1.0 so we could head 
home. The repeated challenge was not acknowledged. There apparently wasn't anyone on the bridge and · 
the decks were clear. 

Moorehead: "Try again Pat. I'll make a slow approach, give me 1 0 degrees of flaps." 
Tierney: "Ten degree flaps, Sir. I'm ready with the lamp." The very slow approach accomplished 

nothing. Moorehead's Boston Irish was rising now . . Moorehead eased the throttles forward and called for, 
"flaps up." 

Moorehead: "Pat, we'll go out about a mile and I'll come about so as to ma~e them think we'll cross 
their bow at about a 30 degree angle. Just before I complete my turn you open the bombay doors. Early 
is better than late, you understand?" 

Tierney: "Yes, Sir." , . , . .. . 
. Moorehead: • As they open I'll roll out of our tum giving a few. burst of our nose guns. That :ought to 

wake them up." We had five fifty caliber machine guns in the nose, had we utilized the turret guns we'd 
have seven. "We'll put on some speed clearing the bridge by a few feet with the bombay doors ope~ I'll 
tell you when to close them. Have the lamp ready." There was a bridge of tracers. So much ·so it 
apj:leared you coulct ride or walk out on them. Passive, though intent the unyielding Moorehead was bent 
on a response. Boyl Did he get it. The ship lit up like a Christmas tree. People appeare~ from nowhere 
waving, jumping up and down supposedly telling us what we already knew. "Hey, we're Americans." 

"Give me a heading for home, Mr. Fitzpatrick." The Mister sometimes implied a good or improving 
. disposition, but nevertheless, a strictly business one. The Fitzpatrick was the same as his raising the 
proverbial red flag. His moods were obvious. Then again, whenever flying, his attitude was one of no 
nonsense. 

"Make it 90 degrees, Sir, due east. I'll adjust It in a minute or so, Sir." He liked quick ansviers and 
due east was just that. How could I miss. I had the entire west coast of the U.S. and canada for a target. . I 
asked him for a couple of raa10 bearings and adjuste<J my inbound heading to 88 degrees. There was no 
sun, the sexton was useless, dead reckoning and a ·pot full of luck was it • . The best you could hope for 
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after all his twistilg and turning at the . troopship was to head east. If I was fortunate the 88 degree 
heading would bring us directly into the Straight of Juan De Fuca instead of a couple of miles south of it. 
I was fortunate once again. It was at this point Moorehead would usually say, "Secure navigation, 
Fizpatrick." Then I would enjoy the twenty-five or so minute ride into Ault Field. 

Crabbing was positively great I was told. Betty, the Doug Bennetts and I purchased a couple of crab 
nets, so~e strong cord, chicken necks and headed for the railroad bridge over the creek. C~bbing was 
every bit as good, maybe better, than I had been told. Washington crabs were considerably larger than 
we had been accustomed to catching in the Chesapeake B.ay. From the bridge to the water was evel)' bit 
twelve feet. Our crabs would hang on for dear life wanting those chicken necks until they were only 
inches out of reach of our crab nets. It still was fun, however, often an exercise in futility. Several 
attempts convinced· us. there had to be another way lacking a boat. · 

My problem was solved by. stopping by the Navy's metal smith's shop and asking him to make two 
metal rings. The outer ring was approximately .28"across while the inner ring approximated 20". 
Next Betty and I visited the dock area inquiring as to whether there was a small discarded piece of an old 
fisherman's net. It was gladly given us. We cut it to fit our rings then with our new cord sewed the net · 
to the rings. Next was sewing a sma.ll piece In the center to secure the bait. Four lines were then tied 
securely at four points measured equidistant around the outer ring. To these was the cord that ran from 
the net to us on the bridge. 

When we hauled our net up the inner ring would drop six inches lower than the outer iing thereby 
making movement for the crabs very difficult. Up hill and with so many holes over which to travel the.ir 
legs ·would stick. ·We'd have the net up before our crabs could escc;tpe. While our net was vel)' successful 
you had to have heavy workman's gloves to pull. it up. The weight of .the rings along with the weight ·of 
six or seven crabs could cause the chord to cut into your hand. lri addition we had scrounged a five gallon 
can and had the top cut off thus we had our pot at the edge of the bridge steaming crabs as we caught more. 
Sitting there on the rails With the beauty and serenity of the great northwest at your feet, steamed crabs 
at your finger tips with a pretty girl .at your side, well, what else was a $1800.00 a year Ensign plus 
flight pay to ask for? · 

We were surprised at how many folk~ were not familiar with steaming crabs as we had been 
accustomed to back east. Those few who tried our .steamed crabs truly enjoyed them Writing of food 
reminds me of the time Bets and I had guests for dinner. Mentioned earlier was the fact that we had a 

• coal-wood cook stove. Indeed, It took some effort to master it, especially when you wanted evel)'thing to 
be prepared at the same. time and ready for serving. With · tips from Mrs. Phillips our grand neighbor 
Betty did master the dam thing. However, one particular evening about the time Bets was to serve the 
chicken she noticed a piece of ·coal with it. Catnng me aside, she asked, "What do we do now?" "Don't · 
mention it and serve it anyway. Bets, they'll never know." Was my suggestion. After picking the coal 
out, she did. O':!r guests must have enjoyed.it because there was none left. 

As time drew closer towards that inevitable day, the day we would ship out my days at the squadron 
were longer, more Involved and there w~s an additional two or three nights of flying each week. Bets was 
fortunate in that there were four or five young ladies at the project with husbands in '136', all flyer5 so 
that there was eompany or someone for an emergency if the need arose. With the Increased flying time 
Moorehead suggested I be available. He ·became more pushy. Still no time in the right seat nor was Pat 
given time at the controls. The more the training schedule was pursued the more we seemed to become a 
part of the Navy:s usual hurry up and wc;tit program. It all served to bring Pat Tierney and me together. 

Pat would drive Into Anacortes to pick Betty and me up, at least once a week, for an evening at their 
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house. Patrick, Jr., their son of six months or so, was a beautiful boy, slept well, too. We'd play penny 
poker, dealer's choice with all kinds of wild cards, and often as not it'd be with Pat's diapers hanging 
about drying. Dryers hadn't been invented. Their house heating system waSf1't the greatest even when 
they'd fire up the heat to dry Patrick Jr.'s diapers. The little guy never woke up with all our ruckus. 
Anyone listening might think we were playing for mega bucks and not for pennies. With evenings's end 
Pat would drive us home to Anacortes. Sometimes he'd let me take his car returning in the morning to 
pick him up and head for the squadron. 

There were a number of fantastic places at which to eat. The majority were situated within what 
anyone would envision as picturesque ·as the rugged great northwest could be. We'd all arrange to dine 
out whenever a smorgasbord was planned. Folks claim the Dutch Country of Pennsylvania as the epitome 
for fine eating. Agreed, it is nice. However, let me assure you the dining places in and around the Pudget 
Sound area lacked nothing. Especially on Whidbey Island and surrounding environs. Within their 
luxuriously rustic atmosphere never could it be said there was an inadequacy of hospitality, comfort and 
warmth. Generous proportions, excellent quality, never in short supply. The wholesomeness of them all 
was enhanced greatly no matter which cove, inlet or body of water they overlooked. The northwest is · 
magnificent in its greatness and stateliness. · 

Busy days, busy nights at squadron called for busy off hours. It was rumored that sometime in June 
we'd be shoving off for the Aleutians, thus every married member of our squadron was cramming all the 
free time they could acquire with their wives. I couldn't arrange for a ride home after each night flight 
so I'd make arrangements to stay over at the BOQ. Then, too, there was no way to get into Anacortes and 
back from my afternoon schedule and be prepared for night flying It was during several of these layover 
dinners at the BOQ that Moorehea~ joined me. I didn't .know why, he lived on the Weidenbach farm just a 
few miles from the base, having his own wheels it was an easy ride to and from the base. Could be he was 
curious to learn what made ·me tick, certainly it was mutual. He was stuck w~h me and as of that date 1 
hadn't emerged from my shell. I thought that a bit egotistical, but what else? He was considerably 
friendlier but couldn't shake that Boston conservatism. I ventured another thought. If Moorehead is 
willing to step over the line why not me? 

With nothing else to do until the night flight schedule we'd enjoy long suppers. During one of them 
ice hockey became the subject, beside flying, on which we could relate. Subsequently I had him talking 
about himself -and his accompiishme.nts. Briefly he had a .couple of degrees, played a little semi-pro 
hock~y. was an accomplished horseman, taught single and multi-engine instrument flying over a year in 
the Navy plus other achievements of note I no longer recall. Progress was being made but it remained at 
arm's length. That Bostonian stood firm. I figured I was destined to fly, live or die with this man so in 
spite of his stout arm's distance·! went all out. One of our night navigation hops did it. for me. · 

Stepping out of the BOQ into the night there wasn't a thing to see or feel but dark and mist. It was 
awfully black and damp out. The mist was heavy· with visibility estimated something a bit better than 
one mile. If perchance visibility was a mile it sure was a tight one. Certainly, this night suggested no 
promises but a miserably laborious one. Voices dose by me were softened by the heaviness of the air. 
However, they all were echoing my sentiments. They were in unison in thought and word, maybe the Old 
Man will cancel the flights, "He'll call them off.'' 

First voice: "No way." 
Second voice: "You don't know the Old Man." {meaning the Skipper). 
Third voice: "You guys are right, I knew him when •.••. " He was interrupted. 
First ~oice: "If you guys don't know him now, h ••.•••• , he •••• , aw' forget it, here's the bus." Then with 

much mumbling about the weather the men crowded into the bus for the squadron. The weather briefing 
said by the time we took off the ceiling would be up to about 1 000 feet. There were no storms in the area 
just the lousy soup (fog). Word was passed that all flights as scheduled were 'GO.' I told Moorehead I · 
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was going to finish my preparations and that I'd be in the navigation office and following that I'd meet 
him and Tierney in the briefing room. · 

Weather was paramount on the minds of the four crews scheduled. The briefer's offered no 
encouragement, unless, it was that by noon the next day it would be nice for the late afternoon flights. 
All was in readiness. However, for added safety we were to takeoff at twenty minute intervals starting 
about 2000. hours. We drew straws. The last tak~off, number four, was ours. We'd get off around 2130 
(9:30P.M.) If all went well our E.T.A. at base (estimated time of arrival) would approximate 0330 to 
0345, it was too ear1y to tell. We had ahead of us at least a five and one half-hour flight. Mr. Moorehead 
was punctual as usual. Rolling down runway 30, ~ 7000 foot runway was a comforting feeling with so 
much gas aboard. 

Reflecting that eventful night it seems there were five planes scheduled not four. Nonetheless, it 
·doesn't matter now. What does matter is the wrap up of that evening. so long ago and what it did for me. 

Moorehead eased 78 Victor off beautifully. We had guessed the weather briefer$ were wrong and they 
were. The ceiling wasn't 1 000 f~et, no sir. We were in the soup just about 790 feet. Moorehead rolled 
30 degrees to port to pick up the Neah Bay ·range heading out of the Straight of Juan De Fuca and the 
Pacific Ocean. My initial point for departure would be Neah Bay since we were to fly the range at the 
start. An overcast would prevent celestial navigation unless Moorehead could get on top of the weather. 
Navigating five and a half hours in fog using dead reckoning set for me a real challenge. At Neah Bay I 
gave Lt. Moorehead our course, speed and altitude. Now into our course the briefing altitude was out as 
was their story on the weather. 

Moorehead: "Mr. Fitzpatrick, let's see if we can get on top. Maybe there will be some stars or the 
moon." Until the end of. this flight, whenever I was at the table (navigating), he usually addressed me as 
Mr. the same as I addressed him. 

"Good Idea, thank you, Sir." We never made it. Turbulence and the fact at fourteen thousand there 
wasn't any indication we'd make it. More importantly we did not have oxygen. He maintained my 
airspeed losing altitud~ down to about five thousand. It was smooth and better yet we'were flying between 
layers of clouds. Moorehead had managed to raise two of the other flights who were having as much 
trouble as 78 Victor.' Both said they would try our altitude if for nothing more than comfort. 

Somewhere around five thousand feet 7B VICtor settled down. Moorehead tried the automatic pilot but 
it was restless, kind of spasmatic simply because of the turbulence I guessed. Exactly where we were 
was anybody's guess. The crew was restless moving about considerably. I could see our airspeed and 
heading varying as we trespassed through our tunnel of clouds. I figured unless I said something this 
night and flight woul~ be an exercise in futility. . 

"Mr. Moorehead, is it possible for you to hold our speed and a steadier heading? I'll have to ask the 
crew to settle down too, Sir." His reply was emphatically direct. 

·"Fitzpatrick, I'll fly· and you navigate,~ I was out of sorts but answered anyway. 
"Yes, Sir, Mr. Moorehead, you fly and I'll navigate." He then gave me a supporting shot. 
"There will be no moving aft unless Mr. Fitzpatrick approves it." · 
"Sir, can we drop down some to see if we can see the water? I'll drop a ~are. I would like an update 

on t.he wind direCtion and velocity." ·· 
"Holding speed and going for a look." 
"Mr. Moorehead, since the weather has had its way with us I'm not one hundred per cent certain of 

my exact position. How about Mr. Tierney ge~ting me some bearings from the radio stations? It'll sure 
help. i'll furnish him the stations and frequencies." ~ell the pair of them in the front office (cockpit) 
·stayed busier than a couple of cats on a tin roof. ·They even found stations not on my charts. Of course . 
there was always my escape route, head east until we hit the coastline then fly north to the Straight of 
Juan De Fuca swing starboard and head home. We got one wind correction and along with all the bearings. 
from the coastal · cities and radio ranges I became comfortable as to our position. The weath~r was 
worsening and Mr. Moorehead searched for a more comfortable flight level. About the same time he 
heard from two squadron members who had' dec~ed to more or less call it quits. Both were heading for 
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the coastline. Pending the weather there and inland they would make their decision then. 
"Fitzpatrick." 
"Yes, Sir, Mr. Moorehead." 
"Are you comfortable with your position?" 
"Yes, Sir. I'm tightening it up right now, Sir." I explained we were approximately so far off the 

·coast and very close to 90 degrees bearing from, I stated the city which I np longer recall, following with 
I'd ·appreciate Pat giving me bearings in 'x' minutes then naming the two stations. I wasn't unhappy at 
that moment but knew Moorehead wanted a better position than I had at that moment. We altered our 
course to a southeasterly heading . 

.. Fitzpatrick, is this course part of pur search plan?" 
"Yes, Sir. It's as close as I can possibly get it without the stars, Mr. Moorehead. Navigating by dead 

reckoning and especially without wind correction leaves room for error, Sir. Mr. Moorehead, 1 don't 
have any doubt we'll be horne between 0245 and 0300. Providing this bird holds up." I thanked him 
and Tierney for all their help in obtaining the bearings. Adding we had almost as many to take on our 
north bound leg. For the circumstances under which we were flying I wasn't dissatisfied. I related to 
them our approximated position assuring them it would be nearly right on in about fifteen minutes. It 
was easy to understand his apprehensiveness, I had the chart before me with all my bearings plotted 
along with m~omputations. He sat and stared the evening away in our dimly lit cockpit. 

"FitzpatriCIC, bring your chart forward." It was as though he read my mind. 
"Yes, Sir, on the way." MO()rehead looked over the many markings and notes I had been keeping. 
"How far to Tatoosh Island?" 
"Sir, I haven't advanced, or estimated, our final leg as yet anticipating a better fix on the leg." 
"As soon as you're satisfied with your ETA for Tatoosh give it to me." 
"Yes, Sir." It was back to work for me. The stress and anxiety of the night and especially producing 

an accurate ETA over Tatoosh Island for Moorehead was going to be no small ordeal. 
"Fitzpatrick, Lt. Jackson has landed somewhere in Oregon. I didn't get where. You are sure of.your 

figures aren't you?" 
"Yes I am, Mr. Moorehead. We've taken so many bearings up and down the coast our position has to 

correct." That was sort of boasting I knew. We had been going by dead reckoning ,since we .flew over 
Tatoosh Island hours before. With such a long misen~bte night and with a good portion of it flying on 
instruments the crew, too, was getting itchy. They asked a number of times as to our position. 

"Where are we Mr. Fitzpatrick? What's our ETA at Ault Field?" They .weren't a bit more 
apprehensive than was I. Each was invited to see my chart and showed them our position. The word 
concerning the other planes was passed by Moorehead, they knew the other three planes had all headed 
for the protection of some inland field. Probably they had landed earlier, secured their planes and their 
night was over. Nice beds, dry sheets and sleep . . All that was by midnight. . 

We had every bit of two hours flying time remaining. Visibility was zero and mountains lined the 
coast every inch of the way to Tatoosh Island. For my morale as well as the crews I gave our new heading 
to Moorehead early. AU in the back of the plane felt that sense of relief when Mr. Moorehead swung 
around 110 degrees easing 78 Victor into our headi!1g ·for Tatoosh Island. 

It was sometime before I advised Mr. Moorehead of our ETA for Tatoosh Island. We were, I estimated 
at that time, maybe forty minutes out. About thirty minutes out I made an adjustment to our heading as 
well as to our ETA. 

"Fitzpatrick, are you sure of our ETA 7" 
"Yes, Sir, If you don't gain any speed on your let down or vary our course, we're right on, Sir." 

The way he ~rt of impfied an night, by the tone of his voice, that we were out over the Pacific Ocean and 
who knew where. I became a Uttle boastful as to our position. Nobody in the world knew better than did I 
that there was so much hoped for accuracy In all my computations that if I ended up thirty miles north or 
south of the Straight of Juan Fuca it would have been a dandy Job. So many bearings from so many 
stations plotted out had to, without a doubt, place me where the Straight emptied into the Pacific Ocean. 
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"Fitzpatrick, I can't see the lighthouse as yet." 
"You will, Sir. Hold steady Mr. Moorehead and we'll fly right over_ top of the lighthouse." That very 

second I was sorry I said that. If we didn't cross directly over the lighthouse on Tatoosh Island knew 
would regret that remark for the rest of my tour of duty with this crew and especially Moorehead. 
wondered why he continued to drop the Mister. 

"Fitzpatiick, I don't see the lighthouse." I was fumbling about now. 
•we 'Ifill, Sir. It's a bit difficult in these low clouds." I got smart and said nothing more. 
"Bring the binoculars and come forward." Forward I w~nt with the binoculars and began searching 

for the lighthouse. Its flashing Identity has long· eluded me but at the time I must have repeated it. to 
myself many times over hoping that might place it dead ahead. It was either TJemey or Moorehead who 
called out, "Look, there, isn't that a light?" All eyes were forward. I believe mine were out on the nose 
of the plane searching for a light, any light that might say, "Charlie, you're at the Straight." Oh! Did 1 
want to be a winner. · ·-

"Put your binoculars on it, what does it read?" With_ the plane bouncing it was most difficult. 
"I don't know, Sir." Tierney. asked for the glasses and immediately pried the sky ahead. "Can't tell," 

he said. 
"Where do you suppose we are?" A muffled voice behind me, one crew man, said to another. They 

weren't any more anxious than the three of us, and most especially me, with popped o~ eyes straining 
ahead . · 

"That's it" Called Moorehead. "Th~ Tatoo~h lightho_~s~.. You can secure navigation oow,-.Mr. . ;.·. =· · - .,· 
Fitzpatrick." Now anyone who says he spent tfi~ ~ight navigating by dead reckoning while your·j>iiot is: 
flying three fourths of the flight on instruments and hits_his ETA and point dead on is with the Lord's . 
help and maybe a freight car1oad of luck to boot. ·To believe otherwise I would have been a 6ar of the 
ultimate sort I had to . admit to myself I had worked very hard all night to accomplish that gOal and to · 
prove myself. We flew the Neah Bay Range into Atilt field· and landed without the aid of instrument!?~ 

You've Qot to understand~ even though they didn't see the smile on my face at that moment, I· faced 
them all, touching my finger to my head, simultaneously with a smile saying, "it was skill that did it." 
What they believed I never knew. I can say though, they all were outwardly mighty glad to be heading in· · 
the Straight for Ault Field and knowing we'd not have this trip. to do over. We an got a laugh out of the 
fact we knew four crews who would have to in a night or two. Two crews were scattered over Washington 
the other two were in Oregon. .. 

Nevertheless, whatever was on their minds they made it quite apparent their navigator showed them 
the way horne and were appreciative of it. I was pleased, too. I ha~ been busy the entire night and the 
effort paid off. The Moorehead and Fitzpatrick good relations were cemented that night I was on the · 
tarmac waiting for Mr.. Moorehead who was easing his way out of 7B Victor. Finally stepping out he 
offered his hand· saying, "Congratulations, Fitz, you did a .fine job." Pat Tierney followed abounding in 
good spirits artd in his acquired New Jersey Irish brogue chimed in; "Am I glad to be here. Wait until the 
Old Man {The Skipper) hears what happened to the other four crews." We all were exuberant over our. 
night's flight. Especially me. · · 
· "Hey! Fltz,""Pat yelled, "Good job, want a ride home? _Well, lets go it's 03'10." We all logged out 
of the squadron and Pat and I headed for horne in his 1932 Ford. He surprised me, his house being closer 
he let himself off there and told me to go on home and to pick him up at about noon. Bets and I d"ldn't have 
a phone so when I arrived at our place I called to her and tapped on the window. It was about 0400 { 4:00 
A.M.).· That afternoon there was some good natured kidding, a few senior Ueutena11ts puRing rank 
suggesting Ueutenant Moorehead get another navigator. I'd fought that one. It was tough enough breaking_ 
in one PPC much less another. What I was happiest about, I'd become a_ part of the crew. A nice feeling. 

Bets and I were in salmon country now and were bent on catching a salmon, maybe two. The local 
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cannery would can your catch and label it for you. 
This salmon was caught by 

CIJDtllU'O<!$ 111191ifl IB~Uy U:lftZ/P111Uidr 
in the Pudget Sound, Anacortes, Washington. 

We tried hoping we'd be able to send several cans to her Mother, my folks and her sister Bootie and 
husband Uoyd, the master fisherman of the families. We had no luck at all We did catch a couple of 
bug-eyed cod fish, nothing more. I· never gave it a thought, but I believed the cannery would have labeled 
a few cans, for a price. I never asked though. When we told the Phillips about it they had a good laugh on 
us easterners. Mr. Phillips suggested we try deeper water off some point. He then explained where it 
was and how to get there. "You'd need a boat" I answered, . not knowing the Phntips owned a neat little 
powerboa~ 1 

"Fitz, that's what I'm getting to. You can use mine." The offer of his boat to us was almost 
unbelievable except the offer was from Mr. Phillips. I mentioned before the Phillips were exceptionally 
fine· as neighbors and more so as friends to their young service family next door. It was the . first we 
knew he had a boa~ The offer was both a surprise and very generous. A day or so later, during the early 
evening, Mr. Phillips showed me where he kept his boat and how to start it up. He was a quiet and a very 
nice fellow, wen actuaRy they both were with hearts of gold. Mr. Phillips chec~ed me out several times 
in the starting and where and ~ow he stowed various· objects aboard. We secured the boat for the evening 
and headed for his car. At that point he handed me the key, saying, "It is an extra key Fitz, keep it over 
at your house." 

Doug Bemett and I looked the boat over one day, even started it but didn't leave the dock. Betty and 1 
used it twice I think. A short ride the first time for experience in handling in those deceptive waters. 
The second and last time we w~nt fishing for that elusive salmon. According to the 'locals' we had what it 
took to catch salmon, but not experience. We were not at all successful. caught were two cod fish and 
much milfoil. As a matter of fact at one point it seemed the milfoil and kelp were actually going to catch 
us. The kelp beds were a unique experience. The beds were t.hick and dangerous for a small boa~ They 
provided ideal security for fish and other marine life. The long strands of kelp were not unlike vines. 
They were tubular and maybe from one to two inches in diameter with a bulb like top resting on the 
surface. From what depth they rooted or how long they grew we didn't know. We saw some at least 
fift;een to twenty feet in ' length. They resembled a long whip like the lion trainer uses. Betty said 
they're the most incredible things she had ever seen. An eventful day losing only fifty cents worth of 
bait. 

Fishing wasn't the eventful part of the day, not at all. Gorgeous, best describes the weather that day. 
No humidity like home, comfortable breeze, scenery as picturesque as the photograph on the. new 
calendar. Reminiscent of the type scenery you always see in calendar photographs but never in .real life. 
Even the dock area was symbolic of a small northwest fiShing town. As old-fashioned as Anacortes itself, 
uniquely quaint, attractive to the local gentry and curious alike. After checking over Mr. Phillips' boat, 
the "Cygnet" (Latin,. meaning 'a young swan') we slipped her into Guemes Channel and then west into 
Rosario Strait. Easing slowly past Fidalgo Island's pine scented shore lines with their beauty further 
enhanced by the 'essence of the sea' water riveted our eyes and attention, so captivating us the hour of 
the day was lost. · 

Our· aspiration and purpose for being where we were was to catch salmon. However, I can't deny our 
pleasure moseying about those waters surpassed catching fiSh. Nevertheless, we had our lines over 

·anticipating we'd make the catch of the day. Nothing less than a thirty pound beauty was expected 
momentarily. Moments came and moments went, time nor tide didn't wait for our ship1J9ard navigator. 
During our geographical exploration we had cruised to Shannon Point, a bit further than realized. I 
hadn't noticed the sun slipped over the yardarm. It was the cooler air which rang the navigator's bell. 
Betty wasn't expected to be aware of this factor, it was my responsibility. Ole' Skipper Jones had 
trained me well back home. The Navy topped his education and hands on training by far. My mistake was 
enjoying the company, scenery and the northwest in general, so much so little attention was given our 
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position, ti.me or tide. 

Looking over Mr. Phillips' chart I recognized we had at best an hours voyage ahead .of us. I had Betty 
reel in :the lines while I swung the Cygnet about easing her throttles forward a mite. Let rrie say at the 
outset, lest I forget it, the Lord .. was gracioi.Js to ~:~s that evening. With the sun dipping behind the · 
mountains evening befell us faster then I contemplated. Causing in addition, dark shadows across the 
water making heretofore recognizable land marks indistinguishable. It was only a short. .time . before the 
darkened sky joined the. already darkened water. TI1El difference between .them was indiscernible. Except 
·for the fact that the boat was floating and I could feel the water against our prow and our compaSs heading . 
was correct. I wasn't prepared· for -that overwhelming and absolute darkness. Tho$e ever so . beautiful · 
tree lined shores were equally imperceptible. · .· · ·.· 

Except for the occasional lighted channel markers our position was ·unascertainable. I could as·easily 
run h~adlong into ~ boat, a floating log,. one of which barely . missed us, or rock jutting out of the water, 
the tree lined shore, believe me it wouldn't have been a problem. It was my opinion, if we're to survive · 
this trip I had no choice but to ease out into deeper water and parallel the lighted 'channel buoys into 
Anacortes. Further compounding my plight was that Mr. Phillips' running lights were out and I without a flashlight. My sole light, a very dim small light on the -dash by which to read the compass on the 
console, and almost the chart. I was afraid to take my eyes from the blackness ahead to .focus my eyes too 
long on the chart fearing I'd ram something. I thot.ight, my what a position I've placed my wife in. All 
the while she was sitting on the stem seat just riding along not worrying about a thing. She was on a fun 
trip. Running through my mind was all I ever heard my Uncle Will Boone and Skipper jones say; or . 
taught about boatS and water. More importantly what was learned in the Navy was paying dividends. 

Twice· before, during Navy training I'd been in situations .where my reasoning had to ovel'powedhe 
tendency to panic. Helping, too, was that I w~sn't one that ~came disturbed or panicked easHy. Moving . 
out into deep water to be . in a closer proximity to the buoys on· my port· side I noticed little to almost ·no 
progress was being made. The Cygnet was at her best cruising speed according to Mr. PhiUips and the · 
tachometer before me. My RPMs were right on. Then I realized I was buffeting the outgoing· tide. · At my 
setting on the tachometer we could bum all our gas virtually standing still and end up spending the night 
drifting about. There was · more than enough gas to reach Anacortes if ·1 increased our SPeed thereby 
overcoming the outgoilg tide. · At the dock there'.\vas signage as to the approximate threeJoot tide and : · 
reminding boaters to allow for it on any east bourld .tourse and the times. : · . · ·· , . . 

Why didn't I heed it? I did read it. -However, I hadn't pl;mned on staying out past sunset . Now the . · 
·tide was a factor. No way had I envisioned ~e final Ingredient to my dilemma, a component so big, so 
powerful and so all consuming upon announcing its presence my adrenaliri nearly · afforded·. me ·,the 
stimulus. to dl"le overboard, lift . the, boat · out of the water with orie hand and swim ·carrying it ashore · 
thereby saving Betty, boat and me. Bets had remarked she thought she heard a rumbling, in fact, she 
said, •1 think it's louder.• . Looking about I cauld see nothing in the dark,· about all ttad been· eradicated; : 
but, •ves, •. 1 said, •There seems to be a rumbling." · . 

lmrrtE!diately foilowing my statement, not a second later, there w~ the loudest booming blasting. boat 
whistlE! securely attached to the largest ferryboat either of us had ever seen in the . ·blackest of black 
nights. Bigger _than .life, not 200 feet astern and rapidlY overtaking us . . We ·knew the watervilays 
'throughOut the entire. geographic area down a hundred miles to Seattle were. laden with fenyboats.· 
However~ I hadn't given. it a th~ught that there would be one due in Anacortes with us. .· . · . ·. · 

Did ·it startle us? Oh, no, indeed, it only scared ·us half to death, so we could hardly sp.eak. The· feny, 
only partially visible now, appearing as. some foul black monSter looming out of the inky evening· sea, 
now ablaze with lights. Her sudden lights produced on the bridge followed by its lightening like flash 
floodlight. As quickly. as the. Captain displayed his profusion of lights he subdued them all.·. Then · it was : 
another extended vibrating blast of his hom. · Instantly, each had recognized the other. · There wasn't to 
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be a territorial scrap for supremacy of Anacortes' waters, I had already swung hard to starboard and 
knocking the throttle far forward with aD immediacy and authority. 

Praise the Lord he missed us. We were safe and each of us Captains knew it. However, let me add it 
wasn't without a real fright. As he passed by, too close for comfort, I came about to take his bow wash 
head on. That, too, produced instant fear and trepidation. With the throttle oow reduced somewhat we 
plowed through his wake with a sigh of relief larger than the ferry we had just encountered. As the 
ferry passed· the black engulfed us once again. Water· from the ferry's bow wave stirred and scattered 
sporadic phosphorus lights which rose and fell from the mountain of water as the ferry pushed forward. 
Though the experience which took only seconds, I lived it the evening over. 

Bouncing through his wake I realized the big old fellow was my ticket horne. .A little power applied 
once again and I'd follow him like his shadow. Albeit a very small happy and invisible one. We secured 
Mr. Phillips' boat and headed for horne. Home to 2318 N Place where Bet's interior efforts would 
provide us all the oomfort and security we longed for after that eventful boat ride. I wasn't' certain at 
that time Betty was really ever cognizant of the danger we had faced. Writing of that episode Bets adviSed 
me she wasn't worried a bit. She said, "I had faith in you. There was nothing to worry about." 

For some reason Mr. Phillips couldn't recall, he had pulled the fuses to the Cygnet's Ughts. He 
apologized profusely th~n in the same breath advised he would replace them the next evening. We paid 
him for the gas and in addition gave him some gasoline ration stamps I'd scrounged. Time never 
permitted a second salmon fishing trip. However, we did go crabbing several more times. 

There were three movie theaters, walk the mile plus into Anacortes or visit one or the other Base 
theaters. In which event I'd prearrange for transportation to Oak Harbor or Ault Fh;~ld. No movie played 
at the same theater more than three days. There wasn't a problem in keeping up with the latest hits. 

Betty and I acquired a board game whi!e in Anacortes called Strategy which we played often. Each side 
had four generals and twenty-four men. The object was· to overpower your opponent by taking his 
generals or reducing his troops to ineffectiveness. Years later it became a favorite with our son Andrew · 
when he was a youngster. Like many items which were a favorite during a specific time in your life you 
never seem to be able to dispose of them. Strategy in its original form, as we purchased it, is retired 
though still with us. Today the manufactures have developed it into a more sophisticated game. 

ArrMng at squadron one morning, not too long before we were to takeoff for the Aleutians, I noticed 
my name on the bulletin board scheduling me for the dentist. Every squadron member had his share of 
physicals, Including shots along with a trip to the dentist before departure. I'd been through all the rest 
no strail and found fit and clean as the proverbial hound's tooth. 

As much as possible your physique was to be right as rain and up to par for the trip north. Fix it 
now was the word, -medical facilities were thin and dentists far and few between. The between I suspected 
was between Ault field and Attu. Sitting in the dentist chair the usual picking, scraping, tugging and 
pulling tflen the fillings, I had a few, then the 'coup de grace.' 

"Son." The dentist said, "I'm scheduling you for 0900 tomorrow morning there are some wisdom 
· teeth that have to be extracted," First, the 'Son' bit didn't sit well at all. This bozo I thought wasn't 
older than my brother Pex. More importantly he wasn't my father. This alleged medical man couldn't 
match my Dad's little toenail. 

"Why t;ake them out? They haven't bothered me." 
"You're going into a forward area and orders are to check you so that you'll be physically fit for 

duty." · I went into a dissertation about my physical fitness and that my teeth were not a problem and on 
and on. There was no winning, surely I was in a no win situation with this man. My dentist called for 
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another and they both agreed my wisdom teeth should come out. I was pushing twenty-four and this 
dentist could not have been more than twenty-six and fresh out of dental school. That I should have to fall 
to some professional student just out of dental school and commissioned by .reason he was a dentist didn't 
set well at all. I ascertained I had been in the Navy longer than he, and gone through more. · 

To say he was a bloody butcher and a lousy dentist that wasn't dry behind the ears yet might be 
considered a compliment. That day he pulled two wisdom teeth and surgically removed the third and 
fourth. Truly, I felt I was a part of the walking dead. I went by the squadron to attempt to explain my 
plight and ask for a couple days to ~ecover. The Executive and Personnel officers were astonished. 1 was. 
told to go home and if better report back' to the base in a few days. Betty, too; was shocked at the 
treatment. I was extremely uncomfortable with nothing more than an aspirin to help with the pain. 1 
can only remember how sick and fuR of pain I was. It lasted better than a week. I believe Bets walked 
down to the Anacortes Drug store and purchased an ice bag. That was a blessing. . 

On the fourth day I returned to the squadron telfing them I was not ready for flight duty. They-
understood. However, the dentist had to be seen. I reported to the dental office and advised I would not 
allow the same dentist to see me. The senior dentist, a older man, looked me over but s<iid nothing. It had 
been a horribly atrocious and barbarous incident surely akiA to torture, honestly. Before I left the old · 
senior dentist in command, he handed me a pink slip which said I was grounded until further notice. 
Those bums not only laid it on me they worked over a good number of our men. I knew if in the future 1 
had to visit the Navy's medical people it would be a different scene. 

Time was running out for us. Naturally, squadron personnel were not to divulge where they were 
going. Being true blue to the cause I refused to tell Bet!Y·where. The subject was bantered about for 
several days. I would not tell her. In bed one night she pulled the sheets over our heads and said, "Now 
tell me nobody can hear or see you." We laughed about it but 1·would not ten. On one of those last 
precious few evenings just prior to supper she said she knew. Thinking this was a ploy to get me to say· 
where, I laughed giving her a big hug and said, "No way, Baby." As much as Betty wanted to know 1 
never even hinted as much. I totally ignored the subject whenever mentioned. She knew I wouldn't tell 
her and so gave up until supper a few evenings later. . 

Bets, leaning over the table, so as to be closer to me, secretively looked about the otherwise empty 
room, and spoke to me in whispered tones. 

"I know where you are going." 
"No way, • I responded, "It's all classified." I immediately thought she was attempting to bait me so 

I would tell her. All my mental red caution flags went up recalling the slogan around the many bases, 
"Loose lips s1nk allied ships." There were many such slogans with the same th~me. 

"According-to the other wives around here who feel their source is impeccable .... " Then she paused, 
looking around once again, speaking softly, very softly indeed, while I listened thinking she has another 
approach. I'll tell her tonight i thought. · 

. "You're going to the Aleutian Islands to replace another squadron on rotation." I tried to bluff her 
for a bit and was being somewhat successful when she blurted out that her source was right about our 
replacing VPB 135. · · 

" That's foolishness besides I don't know where we're going." I said. 
"Ohl Yes you do. I can even tell you one of two islands on which you'D be based." 
"So lady, who's your impeccable source. The Captain?" I said, changing the story. 
"No smarty, it's the milkman. Mrs. Phillips said he's been right the last two times. He knows." 

Well, now I couldn't keep a straight face any longer. Though I still denied the whole thing. I did such a 
hard sell about her story that· my bride of 20, plus a few mont)Js, seemed hurt and even apologized for 
having believed such a story. I convinced her not to discuss it with anyone again. I won that one. 
However, I could never tell her the milkman was wrong. He wasn't. The moral of my story is, I guess, 
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that media aren't the only ones who may have loose lips and who are prone to talk too much. Some sailor 
or officer back then must have or the milkman wouldn't have been right. 

It seemed everyone in town knew VPB 136 was shipping out to replace 135 in the Aleutians. There 
were those civilians who openly discussed the subject. I told Betty that I would tell her and also 
mentioned Mrs. Phillips source was indeed impeccable. One of those pretty evenings just prior to 
leaving I told Bets of our destination as we ·sauntered into to Anacortes. She wanted me to have a radio so 1 
could hear what was happening in the States and around the world. The one mini sized department store 
didn't have any radios at ·an. like sugar, meat, gas and silk stockings there was none to be found. 
However, there was JACK'S RADIO SERVICE, so we walked over to Commercial Avenue for a look see. 
Yes, it was a very small radio shop and Jack was known for his honesty and reliability. We looked over 
the two or three he had rebuilt or repaired. New radios were not available. Thinking they were too big 1 
thanked Jack for his time. 

On the way out Betty's eye spotted a portable radio on the co~er shelf that had a well worn 
appearance. It operated either with batteries or house current. Its covering looked a disaster. 
Demonstrated we found it to play excellently. Its tone was delightful. The radio's looks were such that 
Jack wasn't too anxious to part with it. It might reflect his reputation in someway. In minutes the deal 
was consummated. Oh! Yes, Jack knew our squa~ron's destination also. We walked home as though we 
proud owners had purchased the world. On the way back to the project Bets showed me her short cut she 
used to and from the Anacortes Lutheran Church. It saved some distance but was hard on her nylon 
stockings. Dried grass and weeds were knee high. Because of my seven days a week schedule Betty had 
attended the church several times more than I and possibly a Wednesday evening service with some of the 
squadron wives. 

·. . 
Betty was so impressed with Pastor Foos she made sure the first Sunday I was free from the 

squadron's activities we'd hear him together. The Pastor, we'd guessed, was maybe fifty years old. He 
surely gave the appearance of an older fellow. He had been a missionary and minister in northern Alaska 
including some part of the Aleutian chain for some time. His experience. stood him well. Pastor Foos' 
expression, mannerisms and bearing were that of a much older and wiser man. ·Most important was the 
fact he was a man of God and the first Pastor that either of us could recall who continuously spoke of our 
Lord Jesus Christ and persistently preached the Apostle P.aul's Gospel. That the Lord Jesus Christ was 
paramount in his life and his Living Lord and Saviour there was no cioubt. 

Pastor Foos' messages touched Betty deeply. I was too busy with the Navy and the world in which I 
was exposed at that time to fuUy understand the blessing and implication of the Pastor's messages. Bets 
often spoke of Pastor Foos and the Lutheran church at Anacortes, however, neither of us were moved 
towards accepting the Lord Jesus as our Saviour. In essence without contradiction I Timothy, chapter 3 
verse 16 was mentioned by Pastor Foos at. many Services. 

• And without controversy great is the mystery of Godliness: God was manifest in the flesh, justified 
in the Spirit, seen -of Angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into 
giory." 1 Tim. 3:16. · 

It has been said the above is the Gospel in miniature. It would certainly seem so to anyone familiar 
with their Bible. The Lord was patient if it was Pastor Foos who sowed the seed of our believing on the 
Lord Jesus Christ. Certainly there were many who watered on the way. But then God the Father said, 
•Before the foundation of the world He knew us." 

Once the Pastor had time for a nice chat at the door with Betty prior to her leaving. He had a 
comparison and I would think he was referring to the Word. Their conversation went something like 
this. 

Pastor: "When you were back home what church did you attend?" 
•The Episcopal Church, it was the Church of The Ascension and Prince of Peace." Having noted in her 
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mind how modestly and humble were the church's furnishings Betty remarked that the Episcopal church 
was more formal. 

"Possibly so," Pastor Foos said, "However, Mrs. Fitzpatrick I can enjoy a good meal just as well on 
a paper plate as on a china plate." We have never forgotten his comparison. We haven't forgotten him. 
We were sad to team of Pastor Foos' death during our 1987 Anacortes visit. 

Once horne that evening we tried our radio we had just purchased. The reception was positively 
wonderful. From my quonset hut on Attu I listened to many west · coast stations, including Canada, Idaho 
and Tokyo Rose. More about her later. The little Emerson portable radio was without a doubt an 
excellent buy. A much appreciated .gift. 

VPB 136 had a farewell party which was· held in a sman non-de-script lodge haD in Anacortes. Two 
reasons I supposed were paramount. The officers club was not going to have it there with the enlisted 
personnel; and secondly because alcoholic beverages would be served, much of it donated, thus the old 
proven axiom would certainly prevail. When the drinks are free many who would not drink, or who 
normally sip it would now swill it. The forever and dedicated beer drinkers switched to the free booze. 
So, the old axiom prevailed, 'For buy you leave-for free you take.' Thus such parties usually tum from 
a pleasant evening into· a mess and finally ·a disgrace and embarrassment to most, ours wasn't the 
exception. Our executive officer was no less a mess. Our Academy grad, now our Exec, made passes at all 
the attractive women. No matter whose girl friend or wife. When he got around to dancing with my wife 

. I cut in· sending him elsewhere. There were a number of married couples who, after making their 
mandatory appearance left We headed the exodus. 

Yes, the Anacortes era might be classif.ed, for us, as those early forever days and. times of our fives. 
VPB 136 was now scheduled to pull out on or about 5 June 1944. In the tew days that remained 1 spent 
every s:)ossible minute with Betty. Each crew had a few training hops of one kind or another to cram in." 
We polished off a few more navigation flights along with some gunnery and bombing runs. All was a push 
tomoveout. . 

P~t Treme~ and I made arrangements for our Bettys to ride the train together as far as Chicago. 
Betty Tierney had Pat Jr. to handle and my Betty was to be a blessing during that train trip in that she 
aided Betty T. considerably. Word was out 136 may go sooner and that the married men should concern 
themselves with whatever arrangements that might be pending concerning their wives. Bets and 1 packed 
and shipped 166 pounds of our gear via the Railway Express on 4 June 1944 then wrote the folks to· 
watch for it. 

Early morning 5 June 1944 bag and baggage the five of us squeezed Into Pat's old Ford and headed for 
Everett, Washington where Betty F., Betty T~ and Pat, Jr. would catch the Great Northern railroad train 
for Chicago. Having assured ourselves they were safely aboard Pat and I returned to Ault Field and · 
checked into the BOQ. The ladies and little Pat arrived Chicago la~e afternoon on the tenth. Bets then 
caught.the B. & 0. for Baltimore while Betty Tierney went on to New York and then down Into New Jersey. 
Bets was home in Baltimore late afternoon of 10. June 1944. 

At breakfast, in the Ault Field BOQ, 6 June 1944 VPB 136 got the word of the D-Day invasion of 
Normandy, France. It was stafttlng and scary news to say the least. It was strange how that news quieted 
the. base that morning. The two "Bettys we were sure had heard the news. It was their second day riding 
the .train east. Our crew quietly went about our loading of 78 V~tor completing, too, our final flight 
check. . . . 

Right as rain 'the loose word' around was ci>rrect. We were scheduled to shove off on that Wednesday, 
7 June 1944 for the Aleutians. At breakfast that morning Pat and I wondered how far east the girls and 
little Pat had made it. We'd have to reach our destination, send them our address and wait for their 
answer. It would be some time before we'd know about their trip east. Lt. Moorehead came by the 
breakfast table for coffee and to tell us he wanted us at squadron early. For me he wanted to make certain 
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I had acquired all the navigation charts and equipment including the Sectional Charts that I would need 
Pat was to meet Moran, our mechanic, and go over the plane one last time. Following that Pat and 1 were 
to meet Moorehead at briefing at 0915. . . . 

Enteiing briefing the Executive Officer and the squadron navigation officer ·pulled me aside to tell me 
I was now one of two assistant navigation officers for the squadron. However, there was nothing for me 
to do until we reached our destination since items we . would be needing were packed and loaded. 1 was 
surprised and wondered had these men ever seen my navigation records frolll training? Nevertheless, 
my squadron navigation reputation to date was a very good one .. No matter the Exec said this was to be my 

· squadron duty assignment t.intU further notice. Besides, I thought, I'll enjoy wh~tever it is I'm to do and 
also learn more about navigation. There can't be all that much to do. Said duty usually meant disbursing 
and inventory of charts aoo etc. untU the squadron disbandment. · Lt. Larson was the squadron navigation 
officer .. I was assigned as the assistant navigation officer. While he was a bit stiff he had prior Aleutians 
experience and was an intelligent sort. Over all I was pleased. _ 

. We were scheduled about number eig11t to takeoff. With box lunches aboard we lifted off the Ault 
Field runway for Annette, Alaska, around 11 00. The climb out was smooth. The engines sounded 
harmoniously beautiful, no hesitation now, . our one-way .non-refundable tickets were punched for 
Annette, Alaska. Briefing had advised the first leg of our long journey was to terminate at Annette. 
there it would be determined ·as to whether or not_we'd at~empt the fiVe hour plus leg over the Gulf of 
Alaska to Kodiak. It was all aboard for six to ten· months of the unknown. I looked back. The runway 
grew smaller and smaller until finally it apPeared ·unfit for use becoming lost among the many land 

· marks of the Washington northwest. 
For an outdoor guy the flight to Annette was tantamount to being in a wonderland, without the 

· trudging through it. The last large dty we saw was Vancouver to our east. The ride was an overview of 
the Pacific northwest. More picturesque than post cards. However, there were no red coated Momties to 
be seen. We touched down at Annette after a four hour flight, it was 1 500. Pat and Moran saw to the 
gassing up and otherwise checking 78 Victor over while Lt. Moorehead checked the weather to Kodiak. 
The Kodiak flight would take at least five plus hours, it was now about 1545 -If we could get off ,by 1600, 
and that was extremely doubtful, we'd be lucky if we touched down by 2130 (9:30 P.M.). Kodiak was 
canceled fOf that day. . 

There was little to do but sweat the weather those two days. Sunday, 11 June we were Kodiak bound 
We were fortunate, all went well. One crew for mechanical reasons turned back for Annette. Annette to 
Kodiak was five hours eighteen minutes. Here again we laid over waiting for a break in the weather. 
Five days later, on Friday the 16th., we were off to Umnak for a refueling stop on the way to Adak. Four 
hours and twelve minutes later we touched down at Umnak. Gassed up, a so-so lunch then to the weather 
guys and 78 Victor_ was_ again airborne. Adak was estimated to be a three hour and forty-eight minute 
ride. There was plenty of light left for our daylight landing about 17 45. · 

78 VictOf .and -her crew were readied for .the morning's flight to Attu but that evening we were 
advised an pilots and their navigators were_ to stay over at Adak for a week to attend loran School. 
Briefings also were held concerning the general geographical area, weather, Attu and more weather. 

Loran was a form of navigation by radio. There were three stations, each with its own frequency, 
from which be~rings could be taken and at the intersecting point of your three bearing lines was your 
position. Special Loran maps lined with all the possible readings were pre-printed. The bearing lines of 
each frequency were a separate color on the map. You read your bearing from a radar like scope 
switching to each of the three statiqns, noted your readings on the qtart a~ you had your navigational -
fix. It was an extremely accurate method when it worked. That is an over simplifiCation of Loran ~ 
since I have long forgotten the refinements of it I'll end with that description. Our Loran worked great 
for me and ~as truly a blessing for many crews. Weather being our worst enemy. 
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Much additional knowledge was there for the taking from experienced pilots. The time was 
exceptionally valuable In our preparation for the upcoming nine monthS,: Weather again held us from 
moving on to our final destination of Attu. From 16 June until the 29th. Adak was our host. There were 
a couple of crews. who left Adak for Attu on the 27th. flew for fiVe hours and twelve minutes only to land 
back at Adak. Attu was socked In, ('socked in' meaning the island wasn't visible because of fog, rain, 
clouds or a snow storm closing the island airfield for operational use). On 29 June, three hours and 
three minutes Adak to Attu! .twenty-one days after we left Ault Field, Whidbey Island, Washington we 
landed at Attu, Alaska. Total flight time twenty hours and thirty minutes. The western most island 
possession of the U.S. · 

VPB 13 S couldn't have greeted us more warmly or more generously at the bar. That was for those . 
who liked to imbibe. Our presence meant the last of 135 would be leavirig the next day. At dinner the 
evening before I learned we four pilot navigators had no beef whatsoever. When VPB 135 was forming 
they acquired eighteen pilot navigators in the same manner that brought Ward, Dulan and our unknown 
fourth and myself to 136. We also learned besides the four of us there were about .seven other Ensigns 
who made it to 136 via the same route. How wen I would come to know and understand their feelings 
about leaving Attli. Checking In was accomplished amazingly fast. I was to be billeted with Ueutenants 
Moe, Morrison and Moorehead and Lieutenant (Junior Grade) Paul "Punchy" Haag and Ensign Pat 
Tierney. There was some rumbling at first as to how we junior officers were assigned quarters with the 
·senior officers. It didn't bother ~ a bit. I ignored all conversations about such since I had nothing to do 
with quonse~ hut assignments. 

I was content since I was in close proximity to the officer's mess which included the officer's lounge, 
the briefing room and navigation office. Last and certainly not the least I was only yards from the gym. 
It was first rate with a steam room, rub down tables, hand ball court, exercise room and basketball 
court. Better yet, when It snowed, rained or those ever howling winds got up I was close to all the action. 
Never would I get soaking wet or lost in the snow as on occasion did a few of my drinking .roommates. 

I even drew the best bed of the six In our quonset. In fact my quarters were best overan I felt. The 
previous occupant had made a very nice table sized to the room Truly it was a dandy . . The portable 
Emerson sat on its edge and was easily operated from my bunk. He even had one of the three best 
dressers in the h~ Topping it an off he left his down comforter. Though a bit soiled, it didn't take long 
for the value of its warmth to rnake it acceptable, its soiled condition and spots of dirt even unnoticed. A 
few more cool nights on Attu and you were ~ure·the dirt added to the comf~rt's warmth. An ad~ional 
such night or two, I'd asked myself, "what dirt, why, it isn't even noticeable Charlie." 

My bunk's single. spring sagged so far down .that when my covers and comfort were pulled up to my 
ears the bed very nearly appeared to be unoccupied. There was barely a mound to indicate occupancy. 
Sleep carne easy. There were always three or four of the hut's six windows opened. The cold air wasn't a 
bother. My drinking neighbors assured me it was for their best int~rest and mine to leave them open. 
Rank had its privileges. 

The difference from the beginning of our trip from Whidbey up through Annette and on to Kodiak, 
Adak and finally to Attu was ~rk. Where I was to live and be a part of the war, the Aleutian chain of 
islands ~ere void' of trees, shrubs and the fofiage plants to which I'd been acquainted. Barren, however, 
not as In our deserts, there was the tundra. Marshy flat land known to the far northern regions, with 
almost no vegetation except for moss and lichens. Well, our tundra wasn't discriminating, it was all 
around us~ . Walking on it was like walking on top of a giant mole run. Soft and spongy like. There was a 
grass of sorts in which grew a few scattered wild flowers a few inches in height. That was it. No rolling 
meadows ·graced with acres of beautiful flowers. No, not even the pines of the great northwest grew out 
there. · 

Wild life consisted of a few sparrow like birds. Sea birds would come and go. Then there was the one 
and only, scrounge'moth eaten red fox. Actually, we never did see any moths, the fox only looked like the 
moths had gotten to him He was a hold over from an experiment when some optimistic soul ventured to 
raise fox. He SJ?OOked easily, then who wouldn't living under his circumstances. Food was left for him 
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whenever he was spotted hanging around the mess halls. Oh! Yes, there was one tree. · Some enterprising 
Navy officer brought a tree up in his plane from Whidbey Island and planted it. It Jived, well sort of you 
might say. The better way to describe it YiOUid be to say Char1ie Brown's. Christmas tree was a blue 
ribbon winner compared to Attu's lone tree. Before 136 left Attu it was my understanding someone had 
given it its last Rites. 

Now 'if you coveted a salmon for dinner it was very easy. Ac~uire from one of the shops a sharpened 
stick or pointed metal rod and stand by the shore and spear him Fnlet him and he was ready to be placed 

· on the top of your round oil heater, after it was dented in a bit to hold the melted butter. Apply a littl~ 
butter and fry him to perfection. From the mess a little bread along with a couple of cokes, or cans of 
beer, your choice, and you had a most delightful meal. This was more often seen in huts where more 
junior officers resided than in those huts wherein there were more senior officers. 

We weren't on the island twenty-two hours when we were scheduled for a familiarization and 
instrument flight. thus our first takeoff from Attu was on 30 June 1944. Familiarization '.was just 
that. First, adjusting your takeoff to the Marston steel matting which was p~ced over t.he soggy tundra 
providing a more-or-less level and a firm runway. Many sections laid in place locked sectiO!l to section 
and end to end ultimately establishing a 5000 foot runway. It was wavy and full of pockets. Never could 
it be compared to the engineered concrete runway. It was one thing taking off empty versus our military 
overload weight. 

Familiarization applied equally to the area so as to become fammar with the island filnd able to 
recognize specific landmarks anticipating foul weather. That same day we flew out to Cape Wrangel the 
western most tip of Attu to become famiHar with it as a landmark. We wanted to. recognize it on the 
radar scope also. Our flight back to.base we paralleled Attu's southern most shore gaining knowledge of 
it. From all our briefing we knew there'd come that day, while flying on instrumentS, just above the 
deck, knowing those landmarks would help in mentally positioning ourselves t,irne and distance wise to 
the field. 

Following that excursion Moorehead and Tierney made a half dozen practice instrument approaches 
experiencing ~mselves for that inevitable day. The day fog shrouded Attu would an but disappear, when 
we'd all be most happy for the trial runs and their many dry runs. After a couple trips out and back to 
Cape Wrangel, besides eye baliing the geography, I had the opportunity to operate the Loran. It was but a 
brief test and indeed found accurate. After about three and a half hours flight time we secured 78 Victor 
in her assigned revetment for protection from the weather and possible strafing, if any. It was a busy 
day for VPB136 since everyone was anxious to learn about this sman island and experience the runways. 

The balance of the day was mine so I headed for. my quonset hut retiring to. my recent inheritance, my 
comfortably warm -and cozy six by twelve room to write Betty. First, I thought I'd put everything away 
in my dresser. Next was that neat radio Bets purchased for me. It was positioned on the table beside my 
bed at a spot from which it coold be easily operated. Wondering. how well it might operate from the 
quonset I turned it on and the first station was out of Seattle. It was great. This was the first 
opportunity to sit quiet and meditate. I got Betty's letter off. 

The music from Seattle had me thinking, "Char1ie how did you ever get into this situation?" Reality 
set in, with a mite of the blues. It was the first time since leaving horne after Jacksonville. I began to 
.think about where I really was. "The· Aleutian lslands, which ar~ a partially submerged extension of the 
mountain chain that forms the Alaska Peninsula stretching near1y 2000 nautical miles from the tip of 
the peninsula west to Attu." I thought, "What am I doing way out here it's nothing but a pUe stone and 
tundra with more water around than I ever envisioned." A departing 135 navigator said one of their 
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PPC's aptly described Attu as a fog with an island In the middle of it . . He was certainly correct in his 
description. 

"Weather conditions are among the worst in the world. Violent winds (williwaws) blow (almost] 
daily along with fog, rain and snow [somewhere along the chain]. Measurable precipitation occurs 200 
.days a year. Temperatures are not as cold as in the· interior Alaska, seldom going below zero. Snow 
depths average two to three feet witli occasional blizzards piling the snow up to six feet. The topography 
is extremely rugged due to their volcanic origins on most of the islands. Glaciers and permanent 
snowdrifts dot the higher elevations." 

"The islands dkf not go unnoticed by the Japanese, however. In the early 1930s, the Japanese had 
largely depleted the run of fish off. their own shore, and had begun to work off the coast of America, from 
Mexico to Alaska. In 1932· they sent floating canneries ac"ross the Bering Sea and subsequently extended 
their trips into Alaska's Bristol Bay region. In 1937, the U.S. State Department protested to Tokyo about 
Japanese encroachment on the fishing areas. The Japanese had also been examining the Aleutian Islands 
for years, and had even landed on some of them to take readings and draw maps. They had landed on St. 
Lawrence Island in 1937 and tried to barter liquor for fur boots. Submarine .sightings had been reported 
off seve·ral islands:* 

*Stan Cohen's THE FORGOTTEN WAR. First printing April 1981, Pictorjal Histories Publishing Co., 
Missoula, Montana. [bracketed comments added by autobiographer from his experience]. 

Sitting on my bunk at tllat spot on Attu that day I truly realized for the first time how insignificant 
Charfie Fitzpatrick was compared to the total war effort. I was no more than a· very tiny bean in a 
mighty large pot bbiling in this war and on .this globe. The pot was seething now, there were but a small 
handful out of all the worfd who cared whether I sank or swam. We as a crew were in that stew. Did the· 
crew realize how much each of us. was dependent on the other for survival? I did. Did they think how 
much the front office (pilots) and the navigator meant to their survival? I did. I felt sure Harry 
Moran, our mechanic and plane captain along with Fred Beurskens our radioman knew. our turret 
gunner Bill Glennon, by far the youngest, wha~ did he think? I believe he sweated each trip, without it 
showing, like the rest. 

The officers knew what they meant to ~. as well as what each crew member meant to the other. 
Survival was a total team effort. Lt. Moorehead was right back at Whidbey, about each of us honing our 
skRis. He knew. Practice was over .. In a few days we'd be over Japanese islands. Our ·festering enemy. 
In my mind there was no middle ground. There was enough history already to show there was no doubt 
the 'Nips' were playing fQr keeps. 

It was 720 plus nautical miles to the K~rile Islands. It seemed across all water in the northern 
Pacific Ocean and a sizable chunk of the Bearing Sea. You'd make your run (raid) over the designated 
target and tum running for home. The ride back was no free ride either. You couldn't linger around 
Paramushiro simply because it was a matter of gas. You beat it home for that reason and because the Jap 
fighterS were chising you. It was tQugh for them to make more then one pass at you. They seldom got 
that. However, in most occurrences if-a chase ensued we'd had one advantage since we snuck in making 
our run west to east already on the way out. Out was away from the target towards home, Attu. 

If an engagement were to occur and you weren't shot down your remaining petrol on board dictated 
your destination. Home, 7~0 plus nautical miles over all water, the Pacific Ocean or it was up .the 
Russian· Peninsula of Kamchatk3 to Petropavlovsk. The Russians had a base there and it afforded the 
American crews an emergency field on which to land. Russia and Japan were not at war. However, the 
Russians, for the most part, made it certain no internee felt it a bed of roses at Petropavlovsk. They 
didn't give a hoot for the Geneva Convention or an American. · 

Stt11 sitting on my bunk meditating over the few charts I'd spread out Moorehead stuck his head·in my 
door way, asking, "worried?" 
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"Apprehensive about doing my job. It's a long way over to Paramushiro. Co_ming·back is the. same, 
one heck of a lot of water, especially if we run into weather, it'll sweat the bunch of us." He pulled up a 
chair and like me, pondered the charts. We discussed approaches to our target areas as weD as the way 
out. The best way out was to head east. · 

"A few runs over there we'D all have calluses you know where." 
"Not me Mr. Moorehead. I'll be up and down from the navigation table and charts to eye balling the 

sky and sea through my astro bubble." . 
As he stood to leave he said, "Fitz, isn't it about time you called me Jim?" He offered his hand, we 

shook on it. 
"How about an early dinner? We'll be through early and have time for letter writing." 
"Ok, Jim." My thought for tomorrow, I'd plot a few courses and their specific destinations. I'll get 

a set of duplicate charts also. I repacked my navigation bag in the exact order I knew I would keep it so 
long as I was 78 Victor's navigator. . 

I decided that no one would have the opportunity to put their grubby paws in it searching for 
something that didn't concern them. Further, from this day forward the contents were for the eyes and 
paws of Charlie Fitz only. None would carry or handle my_ bag without my express permission. It would 
be well supplied even to a dozen sharpened pencils. Preparations anticipating our first 'Empire 
Express' concerning navigational situations were securely tucked in my bag. There would be no strange 
sticky fingers roaming in or through my bag. Maybe the crew didn't realize it but the ol~ bag had our 
ticket over and back. Providing those twin row 18 cylinder Pratt & Whitneys did their thing. 

VPB 136 was scheduled for six months duty on Attu. Theory dictated we would be rotated back to 
Whidbey l$land, a thirty day leave then back to the squadron to regroup for Attu. Theory was the guide in 
the rotation of pilots. First tour, a senior pilot as PPC. He may or may not be assigned a second tour as 
PPC. If not the co-pilot of that crew was promoted .to PPC. The pRot n~vig~tor from the pr!Qr ~rew now 
became the co-pilot. The green hom of the officer contingent was for the most part the pilot navigator, 
but not always. Both plans mentioned above were, as I said, theory. We ultimately stayed on Attu ten 
months. In lieu of that much sought after homeward trip in December 1944, it was 17 March 1945. 

Operational flights were made up of aerological, photography, scouting and tactical. There were a few 
other titled flights but for the most part they'd fit under one of the four Operational flights mentioned 
above. Total air time was estimated at three hundred to four hundred hours. An estimated forty-five 
combat flights, in addition, there were a goodly number of searches· along with a number of flights 
commenced but that were discontinued, mostly because of weather. Familiarization with the instrument 
approach system was critical. It had to be known better than the palm of your hand. All PPC's spent 
hours practicing the instrument approach landings. When you had to affect an actual landing by Attu's 
instrument system, invariably the conclusion realized was more practice time was needed. There was 
but an exceptionally wee bit of margin for error. It was a known fact that weather was indeed an enemy 
equal to the Japanese. 

Having lost my log book in a ditching accident on our way home from Attu I had to rely on memory. 
Bolstering it, however, is the data given me by my fonner squadron mate Lieutenant Orval H. Moe* whQ 
now resides, with his lovely wife Laura in Silverton, Oregon. Moe as M was affectionately caRed bunked 

· in the cubicle, small room or whatever next to mine while we were on Attu. Qrval Moe is a kind, gentle 
and considerate gentleman. He also was an exceptional ~sketbaD player. A very nice friend to have. 

*Lieutenant Orval Harlan Moe, USNR of VPB 136, thank you for your copy of your flight log book 
data. Serving as a reminder and support of estimated data. 

For the first few days of July ~e were weathered in. About the fifth we flew our first ~couting fflght 
Such scouting or searches were flown regular1y south and west of Attu as a preventative measure against 
the Japanese of attempting their retaking any portion of the Aleutians or affecting retaliatory action 
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against the Americans for their constant bombing of Shimushu and Paramushiro. Normally there would 
be three or four flights simultaneously, each covering a very large area. They were long and boring 
frtghts with all eyes peeled looking for any unknown or questionable sighting. We never spotted an 
airplane, surface ship or submarine. None of us did. · 

1 wasn't the only 136 navigator who was thrilled with loran. VPB 135 ahead of us were the first to 
appreciate the method of long range radiO navigation. Uke them, we carne to rely on the difference in 
measurement of microseconds reading the master and slave signals thereby plotting the reading Into a 
triangulation, a fix. Your position over the ocean was accurately established by · that plotting, giving 
your position or fix no larger than a pin head, unless you worked with a dull pencil. 

My first flight out of Attu, an extended daylight search the sun was invisible the entire flight. The 
octant was useless. For experience I plotted the search by dead reckoning along with the loran. While 
Jim Moorehead was on and off insofar as instrument flying, the sea was visible often enough to· obtain 
good estimates of wind drift and speed. Loran put us exactly where I planned and estimated time wiSe . . 
My dead reckoning was off, however, we would have made it back nevertheless. 

Henceforth, I thought it best to use all three methods assuming the sun or stars were out. After all 
wasn't Attu horne, such a nice place. I knew I would get plenty experience now at reading the wind from 
the water. I thought I was at least fair at it. My first trip over such a large expanse of water, I learned 
fair wasn't good enough. That trip I realized my navigation was good only for our return to base if the 
plane was functioning as it should. If the occasion arose and we were to ditch, and assuming we were only 
twenty-five miles from our base or less, the navigational fix was useless. 

By the time such a message was radioed, a crew ditched and with the assumption help was airborne iil 
minutes, and it couldn't be, it'd be doubtful for crew survival. Ufe expectancy in the water was twelve, · 
maybe fourteen minutes. If perchance you survived . fiftee~ minutes the body would virtually be 
incapacitated except maybe for rolling your eyes a bit. If the rescue PBY. could· land without any 
difficulty whatsoever and retrieve the downed crew within mln!J1;es, and here again that was absolutely 
ir:npossible, of its landing the odds were, they would be collecting bodies only, if any. 

In the mi~ion crew's favor was the fact that the Headquarters Squadron kept a stand-by rescue plane 
and crew ready whenever there were any flights scheduled. Their rescue plane was warmed up for ready 
takeoff approximately each hour. 

The Navy kept an improved, yes, a converted vintage WW 1 four stacker, a destroyer, approximately 
half the distance between Paramushiro and A~u. .It was to radio coded weather reportS to Attu so that a 
determination as to the viability concerning missions to Paramushiro. It served as a rescue ship as well. 
On ·the way to ~aramushlro or heading horne that destroyer represented the Place to ditch if you could 
locate it and reach it. Because of weather and exceptionally heavy seas she was more often then not off 
course. We never saw her simply because she was south of our course to and from Paramushiro. 
Psychologically to some crews that WW 1 converted four stacker was a comfort. Not so our crew. 

1 learned in· a few trips flying across the ocean that no matter how savagely beautiful or serene and 
calm its appearance a certain unending hesitation and trepidation rode silently with every crew member · 
no matter his ba~kground, experience, age, rank or rate. Even though none mentioned the disquieting 
subconscious thought, if you ever entered the sea, hope wasn't yours. Three or four trips over· to the 
Japanese homeland, the Kuriles, the uneasiness that there was no reeourse dimmed, however, 'yet never 
extinguished. It no longer mattered, there was no appeal. 

Your wing man was only comfort in that he only could be seen. Setd~m after ~ run on Paramushiro 
was he there since over the target you usually lost vi~uar contact. If the enemy was pursuing you there. 
was no getting together. If ditching became a rearn:y it would be ·comforting to pass a few last radio 
messages through him knowing they would reach horne. More importantly, the folks on the home front 
would learn exactly what had happened to you. Other. than he was a friendly voiCe he could offer no ~lp. 
He had but one life raft for himself and his crew. Possibly, if he'd circled two or three times, then make 
it back to Attu with maybe fifteen gallons of gas on board. · There was an alternative if in fact you were 
shot up and leaving the target area. Head for Russia~ specifically Petropavlovsk, a town north of the 
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Kuriles up the Kamchatka Peninsula on the Bearing Sea. There was a 5000 foot paved runway on which 
to set down. But that's ano~her story. 

We had made a number of scouting searches, several shorteed by weather. However, we now knew we 
were in for more adventurous flights. Before our tour of duty expired 78V's crew had flown nineteen 
scouting searches, each averaging 7.8 hours per flight. Two aerological flights totalling about the same 
hours per flight. Tactical missions or what were nicknamed "Empire Express" flights to Japan 
numbered fourteen and approximated nine to ten plus hours in duration plus a few tenths of an hour. Not 
counting flight time over target. There were, however, a few flights for almost every crew which ran in 
excess of ten plus hours, we did . .Yet, on the other hand there were flights destined for the Kuriles which 
lasted between three to five plus hours, none for 78V. In every instance, of such short duratio.n, flights 
either because of weather or mechanical trouble turned you back. More often than not it was weather. 
One very memorable flight, a four plane photographic mission, which took us down most of the entire 
west c;oast of Paramushiro. That's a story in itself. 

I volunteered to navigate four additional searches for navigator friends. Each had the opportmity to · 
fly the right seat affording them desired experience. In addition, for the same reason, I volunteered to 
navigate a tactical mission over to Japan for another friend. I don't recall that we ever completed the 
flight. About five and a half hours of Instrument weather was the reason. After experiencing that pilot's 
attempts at his instrument landings cured me of ever volunteering for a tactical mission again. If we had 
a nickel for every white cap over which we flew we would have counted them for years. Those long cold 
and dull searches never were a comfortable way in which to pass the day. After about eight scouting 
searches each succeeding one became more ignoble than the one before. The first was as the last, a drag. 
However, a meaningful job that needed to be done. 

Our day had come for that long ride. 'The Empire Express.' Our first. We were about to become full 
fledged members of that not so sought for honor. To the Japanese homeland To Shimushu and 
Paramushiro their two northern most islands. Our purpose was to prevent, or at least deter, their 
military build up and to heap havoc generally and especially upon their fishing industry. Fortunately, it 
was learned through the experience of prior squadrons night bombing raids were not altogether 
succe~sful. That pleased me for I alone knew how celestial navigation and I fared. Lest any forget, 
daylight raids were a trip in themselves, no picnic. 

Preparations for our first daylight mission had been completed for some time. Our day was 
inevitable. . That .morning we were awakened about 0430 by the Master of Arms who made certain we 
were ·awake, wide eyed and bushy tailed and In good voice before he left. A little fresh up, step out Into 
the black cold and head for chow. Typically, the Navy fed us well. Chow hound that I was I had an orange, 
a small steak cover~ with two fried eggs complete with toast and jeUy. Milk wasn't like down on the 
fann. It was a powder water mix. Every time the chef or whoever it was that mixed it learned the mix 
routine he either was transferred or assigned other duty. Breakfast before a mission was similar to the 
condemned man's last meal. I ate well at each such breakfast. Although I must admit they fed you equaly 
as well if and when you returned. · 

Breakfast over, (steak, potatoes or cereal & etc.) briefing completed we'd pile into the back of a 
truck with a canvas top sitting on slatted wooden benches along either side. The driver would drop us off 
at the revetment where 78 Victor was getting an early morning treatment of deicing. Next was Harry's 
~ing a hundred percent sure our gas tanks were full to the brim and water free. The engines were 
externally warmed then pulled through in anticipation of starting. Our mechanic, Harry Moran, was in 
convnand of everything that happened in and around 78V. He was excellent at his job. With little boost 
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from the auxiliary power, 78V's cold engines coughing and sputtering would, with a 'little coaching, 
finally catch. Oh! That beautiful sound, even at that early hour of the morning. Jim would make a 
complete run-up with Harry Moran looking over his shoulder and Pat,_ in the right seat, following 
through. Jim, ·satisfying himself the Pratt and Whitneys checked out, would tum, and ascertain for 
himself all was in order aft. . 

Satisfied all was in order we taxied to the end of the runway, parked along with three other PVs, and · 
shut down the engines. Immediately, Hedron's (Head Quarters Squadron) large gas truck pulled up and · · 
topped off our tanks. Gas was tha~ .criticar to the mission's success, and our own necks; that from engine I 
warm up to just prior to takeoff your tanks were topped off again. Instantly following was the Hedron · 
people were deicing your plane for the second time. WithoUt delay each plane was deiced minutes prior 
to taking off. . 
. From this point until we were in the air heading for Paramushiro it wasn't in me to relax. As a. 

matter of fact I don't think anybody did. When Jim did his weight and balance check remained a mystery 
to me for months. He. relied solely on Hariy Moran. We all knew Lockheed's figures said 31,000 pounds 
was the maximum gross overload, the PV's manual said 28,500 in ideal conditions stateside. However, 
the Navy had their own max and we flew by it. The 31 ,000 figure of Lockheed was for· ideal conditions, 
wind, temperature and including a paved runway. 

We were using the Marston mat runway, far less than ideal. Throughout its 5000 feet it was with 
depressions then rises and sinking, next the bumps then rises and bumps again and over· again. Not 
conducive for an overloaded PV 1 on takeoff. Regularly we lifted off at 11 0 to 112 blood sweating knots 
carrying 34,000 pounds, sometimes a bit over that, 3000 pounds plus over the gross maximum stated. 
After the first several nerve racking slowly seconds, lift of our tail on takeoff Jim, to remove weight 
from the aft end, he had Harry and me ride as close to him and Pat on takeoff as we could possibly 
squeeze. Bill Glennon was moved forward to the navigator's position. 

Our altimeter was set at ~bout eight feet which was the height of the runway above Casco Cove. 
Immediately, after we were over the Cove's cold waters I was sure, on more than a few occasions 18 
Victor settled a foot or so. None could verify it since those in the office were too busy holding their 
breath and 78V on course. Their only actual movement came with Moorehead's lips calling for, "wheels 
up." Pat's motion was the other. His left hand was quick and easy actuating the gear lever into the up 
position. Pat would call out loud and clear, "gear up." Hearing that was always a relief for we knew our 
air speed would pick up also. This was no fighter jockey takeoff. Jim held the nose steady in place not 
lifting it a inch until the airspeed started to climb first. 

Once 78 Victor was no longer straining to reach out and get up but approaching her normal climbing 
speed we'd all settle down to our routines. While· we settled down that's true, speaking for myself I'd 
have to say . that was right after my heart resumed its normal sinus· rhythm. The rest of the gang never 
said it, however, their faces more then told the story as did their commencement of nervous. and tast 
chattering once we leveled off. Watching Moorehead and Tierney, maybe exchanging a flight related word 
or two, foll.owed by the pursing of their lips exhaling extensively all their carbo dioxide accompanied by 
a long and relaxing ''pheeeew'. Settling. back into seats, told we were safely air-borne and on our way. 
Briefly stated N6 takeoff was without fear and trepida~ion, none ever. Each and every one was In its~lf a 
very scary and frightful event. No matter whether it was the fifth, ten or fifteenth .. Takeoffs were a 
thrilling adventure second to noite. - · 

I had planned a course to cut across Russia's Kamchatka Peninsula, twenty-five nautical miles north 
of Point Lopatka, I had previously given Jim the heading. Usually he established it minutes after takeoff. 
Immediately, I'd se~le down at my navigation table advising him of any correction. After a few minutes I 
called to Jim. 

"Pilot from Navigator." 
"Go ahead Fitz, what do you have?" 
"Pilot from Navigator, course change, 8 degrees port in one minute. Repeat, 8 degrees port in one 

minute from ..... now, ... mark." It was the way Jim wanted it . . He'd mark his time and correct our course. 
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I'd note the exact time of our course correction by my chronometer. 
" Roger, Fitz ...• 8 degrees to port, one minute. Is this heading going to cross Kamchatka north of 

Lopatka?" 
"Roger. North of Lopatka twenty to twenty-five miles .. Excepting any additional correction for wind 

after we're out awhile." So we were off on our first trip that would take us over Russia· and to Japan. 
Here I was in a plane flying over the Pacific with water as far as you could see on any point of the 
compass and with more sky than water. Me, accountable for navigation. Responsible for getting the 
bunch of us to the target and back to Attu safely. It was tough to quite fathom it all. Approaching the \ 
international dateline kind of brought it all into perspective. To .reduce my first trip pressures, 
possibly some .others too, and to help myself to better comprehend the complexity of it aU, I thought a 
little levity might not hurt the front office (pilots) either. 

"Navigator to pilot." 
"Yes, go ahead, Fitz." 
"How's the weather tomorrow, Jim?" 
"What do you mean, Fitz? If we get through this day we don't fly tomorrow." So that I'd be correct 1 

estimated the total time from our first crossing of the International dateline until we recrossed it on our 
homeward leg. I had to be prepared for Jim and Pat. 

"Pilot from navigator. I thought you two might tell me how tomorrow's weather looks since you're 
looking into it now. This is Sunday, Jim. Monday is dead ahead two minutes, how's the weather?" 1 
could hear Pat laughing, he recalled the International dateline business. However, it was the ever 
serious Moorehead who answered. 

"Navigator from pilot. Monday looks fine. However, can you get me yesterday's weather for our 
return?" They both turned looking back at me and laughing. I eased forward kidding them asking if they 
had seen the dateline. 

"No," Pat said, "We'll watch for it on the way back." 
"Fitz, be sure to log the date, time and position of our crossing, the Navy will issue a parchment with 

Ki~g Neptune on it, it is really very nice for framing and as a conversation piece." 
"Wilco, Jim." (Wilco meaning will comply). Once again it became quiet within 78 Victor except for 

the sound of the Pratt and Whitney's carrying us along at a srriooth 160 knots (about 184 M.PH). 
Several course corrections were made to correct for drift as we advanced towards our target. As I looked 
around 1 was certain all minds were channeled to that frequency, anticipating our lot in about an hour 
and fifteen minutes. Attu to target varied from four and a half to five hours. Approximate round trip 
flight time averaged ten hours. That is not counting time over or around the target Flights have lasted 
as long as eleven hours. 

The navigator's table and seat were uniquely placed. It was amidship without space to place your feet 
perpendicular to the seat since the table was that close. You sat kind of fly-footed. The reason you sat 
that way was because your seat was the 40 gallon self-sealing reserve oil tank about a foot from the 
reserve gas tank. The base for supporting the navigator's table was our 120 gallon self-sealing avgas 
(aviation gasoline) tank, holding our much needed additional supply of aviation gasoline contained in a 
self-sealing tank. The navigator's table and charts were but inches above the avgas. 

· Immediately beneath it in the aft section of the bomb bay was another auxmary tank of 280 gallons 
of gas. The 'bomb bay reserve gasoline tank was not self-sealing, therefore it was standard procedure to 
empty it first, to reduce the hazard of fire. Immediately, forward of the bombay auxiliary gas tank we 
carried three 500 pound GP (General purpose) bombs which hung on the forward shackles. They were 
just beneath me. Further we had two wing tanks carrying 16~ gallons each. This all was in addition to 
our regular avgas wing tank capacity. All armor plate aft of the center of gravity and the tunnel guns 
were removed. There were days we carried two 1 00 pound fragmentation cluster bombs and one 1 00 
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pound incendiary cluster bomb. The three were tossed by hand out of the stern hatch on command of the 
PPC. *(Gas stats) 

There was other armament of significance. VPB 136 was the first squadron to receive the chin gun 
modification installed under the nose thereby increasing the PV's forward firing from two to five .50 
caliber guns. Our PV's spat out a let(lal dose of fire which exceeded that of some fighters. All fixed 
forward 50 caliber guns, including our turret gunner's twin 50s could, if desired, make a total of seven 
guns firing forward, The 50s were bore sighted to converge _at 1,200 feet (400 yards) and, an 
experienced pilot could on a strafing attack cut a small eneiTI}' wooden fishing ship in half.* 

*Publication "PV -1 Ventura in action." By permission Squadron/Signal Publication, Inc. 
Carrollton, Texas. 

In the neXt hour the weather began worsening. First scattered clouds from about 800 feet to maybe 
several thousand feet above us. Shortly, it became a solid mass clear to the heavens. There was no use in 
attempting to goon top. We already had a gas problem without wasting it climbing thousands of feet. The 
radar and Loran were both operating fine, the decision, go through it until we reach the Kamchatka 
Peninsula. We did aoo then flew south for Shimushu. When we arrived we knew even the birds were 
grounded. The weather had worsened. By radar I guided 78V over the island of Shimushu to where it was 
anticipated we were over, or In the vicinity of, the Japanese radio station. It was there we Ulloaded our 
three . fiVe hundred pomd general purpose bombs and three one hur:Jdred pound cluster bombs, two 
fragmentation and one incendiary. Departing our target area we heard over the radio our wing man was 
experiencing the same conditions except that he had observed some anti-aircraft fire. We had none. 

Once we cleared the foul weather that covered us prior to and over the target area, our journey back 
to Attu was a piece of cake. Radio silence now broken we learned from two other of our squadron their 
luck was no better, certainly no worse, than ours. The fourth member of that mission had returned to 
base early because of an oil pressure problem. If the base was beginning to close in and you were only 
seventeen minutes away it was seldom, if ever, you could eliminate that final instrument flight aoo 
landing. Once the bubble over the base was dispersed there wasn't time enough for you to reach the base 
and to get on the ground. You we're certain to fly the remaining distance on instruments. It was realistic · 
to believe your final' approach would be on instruments also. If the ceiling remained around 500 feet you 
had the winning ticket. Drop down over water and fly the remaining atStance on the deck, beneath the low 
ceiling. That was your second blessing of the day. _ 

Upon our return home we were advised the bubble was dissipating and subsequently greeted with 
weather like none we had flown in before. Attu was fog;Jed in. Let me explain the situation at the field. 
The weatherman had a most difficult task. Predict aoo project the weather over our airfield for 
departure and as well for the time we were to return. I ·mentioned that weather was our number one 
operational problem. When the wind remained from approximately the north northwest around to the 
north northeast the weatherman might predict (generally) we'd have fine weather for operations. 

With the wind from that direction, the opposite side of the mOuntains, the air was lifted ~and over 
the mountains. In the process some moisture was wrested out by the lifting and some even fell in the 
mountains. The lee side being warmer helped to form a bubble over the airstrip. Now the weatf'!erman's 
problem was to predict when we'd have that bubble for operations and how long it would last. Missions 
were usually from· .nine and a half up to ten hours, on occasion maybe up 10 twenty-five minutes more. 
They were truly the hairy ones -gas worries also. Excepting time over the target or weather enroute or 
at Attu. If he was right for takeoff would he be so for our landings nine or ten hours hence? Often he 
wasn't. Our first trip was one of those days. 

I had secured all navigational equipment to prevent my gear from being tossed. about resulting from 
violent maneuvering by Jim if the cause arose. 

•Fitz, ~-on the radar and give me the distance to the runway as I let down. Maybe there will be 
ceiling enough I won't need you. Start, read now." Our runway was approximately forty feet from the 
shoreline maybe eight feet above it. 

"Wilco." I began with the five mile range. Jim was advised he'd get a reading as soon as land 
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appeared on my scope. Then told him I'd call five miles, four miles, three miles, two miles after two 
miles I'd call quarter miles. 

"Affirmative, Fitz. We'll only respond with roger so you'll know we got the call." 
"Navigator to pilot." My "Roger" response was quick, indeed. It was dreadfully quiet. The 

turbulence of the air bouncing us around failed to lesson the stillness within 78V. The crew sat frozen. 
The crew's glib drivel died. Jim called for flaps. Pat's response was felt when our large Fowler flaps 
took affect. It was comforting to feel the surge of power along with the prop's change of pitch. Jim was 
set up for the approach and holding steady. It was nice to know Jim had taught so very many hours of 
instrument flying. Almost two years of it. He was cool indeed. 

"Five miles Jim, five miles." 
"Roger." Came the reply. 
"Four miles." 
~Roger." 
"Three miles." There was no response. I knew they were too busy in the front office. Nevertheless, . 

I thought at two miles I'll be sure. I knew they were sweating like all dickens, but then so was 1. We 
couldn't see .the water at 350 feet. The tower was advising the fact there were two planes following and 
number two extremely low on fuel. 

"Two miles, two miles Jim." No acknowledgement. 
"One and three quarter miles." The radio altimeter read 300 feet, no water in sight. No land. Jim 

had said he'd like to be a mile out when he finally re.ached the deck to give himself some room to set up 
for the touchdown. 

"One and one half miles Jim." 
Tierney, "I saw water." 
"One and a quar ....... " I was interrupted by one of them . 

. Moorehead, "I got the runway in sight-we're oiC Jim had it, indeed, a f~w feet over 200 feet of. 
altitude, and, maybe a half mile out. He eased 78 Victor softly on to the Marston mat letting the tail down 
just as softly. Smiles of relief prevailed all around. Chatter abounded once again. Standing up looking 
out the astro hatch, as we taxied off the runway, welcoming myself back to that great pile of tundra and 
rocks, I saw our wing man touching down. Two down one to go. Number three in order wasn't far behind. 
He made it to his revetment and as he swung about his starboard engine quit. No petrol. There were a 
similar such like landings to come. Some landings and approaches worse, some about the same. 

Nerves. Oh! Yes! They were a factor, starting with takeoffs. They were all hairy. Then, too, it 
wasn't uncommon to fly seventy-five, maybe eighty percent of your mission on instruments. In such 
cases you· praised your automatic pilot rather profusely. Then again it may be clear enroute only to be 
closed in over the target. Any combination of weather, either going to or returning from, could be 
applied on any given day no matter how you jUggled it and sooner or later you'd experience it. Not to be 
redundant, weather was indeed our enemy also. 

In such weather if the loran cut out, and it did more then once, the navigator an but had a heart 
attack. it weather was the case there would be no sun shot using the octant for a position check on your · 
imaginary dead reckoning course line. In addition, you couldn't observe the water to establish drift. You 
were truly flying blind. Navigation by dead reckoning over the Pacific and Bearing Sea was unlike the 
States where to check your position looking down comparing the railroad tracks, highways and roads, 
power lines, water tank logo, town signs with your Sectional Chart. An old timer tipped me off to 
carrying published highway maps, but not in the Aleutians. If all else failed buzz the town and read its 
name. Nor did your prayer ever neglect the radar - "Oh, needle of the whirling dial, don't fail me now: 

·Then there was the other enemy, the Japanese. We took the fighting to their back yard. If they 
jumped you,· your only recourse was to start running those 720 plus nautical miles for home or 
Petropavfovsk. Fuel was in their favor. Next was that fact that if you ditched, or were shot down 
overviater and assuming you weren't already dead, and you survived your ditching you might survive 
twelve or fourteen minutes, give or take a minute or two. Compounding it was the fact at that time we 
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were flying the longest over water flight for both twin engine as well as for four engine bombers in the 
war. No matter the theater. Subsequently, the big four engine bombers took over our water distance 
record. 

We also lacked the· alternative choice of bailing out and trusting yourself. based on taught survival 
techniques. Of course if you were over Russia and couldn't make Petropavlovsk you then would have the 
choice to bail out over Russia, or possibly hope for a successful forced landing. Failing that it was the 
ocean or Attu. Not to forget, in spite of your company of live bodies, all compatriots, bundled with you 
within the plane temperatures more often ranging from minus 15 to 25 degrees during that ever so very . 
long 1 500 to 1800 over water miles which told on many of our aviators and crew men. 

For the up to ten hour flight sandwiches were. stowed on board. Coffee only made the trip once 
because, it too, froze. If the sandwiches weren't eaten in the first hour it was doubtful if they'd be eaten. 
at all. They were frozen rock solid. Upon return to base they were tossed from the plane as a crunchy · 
meal for the canine mascots. To relieve yourself there was a rubber tube with a funnel like attachment 
through which you could pass water. If the rubber tube wasn't held taut, perfectly straight, so that your 
water might flow through before freezing in the tube you went without any place to relieve yourself. 

During one of our earlier flights, while we were, as yet, inexperienced in such matters, there was 
the occasional dire need by crew members for relief. With the so called 'P-tube' frozen sond there was. 
no recourse but to go as far aft as possible for relief. It froze immediately, no mess~ The following day 
after thawing the plane's interior ih that area was washed down. Subsequently, we carried several 
number 1 0 size cans. The contents froze in minutes causing no problem for any aboard. Once the flight 
was terminated the cans. were removed and inverted. The substance melted, drained thus the dried cans 
were ready for the next flight. . 

Last but never the least was the challenge to. survive an instrument landing at your friendly base on 
Attu. This was no easy task. There was always something unforeseen incorporated to compound and 
intensify an already stress filled anxiety trip. However, if you were successful in conCluding your 
nightmarish feat, rewards awaited you at the debriefing. The better part of a mission for many of us was 
the debriefing. · · 

Yes, I know others had it worse. .But as I mentioned the weather on the ground and especially in the 
air along with that never ending psychological mountain to master, ten to possibly eleven hours over 
1500 to 1800 nautical miles of water was the never ending cause of mental and physic'al ~tress. The 
shorter scouting/searches from five to six ,and a half hours were no less a mental stress. Overland · 
afforded you choices, certainly a chance for survival. Aleutian waters offered none, zero. There was a 
bit of an exception though, providing the base was forewarned. Only then, if you ditched and survived the 
ditching within a mile of the b~se, your odds were up'd to slim to none. · 

Having arrived at the base the order of happenings were cast in stone. Park ·and shut down your 
plane, remove your gear, get out and happily stretch greeting the same guys with whom you have just 
been cooped up with for hours. I called it a nervous celebration of sorts. Oh, yes, that priority, not to 
forget to remove those indispensable numf?er 10 size "P" cans •. invert same to thaw, drain and dry in 
time for our next mission. It was a kind of happy, we made it horne guys, meeting on the tarmac along 
with your ground crew . . They were a major part of your return. . . 

If there were stories to tell you'd let your ground crew hear some part of them. If there weren't 
some, in spite of all the odds against them, the discomfort they would encounter wouldn't trade spots with· 
you. .Your ground crew simply stated they wo.uld, "take our places anytime." You coulci ma~e bOok on it 
that it. was 'a done deal.' That was the American male's attitude and desire in WW 2. Next we hopped intQ 
the big old. truck which took us all to a room adjacent to the Officer's Mess for our debriefing sessiOn. 

Recommended by the medics (Doctors all) at the debriefing table for your sanity and well-being 
generally was an eight ounce tumbler replete with contentS. Five fluid ounces of said recommended 
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relaxant colored the tumbler with a mellow bourbon hue. Subject, five ounce prescriptions were made 
up of 96 proof spirit contents, with the remaining two and one half percent grapefruit juice. All of 
which immediately curdled horribly upon contact with the prescribed spirit dosage. Nevertheless, it 
was still profitable for your Well-being. · 

Doctor: "It is in lieu of a tranquilizer that's non-existent. Actually, it's a relaxant, will do you 
good." Who was I to oppose medical advice. 

Flight crew member with ·a smile: "Will a double dosage hurt you, Doc?• 
Doctor: "Not usually.• 
78V~s co-pilot and navigator: "You guys that don't require your medication slide them over here." 

Thus for our sanity and well-being, you understand, we forced a double dose and a half. Doc's medication 
was prescribed after every flight and especially so after a run to Paramushiro. 

Thus very contentedly we went·off for our meal. Our chef had .a way with a steak garnished with the 
right amount of scrambled eggs, accompanied by a large baked potato, hot rolls and an apple raisin salad. 
That ever so questionable milk mixture was tough. Nevertheless, I drank it. It was a good feeling, yery 
comfortable, though a bit tun. Thereafter, it was· the custom of some to pass through the offiCer's lounge 
for a night cap. · 

From there it was my habit to go by the steam room topping off the day. Occasionally enjoying a rub 
down. Usually, by the time I was finished with the steam bath, I was ready for bed. Thoroughly 
'medicated,' chowed down, now loose, languid and otherwise quite impassive I hit the rack not caring a 
dam whether I slept through the . evening meal, (if I hadn't already eaten it) or even through to 
breakfast. If, however, I awoke during the evening and felt the urge for food it was a simple matter to 
dress and dash over to the Officer's Mess for one of their deluxe hamburgers, fries and a coke. Their 
evening sandwich menu up to midnight was quite adequate. 

That November {1944) President Roosevelt ran for his fourth term. Two groups who pushed all the 
officers to acquire absentee ballots were the republicans and those who were just anti-Roosevelt. They 
were the ·"Eiect anybody but Roosevelt crowd.• I was one of a·dozen democratic agitators who kept 
saying, "The President didn't need my vote, tte'll win in a landslide." My Uncle Lee Miles surely would 
have been on my case since he was the republican in the family. Like most of the young democrats on 
Attu, my democrat affiliation was because of my Dad as were theirs. President Roosevelt won his fourth 
term easily with Harry S. Truman as his running mate. 

Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Years were extremely hard. I'd guess there was more drinking of 
the hard stuff during those periods than at any other . tirne. Hearing the Christmas carols and seasonal 
songs suGh as, I'll Be home For Christmas and White Christmas, brought tears to the eyes of even the 
most stouthearted of Attu's stalWarts. Dad had sent me a eanned fruit cake which when opened was l'nOre 
like a sponge than a fruit cake. It was soaked. I can assure you there wasn't a gram of water in the fruit 
.cake. 

That delicious fruit cake had been drowned in fine bourbon. When I opened it in the privacy of my 
quonset hut cubical the pure aroma of Dad's fine bourbon at once permeated the quonset's warm air. 
Ensign Fitzpatrick had guests to arrive almost immediately. The small canned cake lasted.but minutes. 
Our vote was unanimous. Dad's bourbon drenched fruit cake was indeed an epicurean's delight. Indeed, 
one hundred percent so. As I sit and write about it I wonder did Mother know of it? I bet she didn't. 

I was most fortunate in that my family were very supportive of me. There were a number of boxes of 
Christmas cookies and a good number of letters and cards. Betty was especially tender and encou~ging. 
She understood since st:Je was also away from her new husband for our first Christmas. It was probably 
at Attu that I decided I would never have a traveling job if I got out of the Navy. 
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We lived.and flew under pressure. Tension was always prevalent. To that end the Navy provided us 
with recreational advantages. . Availing yourself of the recreational . facilities provided you the 
oppOrtunity to even out stress versus normality, if possible, during war time in the Aleutians. We had 
an undersized basketball court, not too much smaller than regulation, built within one of the larger 
quonset type structures. The deck, er floor, Y!as equal to any stateside hardwood basketbaU court ever 
constructed. The court's size mandated a different style of play. Maneuvering about and passing was 
diffiCult because the side walls and roof formed a continuous arc. Our out-of-bounds lines were bt.it 
three or four feet from the base of the arc. Some fellows could stand on the court's out-of-bounds line, 
then with a slight jump almost touch the overhead curve of the side wall arc. · 

Long passes paralleling the out-of-bounds line were prohibitive and few. There was no height 
because of the arc thus no long passes. Our brand of basketball was radically different in that respect. 
However, we played a faster game because of the court size and also because of the many short very quick 
and hard passes to thwart the opposition. I'd guess even though the court was smaller .we ran or had to 
move about m6re simply to develop plays. Each team kept their own score. Seldom was there any 
hedging, the honor system, you know. 

As for rules, . we observed some, probably the basics you might say. Out-of-bounds, baD or man, a 
basket was a basket and that about closed the book of rules. A rule we adhered to was that there were no 
time outs, period. Games were not often played between squadron officers as much as they were played 
against offiCers of another squadron. Subsequently, it was just basketball. Any or everybody played. A 
game might start at about 1000 hours and go through to 1630 hours. Night games, when played, lasted 
two to three hours. If you were tired a fellow member of your unit replaced you. There was . no 
reporting or guidelines, or even officials to bother about. It was as simple as stepping off court and your 
replacement stepped on. If you were hungry, go to lunch. In all honesty I'd have to be assertive in 
emphasizing those games were not for the faint of heart. · 

Our athletic ·department had all the amenities. Weights galore, rings, parallel bars, medicine balls, 
.steam rooms and even rub downs if desired, and handball. In handball doubles not many courtesies were 
afforded. It was always advisable to allow your opponent room to make his play. Frequently, 1 watched 
through a small window in the handball court door one of our physicians play. Rarely did he play with 
anyone, always opposing himself. He was truly a whiz. I supposed him to be a seasoned bird frQm the 
school of the aged. Spindly legs, mustachioed ,with a Buffalo BiD goatee. Indeed, he was a gentleman of the 
old school. While waiting for the court and observing him one afternoon my 'old bird' approached the 
door, opening it, he asked, "Mister, would you care to join me?" 

"Yes, Sir •. " I answered without hesitation. I was surprised he asked not ever having seen him play 
anyone. It was certain he just enjoyed his . private workouts. A long story made short the beard and 
handle bar mustache sure fooled me. My 'old bird' was anything but. Oh, he ~ad some years on him but 
the difference ·was he knew the game. To my ultimate delight I learned the game, his style and loved 
every minute of his shellackings. Though I never beat him I got to the point where he had to work off a 
pound or two to_ take me. I learned from him there were two classes of handball players, his pro-style 
and mine. 

Provided for our proficiency and pleasure was a gun range. Shooting skeet or trap for pleasure or · 
competition was your option. Pistol competition wasn't a big thing that I recall. However, there were a 
good number of the feUows who frequented the range for practice. We'd show up and the sailors in 
charge laid out everything for us. I failed to take tun advantage of it, maybe a half dozen times. 

If you were weather selectlv~ walking _could be a pleasant pasti~. On a cool clear brisk afternoon, 
or evening after supper, walking out to the end of Gehres Point was delightful. The point was named after 
our Commander of tf:ae Wing, Commodore Leslie Gehres. The same chap that later commanded the carrier 
Roosevelt and after a severe South Pacific battle when it was listing to the point of capsizing it was 
alleged he said, "I'll get 'the ship back to port if I lose every man aboard to do it." He got the Roosevelt 
~ack to port without losing all hands. · 
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Selecting a cold gray and brisk afternoon I thought it would be nice for a walk and for listening to the 
crunching snow underfoot. While out at the point, I had the misfortune to witness a P38 fighter plane 
crash. As the pilot approached Murder's Point, losing altitude fast, his engines sputtering and 
intermixed with some soft back-firing he looked at me as though he were as~iitg me to do something. His 
distraught face easily discernable from my close and nearly level vantage point told everything. We both 
knew there wasn't a place to ditch or land. He'd be fortunate if he cleared Murder's Point. 

As he approached he looked a little forward off his port wing at me, seconds long. Then when opposite 
me. I was sure his lips were moving. Finally, turning his head quickly, kind of a fast glance looking 
over his shoulder in my direction and back equaRy as fast looking forward facing reality. His plane 
barely skimmed the crown of Murder's Point settling steeply into the rocky coastline amid the swirling 
waters. It all was so very fast. There was much prompt action from the base. However, to no avail. 
Obliterating those seconds; that scene, from my mind took some time. 

The next half dozen takeoffs saw me as apprehensive as a body could get. One especially, well there 
were several actually, seemed as if we would never get airborne. 78 Victor kind of floated up over the 
Marston mat. our" last bounce and we hung for what seemed an eternity. Jim was steady. The end of the 
runway past. then the forty or fifty feet of rocky shore and we were over the Cove. I was ever mindful of 
that Army pilot in his P-38 crash. We didn't have an inch of altitude to spare. There wasn't even time 
to sweat. My eyes were frozen. Waiting for an increase of air speed, to see the needle· rotate the way 1 
wanted it to go, up. We skimmed over Casco Cove maybe eight to ten feet for at leaSt: a mile when 78V 
decided she wanted to fly. Death was but a few feet away by so much as a sputter of one of the engiles. I 
never inquired but I'll bet there were a lot of eyes on us that day. · 

Movies were fine and we had quite a nice variety for being at the end of the Aleutian chain. The same 
dirty old and drafty truck that met us in the mornings for our missions carried the gang over to the 
movies. Most times the rides were cold enough that when you first got into the so-called theater 
everyone ·felt delightfully warm. By the middle of the movie your ankles were nearly numb, your eyes 
burned from cigarette smoke, non-smokers clothes stunk and you wondered how long it would be before 
you'd get emphysema. Jackets, and m~ny tines hats were worn in the movie. Often it reminded me of my 
younger days at home in the Walbrook movie. In the Attu Theater, though not frequent. whistling, cat 
calls and booing were not uncommon. Nevertheless, there was hardly a soul who ever missed a movie. 

So much for the amenities the Navy tried to provide. ·Nothing could offset the terrible living and 
flight conditions that carne with the Aleutians. Probably a main-stay in the flyer's stability was the 
Officer's mess. The Na.;iy was known for providing mc;~st comfortable lounges in conjunction with the 
Officer's mess. In some theaters of war they were considered plush. Our was very comfortable for the 
Aleutians. The liqoor rations per officer was phenomenal. I have to admit there were those who made 
every effort to consume their quota. While it appeared some would, _none did. 

But back to the war. Missions at first for VPB 136 were flown every third day weather permitting. 
The time carne when we were _up'd to an every other day flight schedule. Fortunately, that didn't last too 
long since VPB 135 had returned to Attu. A few more adventurous_ missions come to mind. Let me assure 
you no mission was ever without anxiety, excitement or adventure. M~t left the strongest man looking 
forward to the briefing session and the Doc's medicinal attention, 'er bourbon or rye in the eight ounce 
tumbler. Don't be shocked, your writer was no exception. A flight completed, nervous tension left me 
quickly. 

There w~s the time our crew, along with our wing man, Jim Bacak and crew, were scheduled to hit 
and hopefully demolish a Japanese cannery on Paramushiro's east coast. The weather, like many trips, 
was lousy. There was no other way to describe it. It would be a frontal attack. Moorehead and Bacak 
decided we'd fly straight into the caooery from east to V/est. bomb it then make a 180 degree tum 
through the hills and race for horne, except that we weren't sure of our position. The time came no 
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matter our position or weather we had to C:1rop down on the deck thereby hopefully eluding the Japanese 
radar. We had to maintain rad~ sHence and therefore knew not the position of each other. Neither plane 
could see the other. . 

I could not give Moorehead our exact position simply because navigation wise I hadn't been able to 
correct for drift since we were flying on instruments. The water was a thousand shrouded feet below 
thereby even eliminating a correction for wind drift. Further complicating matters was the fact 1 
couldn't .take a sun shot even to establish our position along with my dead (guesstiment) reckoning 
course line. ·Jim knew our radioman and I had been working on 9ur Loran since it died about a hundred 
plus miles back, and as I said, radio silence prevented checking with Bacak. It was I believed safe. to 
assume the Japanese coast was at least over a hundred miles west of us. 

Moorehead: "Fitz, on your distance assumption I'll have to drop to the deck now." 
Fitz: "It's safe, Sir. We're well to sea except I've no idea where Bacak is." 
Tierney: "Have you or Beurskens picked him up on the radar?" 
Fitz: "Negative, Pat." Beurskens' confirmed . 

. "Pat, it is my guess he is to the south and rear of us. We'll watch on radar as you let down." As we 
began to descend through the weather my Loran commenced working. Whatever we did, ·it worked. 
Before we saw the ocean I had a fix establishing our position. As I had pl<i!Med for safety's sake 1 was 
north of our designated target. We slipped out of the clouds not too far above the water, maybe three 
hundred feet. I don't recall exactly but It was low. When Jim made his 360 degree tum around seeking 

. Bacak, he was south and to the rear of us about five miles. 
Shortly, after establishing our new heading, Jim and Pat spotted something off our starboard 

quarter, well on the horizon In Japanese waters. Jim altered our course as he felt we should explore and 
ascertain for ourselves whose ship We had come across. Our pOsition and new course was duly noted. 
Bacak was following astern. We crossed over the freighter's bow about a hundred yards distance· from 
east to west not seeing anyone on deck nor ~id we observe a signal of any kind. The large freighter wasn't . 
flying her colors nor were there any identifying marks, letters or numbers. We crossed astern, there. 
was no action on board. Jim repeated his .bow crossover challengi'"!Q for the ~cond time with the code of 
the day. Bacak close behind did the same. In all the ship was challenged four or five times. No. response. 

Not even with our bombay doors open d'ld the ship's captain respond. We assumed it was Japanese 
even though the tails of some of the planes on deck resembled those of our P-5 1 fighters. For the most 
part camouflage netting covered the deck cargo. Our next pass was for real. Strafing the deck and bridge 
along with our 500 pound general purpose bombs. Jim missed, as we completed our first run. Bacak 
following strafed the ship from stem tQ Its bow. His 500 pounder' fell at the base of their stack. Our . 
second and last run did damage from strafing of the deck cargo and bridge, there were a few fires and 
considerable smoke. Jhn Bacak raked the deck a second time doing even more damage. 

I don't kn·ow how far holl)eward we traveled any more bUt we could see smoke a long way. The Loran 
functioned beautifully the entire return trip. We flew beneath the overcast at about 300 feet until we 
reached Attu. To get in we dropped down to fifty feet and made our approach. Compared to some 
approaches fifty feet was considered high altitude. Later Lt. Price bombed a Russian tanker, poorly 
marked. He left the ship on fire, however it .survived. Thereafter, future sightings of Russian ships 
revealed them to be well marked including very large letters down both of sides of their hulls with USSR. 
They flew their colors also. . 

How could we know ours ·was a R~ssian freighter? I'D tell you one thing. There was a dandy 
investigation. Lt. Moorehead was questioned ra~er extensively ~s was Pat. I wasn't called into the. 
meeting until vel)' late that afternoon. I was in my hut writing Betty and enjoying music ·from the 
states. There was a knock at the quonset hut door. then a few hesitant footsteps, a pause, "Mr. 
Fitzpatrick, Mr. Fitzpatrick, - Sir." A few heavy steps and I asked, 

"Who is it? Come on back·, first door right." 
"Yeoman Otto, Sir. You're wanted in Comrnadore Gehres board room, Sir. It is about that ship you 

all bombed. You're to bring all your navigation charts. Any you have of other trips also, I'm to tell you 
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right of way, Sir." I grabbed my navigation bag and told Otto to lead the way. Once there and the Hearing 
Officers advised of my presence I was invited into the inner sanctum and introduced to all concerned. 
Then it started, all very direct. . 

"Ensign Fitzpatrick, do you have with you your navigation charts of," and they stated the dates. 
"Yes, Sir. Would you like to see them, Sir?" 
"Yes. Spread them out on the table and tell us about them." I told them details concerning the 

weather, over and back, as well as over the target and how the loran was inoperative not far from Point 
Wrangell. Then how, it was obvious why, I attempted to chart a dead reckoning course from my last 
known position and from experience. I explained all my notes. Many computations of importance were 
noted on the side of my charts. Most Board Members leaned over to see. I was asked was that my standard 
procedure. I answered in the affinnative. I was asked to see other charts if I had them in my bag. 
Several were produced. Again, some Board Members leaned over to view them. There were a few uhs, 
urns and ah hahs then more questions. 

"You are thorough Ensign, are you always this thorough or were you so for this hearing?" 1 was 
hoping mad but didn't dare show it. I would probably have been assigned the Junior Officer of the Day for 
the next month, excepting flying days. 

"Sir, if you would fly with us you'd observe I'm rather exacting on all my flights and log the info on 
my charts. My pilots know that." There were only stares. 

"Fitzpatrick, do you have any other charts with you?" This seemed a foolish question since 1 had 
already confirmed I did, and produced them. 

"Several, Sir." · 
"May we see them?" The answer was of course affirmative. I spread the charts over the table. They 

were eye balled closely. Then there were more questions as to whether I was certain, without a doubt, I 
was where I had logged us on the chart, the latitude and longitude where we h~d intersected the freighter. 

"Yes, Sir, I am positive. Sir, if the loran had been incorrect it would show on my navigation track 
on our homeward leg. We made no adjustments to the loran since before we broke out of the clouds and 
spotted the ship. I was a half mile off Theodore Point exactly were it shows on my charts and my ETA 
wasn't twenty-five seconds off, at Theodore Point Mr. Moorehead advised I could secure navigation, Sir." 
There was quiet chatter among themselves for maybe a minute. 

"That's all Ensign, you're excused. Thank you for coming over with your charts." Then a junior 
officer present, a lieutenant, Junior Grade, obviously their gofer began bunching up my charts, an 
over1y efficient type I suppose attempting to impress the brass. He was handling them like they were so 
much refuse. He was in my league and I resented It very much. He may have been a J.G. but he wasn't an 
aviator, or navigator, I was both, and a bit snappy too.· , 

"Hold it, Mister. I didn't ask for your help and don't need it. I didn't bring my charts in all rumpled 
up." He stopped seemingly surprised that he was addres5ec;f so abruptly. The Brass said nothing thOugh 
all were looking at me as I took each chart, without delay, and refolded them in a like manner as I had 
brought them The J.G. stood · back and watched. I did apologize to the staff mentioning the value of the 
charts to our crew and me. Some one of the officers replied, "It's alright, Fitzpatrick, we understand: 
I left the board room. · 

Jim and Pat confirmed we had bombed a Russian freighter. Thus the ~- It was a big Investigation 
commencing in Washington, then traveling through several west coast Naval districts ending on Attu, · 
The key point was, were the Russians, when attacked, In International waters or were they In Japanese · 
waters. It was concluded they were, indeed, in Japanese waters. I don't recall whether Lt. Price bombed 
his Russian ship before or after us or 'Whether there was a big to do about it. Maybe we were the· second 
bombing and .that caused the Russians to holler to Washington. It w~s the opinion of most flight crews 
that if the same situation arose again·there would be another attack. 

For 136 and other like squadrons there were rules which we were advised. and which provided no 
excuses for violation. First challenge the ship at sea, unless you were fired upon first, requesting in 
response to your challenge the proper acknowledgement of the code of the day. An incorrect answer or 
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none at all meant - attack. And especially if in enemy waters. It was standard operating procedure in all 
theaters of war. The Russians were not an exception. 

Then there was the time all went well, meaning we reached our position along Russia's Kamchatka 
Peninsula including our ETA. It all changed w~n Jim decided to _attempt to cross through an heretofore 
unknown or charted valley to us on the Peninsula thinking we might better conceal ourselves, 
anticipating more. of a surprise attack on the Japs. It wasn't the day for such an experiment, the weather 
was also a problem. We lacked any charts of the Peninsula· and were flying at maybe 1 00 feet above the 
ground and about the same beneath the overcast twisting and turning wending our way at 140 knots (160 
MPH) when suddenly there was no more valley. · 

Jim was obviously planning upon completing his turn to starboard and continuing our excur5ion 
across the Peninsula when, as he began his roll out of the turn there was no place to go. The valley was 
no more. There was no choice, within the minute either hit the fog shrouded hill or hope to execute and 
complete a 1-80 degree tum retracing our entrance flight. The 180 was begun and in doi119 so, as we 
were about to complete it there was a ragged slope extending out into our flight path. A radical puO up 
cleared it but in doing so we had to continue our tum almost another 90 degrees. That quickly we were 
on instruments, lost in what could have been our valley of death. 

· Jim was in a quandary. One, however, that didn't allow him to lean back and discuss it, like what do 
you think we ought to do. It was do something now and hope and pray you don't die. I was sure Pat wasn't 
for the short cut idea, nevertheless, 'he was in the front office and had to produce also. There was no 
letting down, it was up and hope_ we'd clear the mountains enroute. Jim called to Pat. 

"Full power, full_ rich mixture." · 
"Full power, mixture rich." Pat clearly and loudly called. Then Jim hollered for the prop setting to 

be changed. Pat complied and acknowledged the same. 
"Fitz - Glennon watch for mountains." Glennon was whirling about 360 degrees in his Martin 

turret and I was no ·less active looking forward through the astra bubble. There was nothing to see but 
clouds. We were deeply entrenched within the weather system and by now all hands knew sUrvival was 
straight up if we were to make it at all. Jim held 78V a knot or two above her stalling speed, climbing in 
steep spiraling turns upwards between the mountains. 

"Mountains, starboard two o'clock." I called. By the time they looked the mountains were three· 
o'clock. -

Pat "Altitude 2500." Frustration ~:)ripped us all. We'd make a call and Jim or Pat had it or we had 
passed it. Most every call was after the fact. I began to wonder would we see it coming and have time to 
prepare for the impact, or would we se~ it and hit it so fast there would be no time to register it.. Death 
in a second. Hbw long would our remains rest on this unknown, to us, Kamchatka mountain ·before anyone 
found us and reported their find. Probably years. The crew was quieter than church mice. But then who 
felt like talking when wrapped in such tension. · 

Pat . "Altitude 3000." For approximately three seconds we'd catch a glimpse of mountains at our 
level or below the starboard wing. They disappeared in the· clouds before you could make the call The 
positive side was that we missed that one. But how about the next? Our su~uent calls were from nine 
o'clock around to one o'clock. Hopefully to warn Jim before his tum was completed. 

"Altitude 3500.• Jim's extended instrument training was again our hoped for ticket. That and the 
fact the further we climbed and didn't hit a mountain, and, assuming .we hadn't drifted too far, -our 
chances might improve. That the mountains were further apart as we climbed was a plus· on the odds 
board. Jim was frozen at the controls, his knuckles ~hite as the clouds we were in. Freezing· 78 Victor 
in her steady climbing swirling upward tum. Pat's eyes were all over the panel back and forth again and 
again. 

• 4000 feet." The engines were sounding great and we were climbing. My mind wouldn't stay a 
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second on anything but the engine's cqntiooing steadfastly with the burden to which they were called. We 
were climbing by their grace. Then shockingly again, barely visible through a patch of· the thinning gray 
mist, were the mountains. Had you blinked your eyes you'd have missed them. It was scary. Horribly 
worse when you saw .them port side, somewhat above and we were turning their way. Then both you and 
the sighting were covered with clouds. Was there a ridge stemming out from the peaks we had just 
spotted? Once, before completing a full 360 degrees , three sightings were observed as we progressed in 
our climbing counter clock-wise tum. •There, 100 feet above and off the port wing." Glennon called, 
"There at one o'dock." By the time you caught a glimpse of them, if at all, another would holler, "Ten 
o'dock high." And so it went as we wound· around and around. · 

Your mind worked fast, analyzing each sighting always adding, to yourself, "Will I see the next 
one?" Then there would be another port side sighting even altitude, the direction of our turning, as 
quickly it all disappeared into its covering of fog. We're climbin9, and wondering, too, is th~re a higher 
closer fog bound peak jutting out? How many more to miss? Each few seconds we-hoped that the last 
sighting was the end and we would break out into the clear. In addition drift kept crossing my mind, are 
we drifting closer to one of these slopes on each revolution? Would we hit head on or pancake aga.inst the 
mountain's side? I couldn't be rid of that ever recurring futile thought. Then I'd think where is our 
first ad kit? Uke it would help if we flew ·into the Kamcl1atka mountain. There was no evasive action -to 
be taken. Only to continue tight spiraling turns climbing upwards barely above the plane's stalling 
speed. If Jim were to lose his concentration and st~ll 78 Victor, we'd go into a spin, spinning to our 
deaths 4000 feet to the valley floor below. 

"Altitude 4800." Pat's voice never sounded so nice to me before. The crew was looking around 
nervously hoping blue sky would be the next can~ I hoped I didn't look scared, I tried not to be. I didn;t 
want to look as uncomfortable or nervous to them as they did to me. Apprehensive yes, ·but far from 
being petrified or terrified. I recalled classes where it was taught the Naval officer was not to fail his 
crew. Set the example, be forthright, firm in collJmand, never ·show anxiety or fear but step .forward 
and be the leader. I did attempt to exude an of the above and more. 

However, I had to admit it all sounded far better in the classroom th~n somewhere whirling around in 
circles between mountains from just above sea level to s·,soo feet. A smile crossed my mind when 1 
thought where is that ground School instructor now?. There were more then several occasions, If you'll 
permit me to express feelings, of self-accomplishment and fulfillment, while serving my country In the 
Navy, wherein experiencing adverse situations I embodied Naval tradition and specifically that which I 
was taught and was expected of me as an officer. I was more· proud than the proverbial peacock to be an 
officer and a Naval Aviator. 

Pat's calls kept coming and that was assurance to all of us astern that we were still alive and well. It 
seemed an eternity since l'd ·heard Pat's last call. Thus we climbed, Pat calling altitude for Jim and all 
hands, tied in with a few mountain sighted ~lis from me. There were a half dozen, maybe a few more, 
such calls I believe to the top. The~ were less as we gained altitude and each more distant. At last there 
were white toothed sm1es on board, no more grinding of teeth or pinched lips when we heard Pat's 
Jersey voice can ...... , . 

"Altitude 700();" Pat called. Jim hollered agai!'l to me about charts and the heights Qf these 
mountains. Again I answered .Jn the negative. (Jut suggested he continue on a heading of 090 degrees 
climbing to 1 0,000 feet or until we see blue sky, whichever comes first, until 1· can establish our 
position. Jim had scattered gray clouds and mist up front but clean enough to know an was clear ahead. 
Astern only bits of several pointed peaks showed. If there was ever a tonnent to the nerve breaking 
point that climb was it. Before we an drew our second clean deep breath Jim caned for a he~ng for 
Shimushu. It was a wonder the Russian fighters didn't scramble. Possibly their weather was as bad as 
that we had just experienced. · ' 

"Pilot from Navigator. Take 120 degrees for one minute then 180 degrees. We'D be clear of 
Kamchatka. Corrected heading for Shimushu in a minute." 

"Roger. Fitz, give me our heading for home at the same time, if we have to run from fighters gas 
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will be tight. We'll dump everything from this altitude, be ready to unload the three one hundred 
pounders. We'll estimate the dumping area and time using radar." 

"Roger. Jim, we'll need several headings to dump on Shimushu." .He then said to put him in 
proximity of their radio station. I stuck my neck out by mentioning what I was sure Jim already knew. 

"Jim, it's a shot in the dark." 
"I know: Pat computed the gas. "More was u5ed in that climb out then I thought. I'd rather fly 

back to base than Petro (Petropavlovsk, Russia)." . The clouds were br~aking .up fast. Jim decided to lose 
altitude before dumping our bomb load. Through the scattered clouds we could see the island of Shimushu 
ahead and he proceeded on his own. Over the partially hidden station there was but little opposition. 

With our load lightened we headed for home. Our ordeal was tougher on Jim and it showed. He 
sweated through his T -shirt, long· johns, two wool shirts and clear through his leather flight jacket. 
Visible was a ten inch circle of pure arm pit perspiration testifying to the tension and pressure· on him 
during our peninsula experience. It was indeed a gut wrenching time: I'm certain Pat never said or even 
implied to Jim, as much as it was the second pilot's right. That his attempt to cut across Kamchatka so 
far north was for the fool hardy. Uke Pat I remained silent. Our Skipper was a difficult man. However, 
I made it clear on the several days following there were no charts of Kamchatka available to his 
navigator. In addition, there were none for squadron use in planning for low altitude crossi.lgs as far 
north as we attempted of Kamchatka. However, I assured Jim that I would plot those mountains and their 
height the best I could. It all would be done based on an estimated Loran fix from that day. A more 
accurate fix would be established after our next trip. 

As one of two assistant navigation officers I encouraged a second memo to be posted as well as 
circulated concerning the prohibition of crossing over the Kamchatka Peninsula, a reminder that Russia 
was not at war with Japan. I might add all crews continued to cross Kamchatka but at its southern tip 
where it was an easy crossing and safe. This violation of protocol probably saved more than a few lives 
since ·it afforded us the advantage of a surprise attack. I had no objection to crossing over the Peninsula, 
it was flying up unknown· valleys with 500 foot ceilings with so much gas and, a fuR bomb load aboard. 

· Once was enough, Jim never discussed that trip. Frankly, it smacked of lunacy. Had there been a half 
dozen Japs on our tan ·it would have been another story. 

There were a number of . occasions when Jim flew across the Peninsula farm land when our radio 
altimeter read around fifteen feet. He flew so close to the ground our props literally cut through hay 
stacks. As we passed over, props biting into them, Russian hay stacks literally exploded. It appeared 
they blew from the inside out. Viewing it all from the astrodome bubble I saw hay belch thirty feet into 
the air leaving a trail more than sixty feet and every bit forty feet wide. Hay was so thoroughly 
scattered there was no semblance of a prior haystack. Well, maybe a little mound. Several farmers 
were seen once and from their gestures it was· a certainty Jim's action did nothing to please them. 

Crossing the Kamchatka Peninsula we· were able to thwart the Japanese. lt. wasn't often they were 
aware of our presence until we were about to strike •.. Sometimes they returned fire and sometimes they 
watched you go by, not often though. Most of our raids were low level ranging from between seventy-
five to five hundred feet. Once Jim was so low buzzing the Japanese airstrip I felt he was in the position 
of practicing touCh and go landings. · 

It was amazing what damage five fifty caliber machine guns firing forward, three cluster bombs, a 
five hundred pound G.P. bomb and your turret gunner's twin fifties could Inflect. When strafing 
Japanese fishing vessels seven fifty caliber machine guns could be utilized as forward firing power. 
During WW2 it was considered awesome. Actually, although we never did ·it, such wooden vessels or 
small ships could be severed in two . . There were a few, however, we left well splintered and in dire need 
of help. The few Japanese fighters that attempted a head on confrontation lost. 

Lt. Frank Uttleton in 74 Vtetor shot down a Jap Tojo just off Paramushiro in a short lived head to 
head confrontation. Uttleton had only to raise his nose a bit and squeeze off a burst or two and his fiVe 
fifties forward did the rest. It was over quickly. His gunner, in the Martin turret with his twin fifties 
gave the Tojo some after thought on his way into the Pacifte. Frank handled it alone that day since the 
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four plane formation was scattered due to the uncertain weather into which they all flew on that mission. 

Once over the target radio silence was broken and there was much chatter among our planes. Because 
of this the names of most of our PPCs were known to Tokyo Rose. She was raised for the most part in the 
U.S.A and was a graduate of a U.S. college. Her English was beautiful as almost was her voice. She, the 
voice of the Japanese propagandist machine, mouthing off throughout the Pacific, in hopes of 
discouraging the American servicemen. . 

Our PPC's names were heard stateside as well as about the Pacific. She often used Ralph "Pinky• 
Morrison's name on her broadcast, even when he had not flown that day. Many of the guys on Attu tuned 
in just to hear what Tokyo Rose had to say about our most recent raids. Had we lost an the crews and 
planes she attributed to the Japs marksmanship our squadron would have been decimated in the first 
month or two of raids. As for losses we were a most fortunate squadron. Praise the Lord for our most 
enviable record. We lost four crews and planes that had to land in Russia. Lt. Carl Lindell was the first. 
He spent so much time . in high-speed operations at Paramushiro that he didn't have enough fuel 
remaining in his tanks to make it back. He took my navigator friend Ensign Jim Head with him· who 1 
believe was the missing fourth goof-off when Ward, Dulan and myself, the diehard PBY guys, checked 
into VPB 136 at Ault Field. • 

Lt. John Dingle's one engine was so shot up he scarcely made it to Petro, landing with one engine. 
Accompanying him was my good briefing friend and drinking buddy. Navigator Ensign Red Dulan and I 
developed the bad habit of making sure there was no medicinal liquid medication left on the table when 
briefing was concluded. Next was Lt. Jack Cowles who was so badly shot up he crash landed on the 
Kamchatka Peninsula The Russians took him and his. crew to Petropavlovsk to join the others. The last 
and the one who because of his ending up in Petropavlovsk, Russia, terminated his Command as Captain of 
VPB 136. There were two reasons why. But he is another story. Through VPB 136's tour of duty, the 
glory of it all, not one life lost, no sustalni11g injuries and a commendable recorct. Most, I'm sure, 
realized there were blessings afforded us far beyond the prayers from home. There was no other way we 
might have accompfashed so much. Even though Tokyo Rose didn't agree. 

-----------~--------

As for losing our Captain that fateful day, I predicted about an hour and twenty minutes into the flight 
the Skipper and his four plane formation wouldn't return to Attu unless we altered our course 
immediately. The minute I finished computing a series of fixes my track revealed we were 
PetropavlovSk bound. I thought it couldn't be so. I checked my work thoroughly and fast adding another 
Loran fix to the one only minutes old. It, indeed, was ·so. What I l'ead on my chart was conclusive and 
unless we took action to alter our course soon we'd be having supper in Russia tonight. 

,. "Pilot from Navigator." 
"Go ahead, Fitz:" 
"Jim, is the Skipper leading us on a mission I haven't been advised of?" 
"No, why Fitz?" 
"Are your compasses reading correctly?" There was a slight pause. 
"All three read the same, Fjtz. Is there a problem?" 
"Jim my tracking tells me we're heading due west. The Skipper's heading is taking us directly for 

Petro." · · 
"Are you certain?" 
"Dead on, Jim. Stay on this course and you can drop your load on the briefing target but you'll spend 

the night in Petro." 
"The hell you say - get up here fast with your chart" 
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"On the way." I quickly roughed in a corrected course line for the briefing target, loosely rolled the 
charts and climbed forward. 

"Jim hold the left edge." I unrolled the chart towards Pat so they could see. I even had several sun 
lines to back up the Loran. Pat spoke up. . 

• Jim, if we challJE! our heading for the target right now gas is going to be marginal. If we're jumf)ed 
by fighters we'll tiave to run for Russia there's no getting home then til' the war is over." Immediately, 
Jim began easing closer to the Captain's wing man, who was some miles away. Progress was slow. Our 
wing man, Bacak was in position and was reached with the signaling lamp. 

"Your position, Lat. and Longitu~ now." Was the repeated message to Bacak. "Damn radio silence." 
Jim caRed into his mike. Bacak was hanging off our port wing while we continued trying to contact the 
number two plane. Still no word from Bacak as to verifying our PoSition. Minutes seemed an hour. On 
we flew following the true CO!Jf"Se for Petro. Six, seven minutes later Bacak's radioman flashed his 
position. We were frantic. What took them sri ~ng? Once we had their acknowledgement we forgot how 
up tight we were getting. I had just co"llleted another fix and it showed also we were without a doubt on 
the way into Petrpavlovsk. Beurskens handed me the Bacak position which I plotted immediately. It 
coincided within a mile or two of mine. It was correct as they we·re approximately two miles from us. 
The front office was advised. Jim told Belirskens to sign~l Bacak, "Roger your position." 

On we flew for Petropavlovsk. Jim and Pat were talking continuously as to whether or not to break 
radio silence thereby scrubbing the mission. The problem was the Skipper. If he continued on his 
present heading he would be able to complete his portion of the mission but it was positive now he and his 
crew would ultimately lead four other VPB 136_planes into Petro with him spending the night and war in 
Petro. If he turned back now he'd have plenty of gas to reach Attu. Via the lamp a few brief messages 
between Jim and Bacak it was agreed they didn't want to continue the mission. Jim and Pat were steamed 
because number two plane never altered his course. · 

"Fitz, what's our position now?" 
"Petro bound." Then I offered the distance and ETA Bacak was hugging near us like a lost kid. 

Number two plane finally altered his course. Then he blinked out·his message asking course and position 
verification. Then as an after thought, "You continuing mission?" · 

Jim hadBeurskens r~pond. "It's Petro or Attutonight. Suggestreturn Attu." . 
The answer: "Return and hell will break loose."· Someone, I don't remember who broke · radio 

silence. It was all resolved in minutes. Ueutenants Moorehead and Bacak turned and headed for home 
thus aborting our mission. Plane· number· two said he was going on. None hear~ from the Skipp_er, that is 
until hours later. 

Number two's statement was accurate. A valid assumption in that to return "all hell will . break 
loose: It did and Lieutenants Moorehead and Bacak were the recipients until the base received word that , 
number tWo was returning home also. His message was that he was very low on gasoline . and,· no, he 
didn't make it to the target, mission aborted. Nearing home he radioed his course and position 
periodically so that Headquarters Squadron's PBY might intercept him ~nd be available as number two 
said, "In the event we ditch." The rescue plane was dispatched. Piloted by my Corpus and Jacksonville 
classmate. - · · 

Subsequently number two, the Skipper's wingman, advised he had intercepted a·.rnessage the Skipper 
was sending blind. In essence .it impllec;f that he had spent so much time in high-blower operation 
because of the Japanese fighters attacking, one engine failed. That and because he was low on fuel ·he was 

· heading for Petro. Fortunately, for us; number tWo made it back. Albeit he touched down as 6ne engine 
quit. Because of his supporting statements at briefing the hell ·which had broken .loose was scuttled. 
Ultimately, the decision of Ueutenants Moore~ead and Bacak was endorsed, though not too vociferously. · 
When the subject matter cfled down I asked Jim in the privacy of our hut," Jim, how long were you going 
to continue on that compass headilg of due west?" 

"You were the navigator, Fitz." I reminded him, at briefing, it was emphatically stated _we were all 
to follow the Skipper's lead and reminding Jim the compasses were in the cockpit. · 
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"You had to know where the Skipper was heading." Then asking why he didn't question me earlier. 
There wasn't a clear answer. 

• Jim, when I got worried I advised you of our situation in plenty of time fQr a decision." He shrugged 
his shoulders. At this point I could see I was pushing a very stubborn man, who didn't care to be pushed. 
It was tantamount to beating a dead horse. I thought he might have said, with a smile, "Thanks Fitz, steak 
and potatoes -suits me better than caviar and vodka." I knew the subject was closed forever. Bacak's 
navigator only said, after it was all over, "Fitz, you were our lead, we fly wing on Moorehead and 1 
assumed you knew what you were doing." 

I answered with. "Didn't Bacak question you about the 270 degree heading." . 
"No." He said. I was indeed frustrated and gave up. Truly the subject was closed. It was a lesson 

indeed, reminding me to navigate only, as I had done, for my pilot in command. I was not responsible for, 
and not to worry about the rest. I remained independent insofar as my navigation was concerned. Wing 
men were In fact to plot their own courses. Actually, a backup to the lead pilot. 

Nevertheless, there were many tongues wagging in the Officer's mess that evening and into the night, 
even for the next few days, all wondering about Commander Wayne. Did he go to Russia because he was 
really shot up? Or was It because he didn't have the petrol to make it home? Didn't the Skipper ever 
question his constant westerly heading? His gas gauges would also have told him he was in trouble. No 
matter what or how, rumors were rumors ·and the Skipper was out of our lives. Out of gas? Really! He 
won't be back you say, how devastating! 

That night on Attu VPB 136 and their many friends savored the biggest wildest raucous hell raising 
soiree ever held on Attu if not the entire Aleutian chain. The occasion was mentioned above. The 
departure of Commander Charles Wayne Skipper of VPB 136. Sorry Skipper, but it was the truth. 
There wasn't a tear shed. But I must admit my few moments with him weren't all that bad, only almost. 
The drinking and partying went on into the wee hours. Fortunately, Commodore Gehres didn't appear 
anytime during that Aleutian party of parties. Mid evening, I believe, most of the junior officers had 
retired to their quonset huts leaving the celebrating to those more senior and especially those who had 
served under him previously. The party is remembered even as I mention it here, as the greatest Attu · 
party ever. 

We utilized our Pratt & Whitney's to their maximum power. Once for thirty-five minutes· and the 
second time, which was two days later, for twenty-fave minutes. We had been jumped by two Jap 
fighters who stuck like glue. While we separated ourselves from them keeping a reasonably safe range 
between us, we couldn't gather that needed distance to protect ourselves from their scattered firing. 
Every time one of their sheDs hit the water we'd see the splash. We had gained additional speed in 
eluding them by -nosing 78V over 5everal degrees and heading for the deck with the throttles as far 
forward as they could be shoved. Anally flying about 335 knots {385 MPH) ten feet above the ocean. 
About 1 SO miles to sea the Japs quit, leaving us in the neighborhood of 560 miles to home. 
· ·· Both times· we h~ld 2600 RPM's and 18 inches of manifold pressure and hoping neither engine would 

cough. Interestingly enough our wake spouted up above our tail section shooting back. maybe thirty feet · 
thereafter leaVing a trail similar to our PT boats. I saw that day why such Wake wa~ called "a rooster's 
tail" There was one sure thing, if they had hit an engine at that speed it would have been as the guys so 
often said, "It'd be an she wrote, brother." After ou~ second such run, upon arrival at Attu 78V was 
placed into a hanger to check her engines. An all night work-over by our Navy rnechs accompanied by the 
Pratt & Whitney representative . produced nothing. The next afternoon 78V was pre-flighted and 
subsequently test flown. She was cleared to fly and scheduled for a mission on the fifth day. 

For a reason which I don't recall we flew a search in another plane while Lt. Bacak took 78V back to 
Paramushiro. Bacak and crew were extremely happy to part with 78V. They, also, had flown that 
beautiful airplane at high blower for thirty minutes. The maintenance people studied 78V's power plant 
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history and forgetting the many other running hours accrued felt that after our several ot~er flights of 
fifteen minutes each, one at twenty minutes, three or four at ten or less minutes they would replace 
78V's engines. But the po~er struggle climbing out of the Kamchatka mountains along with the three 
very harsh runs on her .engines in five days was the real convincer. We could say nothing but the 
greatest things regarding Pratt & Whitney. 

It was during the period of twenty consecutive typically Aleutian foul weather days I met the colored 
steward (today we'd say black) who cared for our quonset hut. He carne in 1D work the hut, my cubicle 
was first. I was working on a model railroad box car. Being curious he looked over my shoulder asking 
questions. He was pleasant and small talk ensued. It seemed only natural 1D ask, "what's your horne 
town?" 

•Baltimore, Sir." 
"I'm from Baltimore too. What's your name?" 
"John, Sir." Here again it seemed only natural for me 1D stand and offer my hand in greeting. He 

extended his, we shook, and in addition the biggest white tooth smile I'd seen in a long time. 
"Where in Baltimore do you live John?" 
"On Pennsylvania Avenue, Sir, few blocks below North Avenue." 
•1 know where that is, John." Again more small talk. He knew generally where I lived remarking he 

had friends who did gardening 'out there.' Something one of us said brought up the Harlem Theater on 
Pennsylvania Avenue. Casually, I mentioned Dad worked there checking theater attendance. Then adding, 
for the lack of anything else to say, "Do you know Buddy the bouncer at the Harlem?" 

•ves, Sir. Howdoyou know him, Sir?" 
"I don't. but my Father does. I believe my Father and he are on good terms. My Father is a short 

fellow and I'm sure Buddy kind of looks out for him." 
"Ain't that something. Well, Mr. Fitz, that kind of makes us friends." Commodore Gehres would 

have died at that, as would a good number of my fellow senior officers. John mentioned he also worked at 
the Officer's mess in the kitchen. He seerred content 1D talk so once again not knowing for sure what to 
say I asked, "John what happens to all that fresh fruit I hear about but don't see?" 

"If you like fruit I' II sees you gets some. I' II put it right here." He said pointing to my dresser. "I 
has 1D take care of a citizen friend from Baltimore." Thus the next few days I found an apple or orange· on 
my dresser. It was sparse but fresh fruit no less. The conniving part of me began to give thought of how 
I might increase production by several pieces each week at the minimum. Knowing enlisted men were 
allowed only 3.2 beer and alcohol was tabu, I waited for John one day and when he arrived asked him if he 
would on occasion like a little drink. 

"Ohl My, Mr. Fitz, whatjus' alittle one would do." I explained 1DJohn if I were 1Dfind an additional 
apple or · orange in my drawer, and showed him where, he might find on occasion a drink or two. 
However, the subject had to be kept a strict secret. My fruit ratio increased a bit. . John said a close 
watch was being kept on it and besides it was difficult to carry out unnoticed We had a gxrl thing going. 
I gJt more fresh fruit and he made a few dollars selling a few $>ts of bourbon. A bQotleg fift;h sold fQr 
forty-five to fifty dollars on Attu. ·It was known deals were being made, but, since they were kept in 
moderation nothing was done aboUt them More money was made by the shot and was leSs traceable. In 
addition I was better taken care of at the dinner table. A month later I was advised John's tour of duty 
was up and he returned to the States. I didn't dare convnence a fruit deal with a perfect stranger. After 
all John and I did have certain ties. Though doubtful at best. I'd haw to admit my fruit and booze deal 
was wrong to begin with. 
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Before we lost our Skipper to Russia he and I had, well you might say, a loose agreement of sorts. 
When we returned late . from a mission or search, then went through our briefing, grabbed a bite to eat 
then changed clothes we'd find the movie transportation truck had already left the Officer's mess area. 
There was no other way to .get to the theater. Walking was out simply because the movie was too far and 
on occasion the weather too foul. Transportation was needed. It was a foul evening . We were fortunate 
to have gotten in at all and not have put in at Shemya. There were six desperate flyers who had to find a. 
way to see John Wayne that night. -

There was a way but none of the group would pursue it. While we mulled over the subject the bar at 
the Officer's mess had been encircled-by heavy brass. A Commodore, two visiting Captains, a half dozen 
Commanders along with two or three lieutenant Commanders with a Chief tending bar. For reasons not 
privy to us rank utilized their prMiege taking over the entire ~ar to celebrate. Commander Wayne was 
among them, thus it was obviOus he wouldn't be needing his command car that night. I suggested to Lt. 
Moorehead, .since he was the senior offiCer among us, he ask Commander Wayne if we might use his 
vehicle for transportation to the movies. Moorehead's no was emphatic. The rest became silent hoping it 
wouldn't be suggested one of them approach the Skipper. Show time was fast approaching and we hacl to 
have transportation very soon or forget John Wayne. 

"Fitz, it was your Idea why don't you ask the 'old man'?" I gave it some thought. What could he do 
but say no. Surely he wouldn't give me extra duty simply because I asked: But then again the 
Commander had a tough reputation, many times for no apparent reason at all. 

"What the heck," I said standing up buttoning my blouse and squaring my tie away, "It's time he 
spoke to an Ensign good, bad or indifferent." On that daring trip to the bar to speak with him and ask for 
his vehicle I had a Uttle extra support. Most of that support was consumed during our debriefing, by 
reason Pat and I emptied those glasses of the less stouter sort at the conclusion of debriefing who didn't 
feel the need to partake of the medicinal benefitS offered by the medics. That's not to mention I might 
have added a few liquid ounces of the stuff after supper. 

"All right gentlemen get your foul weather gear, you'll need it for the ride to the movie.• 
"You're kidding," someone remarked. 
"Not in the least," I answered. . 
The bar in the offiCer's mess resembled a third of a circle. At the far starboard was the Commodore 

with rank diminishing around to the port side as I faced the bar. The last back to see on the port side was 
Skipper Wayne. A break indeed. There was room for maybe two officers. But let me stress not room for 
a junior offiCer in this case. As I sidled up to the bar I purposely left that space between the Skipper and 
me. I waited for him to recognize me. A junior officer always waited to be recognized, he never 
interrupted his superior. I waited some more. Senior eyes began drifting port, like dominos falling. 
One by one it was inquired of each, "To whom does this Ensign belong." My liquid debriefing support 
held me there unshaken. Wayne looked left and asked, he knew who I was, then said, "What ~ name of · 
hell do you want"l You don't belong here Mister, you're not welcome." · 

"I beg your pardon, Sir. I apologize for the intrusion Commander Wayne, we got back late from our 
mission and missed the transportation to the movies." He interrupted me. 

· "Is that what yoo wante_d to tell me, Mister?" He was madder than a wet hornet. 
"No, Sir. I wanted to ask permission, if I may, Sir, to use your vehicle to take six of us to the John 

Wayne movie." I was aware there were more than his ears ttmed in. Some of the brass laughing others 
offered a bit of mild needling. My demise had arrived I was sure. In his very loud voice he said, "The 

. Ensign wants to borrow my transportation." More laughter and jokes about the Ensign approaching his 
Skipper. 

It was Wayne again louder than the first time. "This son of gun (expletives deleted) is the only one 
in my squadron who has the guts to ask me for my transPortation. Hell Ensign .•••.•• ," he stopped; 

· whatever he was going to say he didn't; then tossed his keys on the bar. They slid right to me. 
"Thank you very-much Commander Wayne." I pi~ked up the keys thanking him once again. 
"Mister, do you now where to leave them so that I'll have them the first thing tomorrow?" 
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"Sir, I was planning on being at first breakfast in order to give them directly to you." 
"No need of that Mister, just put them by my place at the dining table tonight when you're through." 
"Yes, Sir. Thank you, Sir." I played it very seriously returning to the straight faced five. 
"Would any of you g~ntlemen care for a ·lift to the movies.? John Wayne is playing, it's a war 

movie?" The sides of the Skipper's command car were closed with the old .time isinglass curtains. They 
were anything but sealed. The wind and rain took its toll on us. Arriving at the movies we pulled into the 
Commander's parking spot not fifty feet from the door. Rank has its privilege, even the door to the 
movies w~s hekl open for us. There were several more occasions when I asked the Skipper if 1 might 
borrow his vehicle for transportation to the movies. On both occasions he was among a group of superior 
officers and I hesitated to ·approach. 

Finally, when he would look my way I would hold my right hand up and out towards him with my 
thumb and . first ·finger pressed together as though I had a key pressed between them Rotating them 
imitating the rotation motion as though I were turning the ignition switch starting a car. To be certain 
he got the message I'd close my fiSts as gripping a steering ~eel then alternating the raising and . 
loweri!lg the right and left hands implying I was steering a vehicle. I'd mouth the word movies. Each 
time the Skipper kind of tilted his head to the side as though without the benefit of headsets thinking to 
himself, •one of my probleiTIS had just arrived." He'd follow that with a slight unobtrusive beckoning 
wrist motion, meaning it was ok to approach. As I did he would toss the keys at me and saying, "Be 
careful, Fitz." In acknowledgement "I'd give him a short snappy salute accompanied simultaneously with 
a "Yes, Sir." Thus, on those occasions, we arrived at the movie warm and dry 

The shorter runway wasn't equipped with a landing system but was used frequently enough in foul 
weather, nevertheless. It was never used for our overloaded takeoffs. Jim would, l:low~ver, practice . 
approaches and landings in order to become more familiar with the terrain. Observing several such 
approaches through the radar SCOPe I noticed that the submarine net floats were kept a bit more than a 
quarter inch to the port side of my radar scope's center line. 78V was not very far off the center of the 
runway. It was close enough that in about the worst weather the p~ot could make his landing. 

I went ·forward to show Jim and Pat a rough sketch of what I felt would suffice ·whenever we found 
ourselves In a tight situation wondering wherj;! is the runway. Using the submarine net as our guide and 
our radio altimeter we couldn't miss. Jim agreed to try it. He made maybe a half dozen approaches with 
each one better than the last. Even with the wind and tide variations moving the net about it was the 
pilot's best bet. It ·was thereafter our standard approach using that runway whenever the weather forced 
us to it. Moorehead must have mentioned it since by word of mouth the procedure gained respectability. · 

We were on ·an early morning mission for P~ramushiro and far enough into it that the wise crew kept 
a watch for enemy fighters or patrols. There were scattered clouds with considerable haze throughout. 

·Visibility varied, we were estimating it at best one mile. The trip to that point was one where you 
. wished you were in your final approach at Attu. We weren't. All hands were getting fidgety and tired. 

Not only hadn't we seen much Qf the sea tor shipping there was no blue .sky. The flight, to this minute, 
was extremely rough. It was at about this point we all heard .Lt. Moorehead, without benefit of headsets, 
cuss loud and profusely • . Jiin was never.ever known -to use profanity. Suddenly 78 Victor rocked and · 
then dropped a few feet. An Aimy Air Corps· B-ZS dove down and across our flight path out of the douds 
scaring Jim and Pat almost out of their seats. 

Jim wasn't angry, he was fighting mad, madder than any hornet· ever got. He never ever ~d 
profanity. I believed he hollered for a half minute. I marked the time and position on our navigation 
chart knowing Jim· would want it lat~r. I got a brief glimpse. out the .astro bubble, enough to identify the 
plane as a B-ZS as he was pulling up disappearing into the clouds once .again. We wondered how he 
managed to spot us, the weather Was that bad. When Jim went over to the Army side of the island was a 
mystery for some time. I heard of his trip later through others and understood that the Second 
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Ueutenant was dressed down and chewed out so thoroughly it was mouthed around that it would be 
advisable for aD to give Moorehead a wide berth when he became hot under the collar. I said to myself 
when I heard that bit of wisdom, "You're telling me." 

I use to tease him now and again when he warmed up a bit calling him, "Bigmoore Jimhead." A few 
followed suit, very few. Even fewer a second time. Pat and I were the guilty ones, me much more than 
Pat, but mostly in the privacy of our quonset hut. Pat an<f I flew and lived with him and knew there were 
moments. I had learned it when I first carne aboard VPB 136 back at Ault field. Though in all honesty his 
touchiness was noticeable with others more so than with Pat and me. Incidently, no Army plane ever 
buzzed us agail. 

I might have forgotten to mention that I was probably one of the possible dozen guys who was blessed 
with a wife, my sweetheart, that wrote every day. There were a number of times when a letter didn't 
make it to keep my consecutive streak going, but that was because of weather. However, the next day or 
so, weather 'permitting, the mail plane brought in three or four delightfully scented letters for me. 
Once, and thank heaven it was only once, when twenty days went by, because of severe weather kept the 
mail plane from getting into Attu. Actually, it was so bad the mail plane made only several attempts at 
getting in. 

All hands, both Navy and the Army, became so upset by the lack of outside communications it was 
agreed to let a volunteer try to make it to Adak for the ·mail. Our Navy volunteer got off, made it about a 
third the way to Adak but because of the severity of the weather turned back for Attu. Adak was 
corl1)1etely dosed down. Had he made it to Adak he couldn't have gotten in and by the time our volunteer 
returned to Attu it would have been ~oubtful if he could have landed at Attu. When he did arrive about 
three instrument approaches were made before finally getting In by the skin of his teeth. Our weather 
was something like fifty feet forward visibility, ceiling about twenty-five feet and the wind crazy. The 
weather prevented any additional attempts. 

Official orders followed, there would be no more trying. Whenever NATS (Naval Air Transport 
Service) made it would have to be soqn enough. They made a couple of tries but like our volunteer had to 
give up. When NATS finally arrived they buzzed the field thereby advising all that the mail had arrived. 
Their touch of humor was appreciated. The mail and other cargo was unloaded in about forty minutes,· the 
outgoing load in another thirty and they were .off for Adak. No one spent time on Attu unless ordered 
there. Even then it was forced acceptance with much moaning. 

That afternoon I sorted my thirty letters and papers by date of postmark then tuning in my radio to 
· hear some of those romantic ballads from stateside, leaned back on my bunk with feet propped up, then 
spent the balance of the afternoon and evening reading Betty's Woodhue scented letters. Each epistle was 
reread, miSsing nothing. The best part most were very long. I read lat~ into the night. 1 cherished 
every second of the reading and with every alphabetical letter written loved her even more. Last but not 
least were the few newspapers and magazines. SUch periodicals ultimately were passed on. They reached 
many hands before-they were discarded. 

Possibly it was at the conclusion of those twenty consecutive, miserable bad weather days when VPB 
135 · and 136 planes were sent out to locate our guard ship. It was the converted Wor1d War One 
destroyer, formerly a four stacker, that had not been heard from for some considerable time. A half 
dozen planes were sent out In attempts to locate it. AU failed in . their attempts to locate her. Whether 
Moorehead volooteered, which was what I always believed, or was assigned for the additional search I 
didn't know. What I vividly recall was we made the trip. Between the last effort and ours were a couple 
more days of extremely foul weather. It afforded me time 'to ascertain from briefing the areas of search 
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conducted by the others, including the wind, as reported in the area, where our missing ship was alleged 
it be. 

Specific conclusions were hard to come by. But I was expected to set <1 course for somewhere out in 
that vast Pacific that would lead us to the Navy's lost ship at sea. My mind kept telling me to plot such a 
course would be difficult if not impossible. Actually, she was lost only to the base at Attu. If she were 
afloat and healthy their position ought be known to them. Then again maybe not. It was my feeling the 
high winds and seas destroyed their radio antennas, if so it was a distinct possibility their Loran 
antennas were inoperable also. There hadn't been any sun or stars for several weeks. That their 
position was unknown to them was indeed realistic. Thus I set about t'! plot a series of courses beginning 
within the area where I hoped we'd locate the old converted WWl four stacker. 

In the quiet of my hut all were plotted along with the high wind and their variations at the time of the 
prior extreme dista_nces searched. Plotted then were the ship's last known position, course, speed and 
the estimated wind factor. These last three figures were set up anticipating normal conditions and 
especially the sea. Next I plotted where she might be· expected to be under these extreme conditions. 
Finany, I inquired as to whether the~e was an old 'Sea Dog' about who might tell me about a ship under 
way at sea in such intense weather. .The answer to my weak inquiry was as I expected, negative. With it 
all it told me where I felt fairly comfortable the ship wasn't. Next. just ponder for awhile where she is, 
if in fact, she is still afloat. Agreeing with myself I· plotted 78V's course. 

"Loot", (nic~name for my PPC Lieu~enant) another of my names for Bigmoore Jimhead, stopped by · 
my cubicle and asked what I was doing. I explained it all to him, and, the why he knew. He agreed as to 
my hypothesis. Somehow, I can't recall whether Pat was pres~nt or not. Our conversation continued 
with Jim wondering how successful we'd be in such hellish weather. I smiled, suggesting we'd locate the 
ship within an hour of our arriving at the end of our first leg. 

"Any money on it?" Jim inquired reaching into his pants pocket. 
"I don't gamble, Jim. It's Irish intuition.• Said with a smile, of course. 
"You're right, Fitz, the bet's off." I knew he wasn't going to bet anymore than was I. However, 

there's a story there. Several times when we went in on a target I had said I wasn't comforta~. I had a 
funny feeling, meaning peculiar, and sure enough we experienced considerable opposition. There were 
several other times, shortly before.attacking our targ~t when Jim asked, "how are your feelings?" I 
replied, "uncomfortable." Jim choose an alternate target and strange as it seemed we usually 
experienced little or no opposition. Arriving .in the proximity of our selected targets Jim would ask the 
same qu~stion. Those half dozen times or so It was the same pending my response. So it was that day Jim : 
canceled his offer to bet. 

Weather was marginal at takeoff but called for a go·od ceiling and scattered clouds accompanied with 
favorable winds upon retu~. None would bet the farm on that prediction. The search from the beginning 
was very rough flying about a thousand feet · through scattered douds, damp and exceptionally co.ld. 
Turning on out second leg doubt of ever seeing the 'old tub' in these high winds and twenty-five to 
thtrty:.five foot waves was almost assured. It was scary and very frightening to say the least. I'd have to 
admit it was one of the worst flights ever·for me .. I believe it was the sea that was so frightening. 
Further~ I had no seat belt and found it virtually impossible to remain seated upon my gas tank seat. 
Then, too, it was exceedingly difficult to _operate the Loran much Jess draw a straight line. Turning into 
our third leg Jim was crabbing about thirty degrees to port In an attempt to hold my heading. 

·Jim and Pat had their hands full in piloting 78V on course. They .did a fantastic jo~. We had about· 
another hour of searching and no one aboard was hoping anymore than was I that we'd be successful very 
soon and tum about for home.. "Attu was heaven in another world compared to this stupid endeavor," I 
thought. It was an epoch adventure and a situation never to be easily forgOtten. Jim and Pat had much. to 

·do and see inside the plane besides scanning the sea for the hoped for destroyer. Yesterday, much less 
yestel)'ears, were nearly Impossible to recall. Over and over I asked myself, "What in the world are we 
going to be able to. do for those people on board if we found them?" The answer, of course, was to tell 
·those of concern, "She's afloat, and, of course, where." 
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If the ship capsized in front of our eyes we were helpless, we were helpless period. If we found her 
upright and steaming into the wind and waves, at best we'd be the bearer only of news that she was afloat 
located at latitude and longitude so and so, course X degrees and estimated speed Oh! Yes, and actf the · 
weather conditions. That seemed to bother me considerably. At that moment the closest help for her was 
two hundred plus miles away. If help could steam at a steady fifteen knots, and it was doubtful in those -
seas and wind, said help would take better then thirteen hours to arrive on the scene. Even debris would 
have been lost by then. 

The proverbial snow ball in hell had a better chance of lasting twenty minutes then that crew if they 
had to abandoned ship. If we had to ditch, and assuming we survived our ditching in those twenty-five to 
thirty-five foot waves and icy cold water, our time and the snowball's would be halved. Indeed, our 
estimated survival time would be less based on prior ditchings of Aleutian aviators. I agreed with 
myself. At best, any person would only be able to say about us was that, 78 Victor and crew were lost at 
sea 

My bemoaning our situation to myself and the hopelessness I felt about it all was jubilantly 
eradicated_ by the fact we had located the missing ship. Sometime befo~ the termination of our third leg 
expired Jim and Pat hoUered they had spotted the ship. In addition for me was the satisfaction that with 
my combination of luck and time plotting I lead 78V to the heretofore lost ship. There were -so many 
factors, and especially time and weather, to be equated then plotted in finding ·our ship I have to credit 
and thank the Lord first. Nevertheless, we in 78 Victor were the ones that did it. I climbed forward. 1 
suppose my subconscious erased present conditions and pictured for me a ship sailing through normal 
~as leaving behind her foamy wash. . . 

My first glimpse was utterly shocking. My voice was barely audible, I pointed and said, .. look." Jim 
and Pat were, of course, looking. The bow had just plummeted downward, disappearing into the oncoming 
wave, her twin screws (propellers) and last third of the ship were well" out of the water not having· 
reached the peak of the wave on which the bow just slid down and into. Her screws churning only air. 1 
was startled believing I was about 1D witness the demise of the entire crew and ship as it dlve into the 

·depths of the sea. 
That converted and weary old WW 1 four stacker was valiantly fighting a sea she should have 

forgotten about many years prior. We watched getting the distinct impression she was the board, as in a 
sliding board. With the apex of each wave she precariously hesitated, perfectly .centered, with both her 
stem and bow clearly out d water. Perched thus, hesitating but for seconds then falling forward as the 
apex rroved aft leaving her bow completely in .. the air too, as we call it, belly flopping, into the trough 
below plunging her into and through the next oncoming wave. Her entire bow following back amidship 
disappearing as she savagely·fought and twisted her way through. 

As her bow burst forth, decks awash she strenuously dliTlped water from her soaked decks. Her stern 
with its screws thrashing the air anxiously awaiting another bite of the tumultuous Pacific • . A Pacific all 
hands would sooner forget for the want of a quiet lagoon, slid from the apex into the trough disappearing 
momentarily following as though it was an Ignoble version d follow the l~der. EaCh bow action didn't 
last minutes but rather seconds. As the bow burst forth she hesitantly, t:hougt not really, paused as she 
rested now seemingly slipping backwards in the following trough immediately rising again her bow. 
pointing upwards striving for the following apex. Her dirty ill-painted bow gro~sqUely tilting 1D port 
about thirty degrees reaching for and finally settling on the apex she so desperately climbed, seemingly 
for the purpose of saving her stem. Settling but a second or two then while listing to starboard twenty-
five or thirty degrees she ooce again belly flopped into the trough diving then into and through the 
oncorr1ng wave alrriost righted. It was endless. 

When ships crumbled under the weight of nature's torment and sank, surviving seamen returned for 
another attempt in their quest to conquer nature's seas. What men are created for such punishment? 
Days ran Into weeks. The· weeks riding out these unbearably violent seas came to an end a few days short 
of five. We located our ship at the peak of their tribulation, we foll1d them earty in their fourth week. 
Because of the seas and their rising and falling, disappearing and reappearing so continuously signaling 
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them with the lamp was most difficult. Circling them sending repeated short messages was their only 
outside contact in weeks. We advised them of their position. Stating with a further message. · 

"Will advise base your position." Then we'd come around again as the ship's bridge burst forth and 
began her climb. 

"Your position." We skipped using the words latitude and longitude, sending them only their 
numerical counter parts. They understood, replying only, "Thanks." Then a garbled message. 

"Returning port. Sev~re hull damage." 
"Roger. What port?" Was our ~eply then we circled about for any additional word. 
"Attu ~Adak -the States." . 
"Roger." Was all that we flashed back. The next time around they asked for the weather to Attu. We 

knew they had to be all smiles at learning starting late that night they would be seeing stars. Tomorrow 
blue sky was the word and for the following two days. Subsequently, they thanked us for coming out to 
see them. That thanks· was the answer to an my questions. Surely, that crew was thankful somewhere 
someone cared. · 

Jim circled them a few more times then took my course for home. This flight was an exceUent 
example of why we left the octant home. It was useless with no sun or stars and altogether too rough: 
Enroute to base we coded and radioed a message of their position and of their damage. The amazinQ thing 
we didn't have a camera aboard. It upset us because we knew they would have loved to have had pictures 
of themselves under the waves. I've n~ver understood while after so many days of dr~nching the ship 
didn't sink. They almost could qualify for the submarine service. The sight of Attu and calmer seas sent 
chills over my body. My thought, "love that pile of rocks." Eventually, we learned that old refitted WW 
1 war weary had to return to the States for repairs. Besides her twisted hull there was considerable 
above deck dam3ge. . · 

I do recall those ultra long winter nights which lasted about eighteen to nineteen hours, plus or 
minus a half at either end. A normal winter's daylight was maybe four hours with graying sky for a 

· brief period fore and aft. Sleeping for some few became quite an adjustment. It didn't bother me. 
Months of so many dark hour takeoffs w~re made in the very early morning hours thus allowing for 
daylight returns and landings during the few hours of daylight. Those times were uncomfortable to say 
the least. Overloaded dark (the same as night) takeoffs from Attu were decidedly not my thing. None of 
our crew cared for them. ActuaRy, none of the crews ald. On one such night flight ,my Loran acted up and 
to compound it all weather prevented me from taking any sights on the stars. In addition during those 
last miles weather prevented me from taking drift sights using the water. · · 

On we flew. Blindly though not happily. From the same old timer that assisted me with my dead 
reckoning navigation I was. given the advice never tell your pilot you're lost or are ·not sure of your 
position until the last moment. "He'll drive you ~razy", he stressed. I was using the wind from the 
early part of our trip. ·who knows what our position Is now," I mumbled to no one in particular. Using 
what 1 had, which wasn't much, I adjusted our heading hoping for a sighting along Kamchatka about thirty 
miles north of Point Lopatka. The worst predicament possible we'd make landfall somewhere about the 
middle of Paramushiro with the Japanese fighters up. The solution to that dilemma would be to make a 
fast hundred and eighty degree tum dumping our bombs blindly into the Pacific Ocean; and head for the 
clouds and home. 

If we ·were farther north then I anticipated we still could turn south dumping our load on Shimushu. -
As it was we made land a little above where we normally crossed the Kamchatka Peninsula. Weather 
again prevented a visual raid Via radar and a pinch ~f Yankee guesswork Shimushu got another load in 
the area of their radio station. West bound there was plenty of land to intercept and to square yourself 
away as to your position. East bound no way, the Aleutian Islands were too small in a big pond for 
guesswork. 1 needed some help. Wind direction and velocity were desperately needed. 
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"Pilot from Navigator." 
"Go ahead, Fitz, what's on your mind?" 
"Jim 1 need some wind direction and velocity you'll have to get me within sight of the water. While 

we're on the deck I'll drop a flare or two." · 
"Ok, Fitz, I'll ease her down. It was pretty rugged down there coming over. As soon as you get your 

drift let me know and we'll go back up." At about seventy-five feet we leveled off. Jim was right, it was 
very rugged but the help I needed for the time was on the deck. There was no doubt but our ride home was 
going to be hairy. Beurskens still had his hands on the Loran fiddling around. I gave Jim our new 
heading. 

"Fitz, if the Loran is working why did you have to drop to the deck for wind?" I dreaded breaking the 
news about the Loran now. It was too earty. 

• Jim, the Loran hasn't worked for the last couple hours. If we don't get it working it's home using 
dead reckoning." 

"How in the h-' did you get us to our Kamchatka crossing?" 
"Sweat, luck and skill. Besides west bound we were sure to make a landfall somewhere. Alii had to 

do was to correct for a south or north error and we'd be right on Jim. I'll tell you all about it when we 
get home." Pat turned to look at me and I gave him a thumbs up signal. 

"Let me know when you want your next drift correction." That was all, he said. I expected more at 
least an octave or. bVO higher. 

"With this weather Jim, how about thirty minutes from now?" 
"Roger, Fitz, thirty minutes." Beurskens and I continued our tinkering with the Loran. Thirty 

minutes later I got another drift correction. There was but a slight course correctio·n. 
About an hour and a half from Kamchatka the Loran showed promise. By the time we were readying 

for another drift sight that beautiful box of wires and electrical connections came back to life. I took a 
reading, plotted it and advised the front office of our new course. Bther way we were as good as home. 
My next thought was, "Hang on Messrs. Pratt and Whitney." Our engines sounded. great. at that moment. 

With the loss of our Skipper further daylight bombing raids were all but canceled. This ruling was 
awhile coming down, however, it implied that because of that ·loss, daylight raids were too Costly. That 
was a fact long known by many and easily attested to by their Command and the losses suffered by several 
prior squadrons. VPB ·136 went back to more scouting flights than tactical missions. No one fussed 
about giving up the Empire Express Missions. However, there was an additional flight to Paramushiro 
by four crews. We were one of them 

That particular mission was unique and took advantage of the speed capability of the PV. The mission 
was singular in purpose, photographic. It was planned to acquire accurate up-to-date information along . 
much of the western coastline of Paramushiro. To ascertain which of the west side beach locations 
offered the best possibilities for beach landings for a proposed invasion of Paramushiro. 

Lieutenants Jim Moorehead, Bob Larson, Ralph "Pinky" Morrison and Jim Bacak, normally our wing · 
man, were chosen, drafted or otherwise foolishly volunteered for the mission. The 'how" of each PPC and 
his crew selection has remained a bit gray to this day. I believe we either drew names out of a hat or 
drew strips of paper tom, in advance, into varying lengths. The longest was to be the first plane off and 
so on. Lt. Moorehead drew the shortest which meant 78 VICtor and erew woulc;f takeoff last being the 
tail's end. From the briefing room to crossing over to Paramushiro, then for home was an epic ride. 

Contrary to the opinions of some who didn't partake In that mission we did not leave as a group in · 
formation. We took off as best as I recall about five or ten minutes apart. Bob Larson. or Pinky 
Morrison were first and second off, who actually was number one or two doesn't matter now. They were 
in fact the .two lead planes. Third was Jim Bacak and following him, and last, was our .crew'ln 78 Victor 
with Moorehead in command. Radio silence was of course strictly observed. 
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Each such flight carried a Navy camera man. Our camera man was Dan Culotta brother Pex's friend 
with whom he worked at Glenn L Martin Company prior to the United States entry into the war. Dan had 
made several trips with us when specific targets ~ere to be photographed. We were· use to each other, he 
fit well into our crew. Better yet he was small of stature thereby not adding appreciably to our already 
overloaded plane. Maybe only a hundred and ten pounds we d-.dn't need. He was the smallest of the 
photographers. We were furnished additional gas since on this -trip no bombs were carried. However, 
we carried the maximum ammo for the seven fifty caliber machine guns. Ohl Yes, Dan lugged a spare 
camera, just in case his big K-20 failed. 
- My set course when leaving Attu for our point of crossing Kamchatka was known to Jim and Pat by 

heart. AU I'd have to do on the trip over was to track our progress on my charno be certain we were on 
course and periodically correct for drift. Other then a fair crass wind the day was very nice. That was, 
of course, by Aleutian standards. If the wind held its present direction and like velocity along the west 
coast of Paramushiro we would have the benefit of a tall wind aiding and abetting our run down the coast. 
We'd take any help we could get, especially a ten to twelve knot tail wind. 

Naturally, in our attempt to surprise the Japanese, we flew the last one hundred miles at maybe ten · 
or fifteen feet over water. Then we planned to violate all the rules again by crossing the Kamchatka 
Peninsula approximately twenty-five miles north of Point lopatka, maintaining our flight level; flying 
ten or fifteen feet over the peninsula. By the time we reached the Japanese Island of Shimushu heading 
down their west coast Jim and Pat increased our airspeed to 250 knots. There was a sUght tail wind 
thereby boosting our ground speed to about 256 knots, about 297 MPH. Jim said he was saving a Dttle 
speed in the event the Japanese fighters got up. By the time we started our run, plane number one, we 
hoped, probably had already crossed over Paramushiro now out over the Pacific heading for horne. Plane 
number two was about to make his way across the island strafing any worthwhile target then heading for 
the Pacific and home. It's my guess now that Jim Bacak, number three, was maybe thirty-five miles 
ahead of us and trailing the second plane by thirty-five or forty miles. 

Because of the choreographers needs for all the physical -features of Paramushiro's west coast 
unknown to the planners for tfJe discussed invasion we were about to fly the gauntlet. ·The map makers 
wanted it aU. To acquire it four specific approaches had to be flown. Each ff1Qht was assigned its own 
altitude and distance to be flown from Paramushiro's western shore. It all boiled .down to ascertaining 
the most desirable beaches for an, invasion including channels, rocks, possibly navigable features, 
topography, harbors, canneries, elevations and obvious gun emplacements. What they were after was a 
compendium of information whatsoever. . 

The 'guns had all been test fired after we crossed Kamchatka. Bill Glennon was already whir1ing 
around in his turret. As we passed Shimushu little activity was observed, maybe a few tracers were 
observed coming up at us. No hits were scored. If that was the worst, we thought, this might be a milk 
run. 78 Victor's assigned run was the last, closest to the shore and lowest altitude. I believe the run 
approximated eighty nautical miles. If we were fortunate we'd be crossing over Paramushiro in about 
twenty minutes with no casualties with 78V in sound flyable shape for the long lonely flight home. With 
any mission over the seven hundred and forty .nautical miles to Attu was never thought of as a piece of 
cake. Much apprehension, considerable trepidation and if the oil pressure dropped a mite or an engine 
coughed you were damned uneasy. We had never been this far south and west of Paramushiro before. 

As we approached the big island our apprehension peaked. All inside 78V was readied. Correct 
altitude, distance from shore with some speed to spare. Thtee planes passed by this route before us yet 
nary a thought was given them. Interest for the moment was on ourselves and fulfilling the assigned 
task. As we progressed S<;tttered fire was observed. Nothing serious but puzzling, yet not lasting. The 
first third of our run was now history._ Then, suddenly, the now previously awakened .and alerted 
Japanese were truly alive. Thankfully, they were only almost accurate. 

Commencing the last two thirds of .our run we met .with considerably heavier fire, more accurate, 
too. A steady stream of tracers which represented every fifth round fired at· us was our constant 
companion. They fired so continuously their barrels obviously becoming so overheated their shells carne 
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at us twirling resembling corkscrews. They, nevertheless, ceaseless in their attempt to bring down a 
Yankee bird. Within 78 Victor we were so busy voices over the radio meant nothing, absolute 
meaningless. The sky around us became more actively alive with their .anti-aircraft fire exploding 
about us. Through to the remainder of our run their firing was frighteningly incessant. Continued black 
explosive bursts of flak high and to starboard, never seemingly able to track us accurately enough for a 
kill. 

Intermingled with their anti-aircraft fire were their tracer bullets. It was a dreaded and worrisome 
unceremonious ride watching their flak continuing to burst so consistently at two o'clock high. As we 
flew it was as though we were moving along within their anti-aircraft firing pattern. Those sudden 
black bursts appeared so frighteningly close and as we passed their fading clouds of smoke when yet 
another, the two or three would reappear seemingly at the two o'clock high position. Killing bursts 
followed, keeping us neatly within their planned pattern. Why we weren't hit by their flak 
fragmentation or other shots only our Lord knows. Tracers and flak were continuously uncompromising 
trailing us through the air. Flak and tracers were over, under, before and after and from· the inception 
of the firing you wondered when one hit would end our flight. 

Moving along at better than 300 MPH now gave us some advantage. Yet the Japanese hadn't corrected 
their tracking. W~en will they? Why haven't they? Anticipating their resolving whatever problem 
they were having became more intimidating by the second. As sudden and voluminous -was the QppOsition 
firing it became very nearly nil for the next five minutes then again, down the coast further, the 
opposition was up for battle. Less accurate, not as intense but altogether too uncomfortable "being like 
the proverbial sitting duck. Still no .hits. Dan Culotta blind to it all, cold and uncomfortable continued 
his picture taking. Glennon never ceasing his whirling around in the turret watching for the enemy 
fighters. Mqran too, watching for fighters standing and looking out of the astro hatch. Beurskens 
crowded at his radio position ready to relay a message if we took a hit. 

Jim and Pat in the front office were doing an excellent job at flying . the prescribed altitude and 
distance from shore required by us. They never so much as flinched once nor were they detracted from 
their flying by the thousands of tracers or by the Jap's anti-aircraft fire bursting in front of them. As 
for me I had the best seat in the house along with the foremost view in town. I had no duties other then to 
ride a·nd watch. Jim had me forward, never saying why. I know it was as third pilot if in. the event he or 
Pat were injured. It was a bit of a safeguard, a tiny bit, but had he forgotten I never had landed a PVl 
even in an ideal situation. To him, I imagined, any pilot in an emergency is better than no pilot at all. It 
reminded me of the old seafarers expression, ~Any port in a storm." 

As we progressed through the last third· of the _ride I belieye we all could say we had seen more flak 
and tracers that day on that run than we had seen during aU of our missions combined, much more. 
There was no doubt we had just buzzed by the proverbial Japanese hornet's nest. We flew above and past 
a number of Japanese ships, both commercial and military, though none bothered us. There was a 
heretofore unknown air strip. Japanese planes were sighted on their tarmac but none pursued us. Sight 
seeing was limited. The photos would have to tell the story. The last third we saw only sporadic anti-
aircraft firing and only a mild amount of machine gun firing. That was until we turned inland to. cross 
Paramushiro heading east for home. It would be safe to say for the first one or two minutes the Japs 
threw everything but the kitchen sink at us. We observed some few Japanese with small arms firing at 
us. 

Our opposition soon settled down as we flew very low through Paramushiro's valleys heading for the 
east coast. It was our guess that between our engine noise and its reverberating off of and through the 
hills some confusion might have prevailed as to where we were or even as to how many planes were 
coming through the valley. If there was someone to fire at us, by the time they spotted us we we·re well 
past them. Jim had saved some of 78V's power for the run and had put it to good use when we turned 
heading east running the valley for horne. Anticipating we would be greeted by Japanese fighter planes at 
the coast Jim and Pat had the throttles all the way forward as we exited the valley. Aying about 320 
MPH through the valley just skimming the Japanese Mothertand was our remaining bit of protection 
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from their fighters. 
We burst out from between the hills at 300 plus knots, a shade under 350 mph, dropping down into a 

clearing and at once spotting a number of buildings approximately two miles dead ahead. All were of 
wooden construction and appeared rather depressed. There were a few fishing boats docked along side. As 
we approached them it was certain some of our gang had hit them minutes before. Jim chose to strafe 

·them on our way out. ·1 believe Glennon with the turret SO's got a piece of the action also. Splintered 
wood and debris generafty ~w everywhere. There was some smoke as we left and the boat weD damaged. 
We aldn'~ wait around nor did we get any photographs as our photographer was set up on the port side and 
the action was on our starboard as we passed the buildings. lmll)ediately, I hurried aft to verify our 
position and set a course for home. It was unbelievable to think we were the fourth plane to fly down 
their west coast, ten minutes after the third and possibly thirty minutes after the first plane and didn't 
see a single airborne Japanese fighter. . 

The trip home was uneventful except for the fact we all became more talkative about halfway to Attu. 
There was no doubt the pressure was off although, subconsciously, there was always the remaining cold 
water flight. However, we had become accustomed enough that it was more easfly erased from our minds 
and could relax to some degree. I have to admit though it was never one hundred percent. lltat old WW 1 
destroyer wasn't as much for rescue as· I believed, it was for weather advisory and psychological 
encouragement for crews insofar as·rescue was concerned. Naturally, we all thought in the back of our 
minds, there was that possibility. 

What stuck with me through the ride home and that night was how that Jap anti-aircraft battery had 
continually fired two o'cloc::k forward and high. Surely, they had to have been green or had 
malfunctioning equipment. Praise the Lord. Maybe a hundred miles out we got on the scuttlebutt that 
VPBJ39 was about to leave the States to relieve us. That cleared the air of all tension and .thoughts of 
what we had just been through. It was agreed that we all would keep our eyes and ears open for any·word 
about VPB139. Our last statement was superfluous since it was certain the squadron as a whole would be 
most anxiously seeking any word whatsoever. Our. landing arrival was anxiously awaited and once down 
hustled off to the debriefing room I found myself a willing assistant to any who may have had trouble in 
consuming the Medics recommended survival tonic. · 

There were no more menacing nor arduous anxiety trips planned for us or any other members of VPB 
136. After our last one we suggested to Jim, that, henceforth whenever at briefing he remain well 
slouched in his seat. Positively not volunteering for anything. 78 Victor and crew had. more than 
established themselves during. their first Aleutian tour: Besides VPB139 was readying itself for our 
replacement. Furthermore, we were now a~ut to complete our seventh month of what we were told, 
when we· left the States, was to be our first six month tour of duty: There would be three such Aleutian 
tours of duty with approximately ninety days between the first and second tours as well as ninety days 
between the second and third tours. None of 78V's crew ever went back to the Aleutians. 

--------~-----------

The idea being that rest was sorely needed because of the previously high loss ratio of pilots, crews 
and planes. Just plan old nerves and tension took their toll on pilots· and crews. I believe the earfy PBY 
squ~drons took more losses than the later squadrons. However, two PV squadrons prior to our arrival 
were hit very hard. Flying and living conditions were especially hard taskmasters on flight crews. 
Continuous .instrument flying combined with the long over water flight shattered more than a. few pilots. 
·While we ·lost four creY(s to. Russia VPB 136 hadn't suffered a single life to either combat or the 
environment. There were several pilots who refused to fly as pilots in command plus a few more that 
positively refused to fly at all. It was about time for us to depart Attu. 

It was hoped Command would release us since VPB 131 had come up well equipped for the Empire 
Express run on October 20, 1944: They had been equipped with rockets also. By late January 1945 
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they made the first rocket run to Paramushiro. VPB 131 's continued efforts released 136 to sector 
patrols. Squadron 131 was no longer an eager squadron. In those first months they had lost an entire 
crew during a raid on Paramushiro, a crew to Russia and several near misses. 

Not long after we departed they lost their third crew in their attempt to land after a sector search. 
Their pilot making his second valiant effort at landing because of high winds and exceptionally foul 
weather failed. There was a very severe storm producing high and gusty winds, known as 'williwaws. • 
As 131's pH~t approached the end of the runway his plane was flipped over at about forty feet above the 
cove by the howling winds blowing down the runway and the mountain slamming his plane upside ~own 
into the cove. There were no survivors. Their planes had their share of mechanical· problems, too. 

Finally in March 1945 VPB 139 arrived with their new PV-2 Harpoons fully equipped to take over 
the Empire Express using rockets in lieu of bombs. They carried considerably more gas also. With 
139's arrival 131 was assigned the sector patrols. VPB 136 began our prepar.ations and packing for 
Ault Field in Washington State, our home base. Because 131's planes were known to be considerably 
more weary than were ours the Brass ordered us to fly them home. The planes once stateside were to be 
scheduled for training squadrons. 

We were scheduled to depart on the morning of March 17, 1945. Uttle did I know then that 1 would 
never see Attu, Alaska, again. Several days before O!Jr departure Lt. Moorehead took me out for a check 
ride in the PV. A more of a talk check ride than a hands on one. He ha.d me follow through on several 
landings. Nevertheless, I enjoyed it immensely. It added to my right seat time on those trips when Pat 
was grounded. Pat was allowed to make a few landings. This all should have been done prior to our tour, 
not the end. Our PPC was diffiCult to understand or even to know for that matter. We were assigned to 
ferry 82V back to Washington. After having checked 131's tired bird over thoroughly and found ready 
for the trip she was loaded with our gear. In addition, we were given the squadron's entire records to 
take back with us. 

There were bon voyage parties, the many slaps on the back along with all the usual, "You lucky guys" 
and etc. It all seemed endless even though Moorehead, Tierney and I were scarce during most of the 
partying. Most of the offiCers, and I guess the enlisted men also of VPB 1 36, were given letters and 
photos to carry back to the States to mail to wives, sweethearts and family. Obviously to avoid the censor 
on Attu. Those several days before we left Attu a good number of both crew and pilots, once back in the 
States, planned on worf<ing very hard to prevent their return to Attu. 

Ueutenant Moorehead with recently promoted Lieutenant (Junior Grade) Tierney and I arrived at the 
briefing room early for the particulars for our first homeward leg. All was, at that hour, fine for a 
pleasant trip to. Umnak, our first stop. Lt. Ken Sherman stopped by to listen in. Ken was the squadron's 
radio and radar Engineering Officer and was to fly back with us. Slight of build and an ever happy 
Christian who ·knew the Lord, Ken, like the rest of us, couldn't walt for our departure. All the time we 
were on Attu along with the spare time we had, I wondered, after I came to know the Lord, why didn't Ken 
witness to us and tell us about the Lord Jesus Christ? 

I never really knew how the enlisted crew felt about flying one of 1 31 's weary birds home but Jim, 
Pat and I weren't as comfortable with 82V ~s we would have been in· our own 78V. VPB 131 had 
·completed several tours of duty with their same planes in South America on anti-submarine patrol, 
including a year of training flights in them also. · 

There's no need to go on how attached one can become to a airplane with which you've been through so 
much together. Indeed, there was a certain comfortableness, you frt: Uke a pair of old shoes, a 
relationship of trust and respect for each other. Flying 82V was like a pair of old shoes, only one lacked 
its heel. Yes, you could get there although uncomfortably. While Harry Moran, Beurskens, Tierney and 
Jim had checked and rechecked 82V there remained that difference between her and our old friend 78 
Victor. It may very well have been psychological. Albeit the die was cast. We were to fly that tired old 
bird home. 
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Saint Patrick's day, March 17, 1945 brought a pleasant morning to the island of Attu. There was a 
slight breeze sweeping the runway, the ceiling was generous by Aleutian standards, with scattered 
patches of sunlight peeking through the broken overcast as 82V now of VPB 136 lifted off the runway at 
0950 hours with six happy crewmen, and a passenger, headed for home with scheduled stops at Umnak 
and Kodiak that day. 

Our trip tD Umnak was uneventful except for all the chatter about home, family, sweethearts, wives 
and plans for our thirty days leave. The excitement of being homeward bound permeated 82V as we 
touched down just four hours and six minutes after leaving Attu. Jim was exceptionally excited · as 
Marion, his wife, had given birth to their first child. 

We checked in at Umnak, ate, fuele~ 82V, g:Jt an 'iffy' weather report, and with an affirmative vote of 
the crew; we took off for Kodiak at 1514 hours. I was not at the weather briefing so was not privy as to 
how 'iffy' the weather north of us really was. Further, not being in the cockpit, I was not aware of the 
possible problems that might result in further deterioration of our radios. There was a problem~ That 
questionable radio normally caneCJ · for returning to the flight line for a maintenance check before 
proceeding to our destination. We didn't. Lt. Moore~ead after conversing with co-pilo~ Tierney (who 
was doubtful) and Radioman Beurskens (who would never question Ueutenant Moorehead) seemed 
satisfied he could proceed safety on to Kodiak. I'm reasonably certain in my mind now that Moorehead 
heard Tierney but didn't take his recommendation. 

In all honesty, I knew Pat Tierney wasn't at all satisfied with Moorehead's decision to go. Pat wanted 
a check of the radios. It was already late in the day for the flight to Kodiak. It would have involved a 
night landing with a difficult approach in which to land, even in daylight. Weather permitting, we could 
get an early start in the morning. . Radioman Beurskens, being an enlisted crewman, offered no 
resistance about the radios after their initial conversation. In fairness to ,Fred Beurskens I doubt there· 
were a half oozen enlisted men during WW 2 that would have openly contested their superior officer's 
decision. Moorehead, having completed 82V's run up arid seeing she appeared otherwise ready to fly 
turned and looking aft said something like, "How about it, Fitz •. what oo you think?" Knowing hi.s 
capabilities as a pirot and trusting his decision to go after his front office check and run up answered 
something like thi~, "I'm ready if you are." 

Had I attended the weather briefing and fully known the questionable state of the radio I'm certain I 
would have said, "No, Jim, lets get the radio checked and layover until morning." There were few who 
could have answered Jim with a direct • No" without repercussion. I believed I was one of those few. Not 
too many hours later I knew I should have said, "No." In · addition, 82V was not equipped with 
navigational Loran. While what was to happen was not my fault, as Moorehead's navigator my negative 
response quite-·possibly would have kept us at Umnak that even_tful Saint Patrick's night. 

In 1987, forty-five years after the war, at Fleet Air Wings Four's reunion I learned that Ueutenant 
Robert Larson Qf VPB 136 an experienced Aleutian aviator and twice a member of the elite Empire 
Express grof.4) suggested to Lt. Moorehead he postpone his Kodak trip that aftef'llOOfl. Lt. Larson said as 
much to Jim Moorehead qualifying his reasons. "Fi_rst and foremost the weather is. iffy, and it's too late 
in the day, you'll have a night landing at Kodiak." Those reasons alone ·should have beer:t cause enough for 

. our layover at Umnak. At this point and time what was one more day? Secondly, it was known that, at 
this time of the year, the Chirikof Island Radio's beam often swung as much as twenty degrees·northerly. · 
It wasn~t worth the risk to a pilot in a strange area, 'iffy' weather and especiaUy at night. Finally Lt. 
Larson brought in the night factor again telling Moorehead, "The field at the Kodiak Naval Air Station was 
considered a tough assignment for anyone's first time approach at night. • 

In addition I was told Lt. Larson was tD have said after he learned of our fate that he thought Jim 
Moorehead wanted tD boast he was the first one back to the States. Others expressed a similar thought, 
especially since his wife, not long before ~ birth tD ~eir first child. Jim was too anxious to get home. 
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Larson's abov~ reasons for staying at Unmak were valid indeed, had Larson known the radio situation he 
would have really hollered at Jim, "NO WAY, MISTER." . 

With my affirmative response Jim swung smoothly about facing forward with an easy movement and 
competent hands eased the throttles forward beginning our tum into the runway. That Jim was going to 
takeoff for Kodiak was a certainty. He hoped only for someone's concurrence. Pat had said something 
more, I don't believe he was one hundred percent in agreement. As we flew on, the weather >M>rsened • 

. The wind became much stronger out of the northeast, creating a severe head wind while the ceiling 
became lower and lower. 

From our trip's inception Jim had secured me from navigation. He advised that he would fly the radio 
range back. However, I was to keep the sectional charts available for further information as needed. 1 
had· them spread out on my navigation table and periodically recorded our position taking bearings on 
other radio stations. There weren't many and at best not certain. Our plane didn't have Loran. With the 
overcast since leaving Umnak there was no way to take advantage of celestial navigation. It was fly the 
radio range or nothing. All navigating, by order, had been secured even dead reckoning. The range was 
soon to become of little assistance. 

We crossed the Chirikof Island radio off schedule at about 500 feet, just below the overcast. Light 
was fast departing, as was our radio, which finally quit abruptly somewhere in the proximity of, ·what 1 
felt the following day was, Tugidak Island it was one of the Trinity Islands, about 35 miles NE of Chirikof 
Island Radio and maybe 28 miles from the southern tip of Kodiak Island. If this wasn't enough, 82V's . 
electrical system started to malfunction: No navigational aids whatsoever, a malfunctioning· electrical 
system, dark and off course Jim turned 82V to the left choosing to follow Kodiak's · coastline 
northwestward eventually swinging around northeast and ultimately to our ditching destination. 

Touch down at Kodiak wasn't all that distant, had not the range's northern leg warped as Larson 
mentioned as a true possibility, Kodiak was a possibility. Failing that, if our radios had not picked this 
day and hour to give up the ghost, or, had not the wind been blowing so persistently out of the northeast 
we wouldn't have found ourselves in so serious a problem. Better yet, we shouldn't have left Umnak at 
all that day. Especially at" 1514 (3:1 _4 PM) knowing we had at least a four and a half hour flight. Isn't it 
said that hind sight is 20/20? 

We had been flying the Chirikof Island range and as we crossed over the station we anticipated we'd 
intersect the northern leg of the Kodiak range in 11 0 miles. From there we had only to fly it northerly 
about 67· miles then pick up Kodiak's westbound leg into the Naval Air Station. However, many things 
are easier said then done.· Then, too, isn't it widely known that the best plans of both mice and men oft go 
a~tray? Ours did. In the close proximity of the Trinity Islands our radio gave up the ghost. Nothing 
Beurskens or anyone else could do would bring it back. Beurskens was considered tops as a radioman but 
there was nothing to be done for It while in flight. Radio out and now the electrical system there was an 
additional serious problef'IJ to .study, and that very carefully. Remaining gasoline aboard. 

The addltional fuel depletion problem caused by the strong head winds, Moorehead announced that If 
we cfldn't find the NAS at Kodiak In abotit forty-five minutes he'd have to locate a suitable place to. set 
82V down. Jim sfated he wasn't too optimistic considering our prognosis. Calling on me once again 
inquiring as to whether I had any indication as to our whereabouts. Far the past twenty minutes I had 
been at the navigation table working over the charts from our last known position using an estimated · 
wind drift. Jim had made a good number of turns searching for a town that might afford us a location. He 

·was grasping at straws. He wasn't the only one. It was so dark there was virtually nothing to see much 
less Identify. It was almos"t impossible to identify the shoreline. The majority of the coastal mountains, 

. ranging from 1840 feet to 1920 feet at Karluk, were just feet below the overcast. 
"Jim, .I have only the Sectional Flight Charts as issued. They lack the detail we need. I have to 

assume it's Kodiak Island on your right. The Sectional doesn't indicate any towns of any significance. 
They hardly show fishing villages." I think we all knew that, but were ready to try anything. 

•come forward, Fitz, we'll use your eyes, too, while Pat and I fly further up the coastline." I was to 
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watch mostly that we didn't get in too close to the mountains. They didn't slope backwards they were 
jagged rock walls, straight up and down. It was so awfully hard to see. None of us picked up on the fact 
that had we been on course for NAS at Kodiak, heading north, Kodiak Island would have been on our left 
not our right. At this point we were like the story about the man who was so busy draining the swamp he 
didn't s~e the alligators. On we flew knowing we'd have to put 82V down very soon. Uttle gasoline 
remained in our tanks. 

For the· life of me I cannot recall whether we even discussed bailing out. Although I'm certain we must 
have. We could have flown up over the island then setting the plane on its automatic pilot, the seven of us 
could have bailed out into the black night not knowing the terrain below. Too, there was that distinct 
possibility we could have drifted back out over the water. Obviously, we .didn't jump. It was our PPC's 
decision. · · 

Jim announced he was going to ditch 82V at the first place that appeared to have habitation. Adding, 
•1f there is such a place along this coast. Then in the event we need first aid there would be peor;1e there 
to offer it." There was nev.er a thought \Ye wouldn't make it. I have to honestly say that was not my 
feeling, never the slightest thought I would fail to make dry land that night. Ken Sherman and another of 
the crew had said again they'd prefer to bail out. Moorehead reiterated the fact that we were going to 
ditch, tbe subject was closed. After nearly two hours of searching in almost instrument flying conditions 
we spotted lights ahead. The arrangement of the houses and their reflecting lights sent us almost through 
the top of the plane. Certainly, that was a lighted runway below. It was a sickening feeling, very 
sickening indeed when we realized those lights came. from small houses running down the side of a hill at 
the base of a mountain. 

It was nearly impossible to distinguish anything at all. The ceiling had ~rapped considera~ly ahd 
preceding it was mist .from the lowering clouds. If it continued we'd have to drop down or fly on 
instruments. In an attempt to see the town, .terrain and beach below, forgetting our electrical problem, 
Jim switched on the la'nding fights. To his joy, and that of the crew, they were on. However, in an 
attempt to adjust them the port wing light stayed in an upward position such as high beams in an 
automobile and the starboard wing light shot forward and down maybe twenty-five degrees. ·There was 
nothing to see above the port light and nothing to see below the angle of the St:arboe~rd light. Most of that 
area between was like putting your automobile's high beams on in a dense fog. All of us in the front 
office were so busy not much thought or attention was given them. That is un~l Pat tried to ttm them 
off. They simply wouldn't tum Qff. Obviously, an electrical short, 82V had no end of surprises. Really 
we d'Kfn't have a choice but to fly on. 

That we were over a settlement was obvious, but what settlement, and where? Our light offered some 
relief since we noted the shore was too rocky and narrow on which to land. later we beli~ved that the o.ld 
bird had it and she was ready to call it quits. Jim and Pat circled the area of the town. but over water 
several times -readying 82V's .passengers and themselves .for the landing of our lives. Earlier Jim 
ordered me to take care of the crew aft and to prepare them for ditching. I had done exactly that. Jim 
said openly, to P~t and I supposed to me •. if I were in ear shot. 

•Enough gas for a second attempt at ditching if we fail on the first try. Fitz, be ready to go aft and be 
sure everybody Is prepared." 

"Roger." 1 ·replied looking out into the black night. 

Uttle did we know it but there was a fine Missionary on the ground who anticipated· we were in 
trouble and who was also preparing for our landing. Missionary Stephen Zdepsky was visiting his 
friend, and manager of the Alaska Packers store and radio operator, Joe Brown. Better yet I'll let Steve 
tell his own story as I progress, and, as he lived it and finally taped it for me June 14, 1987. 

Jim turned 82V into its final approach, knowing I could no longer assist them with an extra pair of 
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eyes, I scrambled aft as ordered. Jim's first ever attempt at ditching felt the plane's tail slapping the 
crest of the waves. . 

Tierney, maybe it was Jim, I don't know, yelled out, "'We're too far out give her the gun: Whoever, 
meant full power and fast. · 

A loud slapping sound almost reminding me of a piece of sheet metal dragged over gravel. our tail 
smacked two or three waves. Reminiscent of my PBY full stall rough water landings. Jim positioned for 
the ditching realized in a second we had to get in closer to the shore, we were too far away from the 
beach. Full power to the Pratt and Whitney's and 82V responded beautifully, lifting her tail section 
from the sea bringing her nearer to shore pOsitioning us closer, holding in a full stall attitude. Jim set 
her down in a text book landing in six, maybe seven foot seas on one of the darkest, stormiest nights ever. 
It was 2145 hours (9:45 PM). The fellows in the front office had their hands full completing a 
magnificent landing. 

I had organized the crew well in advance. I had passed the word to wedge 82V's door open to assure 
ourselves of an exit if perchance the aircraft's fuselage was tWisted locking the door shut forever. 
Further, all to brace themselves so that we would survive the impact with minimal injuries. We 
relocated luggage using our gear bags for cushioning. 

"Lt. Sherman once we're down, you throw out our life raft as quickly as you can and secure yourself 
to it and to inflate it." 

"Listen, Fitz, I don't know how to inflate the darn thing." He really didn't know. 
"Ken." I said. Before I uttered the next word big HarrY Moran was demonstrating to Ken how. Ken 

learned his expedited lesson well. Hany was set to trigger the mechanism on the door so that the raft 
secured within the door would eject, Glennon was to follow. We were as set as we ever would be. There 
was little solace in that we had tw~ four man rafts. Grim faces, wondering minds asking each privately, 
"Will I survive this ditching? How about the frigid water." I was the last to get settled when Bill 
~lennon kind of leaned over towards me and asked, "Do you think we're going to die?" 

1 replied, "Not if the Lord doesn't want us to: I may have said 'God' and not 'Lord.' I'm not sure. 
Bill looked awfully worried. Then again who wasn't bursting with apprehension? Bill was settled in 
seconds and I turned to lean Into some bags of clothing and gear when the plane creased a wave. Instantly, 
we knew, in seconds now, there would be answers to all of our questions. We did realize that if we 
survived the ditching there remained an even larger and more traumatic challenge ahead. Hypothermia. 
Survival in the water more than fifteen minutes, the wind chill in wet clothes, would deal us another . 
shocker. 

The plane hit, skipped, stopped, nosed in, then, as though meditating momentarily her situation 
lowered her twin tails for possibly fifteen or twenty seconds. Her nose calmly, almost serenely, slipped 
for\vard her starboard wing awash. It an seemed simultaneous not really happening but here we were 
seven men who couldn't exit sinking 82V fast enough. · 

J'he doOr Was ejected but no raft popped out of it. Shock hit us. The spare four man raft in place was 
booted out by Bill ~lennon with Ken Sherman right behind it. Ken Sherman (a non-crew member 
looking for the quiCk ride home), had the raft in hand and was followed by Fred Beurskens, Bill Glennon · 
and Hany Moran almost in unison. By the time I was out the astro hatch and walking out the port wing 
they all were in the water. Moorehead and co-pilot Pat Tierney used the pilot's overhead escape hatches. 
Moorehead climbed out onto the port wing and asked me, "Where are the life rafts?" He got a quick 
·answer, then jumped into the turbulent sea swimming for the raft. 

Tierney went out the starboard overhead hatch and into the sea. In his attempt to clear the plane he 
went off in a direction opposite from the rest as 82V settled nose first with a starboard list. 

Several crew members had the raft in tow. Sherman and Glennon, I believe. They helped Beurskens 
ar:td M~head aboard Believe me those four were a capacity load for the four man raft and there were 
three more to come. I was still on the port wing, hollering for Moran, as was the rest of the crew. For 
some reasOn, the thought raced through my mind that Moran might still be in the aircraft. I ran back, 
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though gingerly, across the wing, pulled myself up onto the tilting fuselage so I could get to the astro 
hatch and yell into the aircraft for .Moran to get out. By now 82V was well set in her desire to dive into 
the deep with a steep starboard spiral. Since he was the last in fine to go out the door, no one knew 
whether he had made it or not. By the time I yeJied down into the hatch the four in the raft shouted that 
they had Moran along side the raft. 

By now 82V's attitude was in a steep dive with her-tail visibly out of the water but sinking fast. 1 
hastily, but carefully, retraced my .steps out onto the port wing crossing over to the near level large 
Fowler flap and without hesitation or a look back jumped Into the frigid water. Glennon, Sherman, 
Beurskens, Moorehead and Moran were all yelling for me to swim hard while they made an effort to 
mal)euver the ·already much overioaded and water laden four man raft closer to me. 

I was the last to reach the raft. So many hands reached out for me, they dragged me onto and across 
the raft, sqtieezed between legs and knees of others, face down, as there was no other way to get aboard. · 
With the raft now full of water ~nd ftve crewmen already aboard, my added weight and size didn't help. 
Balancing, in .high seas, a four man raft full of water with six soaked men aboard created an intense 
situation to which we paid dose attention. Our raft was actually floating beneath the surface. 

I was having difficulty getting air to breathe, tying face down across the raft, head and face and most 
of my shoulders submerged. As the waves rose over the raft I was a foot or two under the water, 1 had to 
hold my breath. When the wave passed, my face remained in the water. Moorehead immediately set up a 
system for my breathing. Lying face down in this manner, I could not see the waves and as a wave 
approached, Moorehead would hit my back with his fist, which meant I was to hold my breath. As the 
wave washed past he would hit me again, which meant I could lift my head a bit and grab a breath. It 
worked. Praise the Lord. · · 

With the strong northeast wind our raft drifted steadily separating the six of us from where the plane 
disappeared and from where Tierney was last seen. It wouldn't be long before we'd pass Cape Karluk and 
head out Into Shelikof Straight. Translated, honestly, it would have sp~lled o.ur demise. 1 had lined 
between my arms and flight jacket sleeves all the flares we had aboard. My flashlight and the flare pistol 
were buttoned in my two outside flight jacket pockets. Tucked safely in my inside pocket was my AAF 
Flight Chart showing· Kodiak Island. I was indeed the eternal optimist. It was no small accomplishment to 
extract those flares from my water logged sleeves and with rne tying face down virtually submerged. 
How they managed to reach between my ,sweater sleeve and the my flight sleeve· I'll never know. 
Desperate men can do many things when called upon and especially when that old adrenalin starts 
pumping. It W!IS the best place I could think of, at that time, and still keep my arms free for whatever 
use 1 might be able to put them. · 

. We had fired maybe a half dozen flares in hope that someone might see them and affect a rescue. Like 
us the flares were truly soaked. Harry Moran fought like a trojan in an effort to stuff what was to be our · 
last soake4 flare into the pistol's chamber. We knew the others would never fit. In readying the pistol 
and after the chamber wouldn't shut for firing Big Harry with abOut all his might and with one last 
gigantic effort fQrced the gun together. Thus simultaneously with his slamming the gun together ·and 
their shifting to balance the raft the flare was accidently fired. The flare's trajectory carried it 
beautifully through that black night coming down some forty YardS from US. 

The miracle flare's flight and some heroics may best be enumerated by Missionary. Steve Zdepski who 
along with a few brave ~outs, without hesitation or consideration for themselves, rescued ·au seven of 
82V's crew. It ~ be said that at the near end of the ~scue a good number of Kartuk~s town people 
were a part. ·: , · . ·. · .. •·· , . . ~~ 

"My name is Stephen Zdepskf. * I arrived in Karluk, Alaska early in June of 1943 to begin my 
work as a Missionary among the Aleut · people. The year of the plane crash I was given the added 
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responsibility of teaching in the elementary school in the village. This was due to the death of the school 
teacher who had arrived in the village a few weeks before his death. The Alaskan Bureau of Indian Affairs 
asked me to teach that year in Mr. Williams' place.(* Emphasis added by C.LF). 

"On the stormy night of March 17, 1945 I crossed the river, The Karluk River, on the suspension 
bridge to visit Joe Brown, the Alaskan Packers' storekeeper, Postmaster, and radio operator. · Shortly 
after 10:00 P.M. we heard this low flying plane and looking up we noticed that the plane had its landing 
lights on. We decided that the plane was in trouble, so Joe went into the house to try to contact the plane 
on the short wave radio. Since he could not get any response he came out again. By·this time the plane 
had circled around and was heading for the cliffs near Cape Karluk. · 

"Later the pilot, Jim Moorehead, said the lights <?f the .village, which is divided by the river, 
appeared to be runway lights, perhaps the Naval Base at Kodiak. When he saw the cliffs he sharply 

· turned to miss the cliffs and averted a crash. He realized this was not Kodiak so he decided to crash land 
in the seas, since he had about ten minutes of gasoline on the plane. In the short time we watched the 
plane three of the Aleuts carne across the river where Joe and I were standing. Alex Panarnaroff, 
(Nicanor Melcolie, Frank Noya and Willie Rock) a teenager, and lastly I de;> not remember quite clearly 
whether he was ..•..•......... Qr Alex Brown, Sr. As the plane crashed, about one mile off shore, we could see 
the landing Ughts disappearing in the sea in a matter of ·seconds. We knew it was time to act. (The blank 
above-Steve was not sure at the time of his tape of the boy's name). 

"The villagers used a skiff to get the mail twice monthly, it was about twenty-six feet long and 
requires four men to row -and one man to handle the'tiller. Somehow, the five of us were able to get the 
skiff into the water. We rowed in the direction of the crash hoping to locate any who might have 
survived. After some time we were fortunate that survivors shot a flare which had misfired and skipped 
along the crest of the waves. It was this flare that permitted us to see the yellow Mae West jacket of Pat 
Ttemey, who. became separated from the life raft. We immediately turned the skiff to the left and headed 
for the Mae· west which we could now see with our flashlights. · 

"When the men in the raft saw us tum they an bega~ to yell to us to direct us to them. We picked Pat 
up and then proceeded to the raft and transferred the men into our skiff. It was a great reunion in the 
skiff since the men had thought 'that Pat had been lost. By this time we had drifted westward so that we 

. decided to land at the fishing camp across the river from the village. The whol.e vjllage was ashore and 
seeing our flashlights were ready to help us come ashore. However, the sea was so rough that we 
swamped. Throwing the painter ashore we were pulled up to the beach by thirty or forty people all 
yelling encouraging each other in Aleut. Yelling .•...•......... and ...••.....•.• meaning pull and push. When 
ashore the men were helped and some were literally carried to the school house and there were changed 
Into dry clothing. (The blanks-Aieut words Steve was doubtful of spelling. The two bracketed statements 
added by writer). 

"Joe Brown went to his store and brought enough clOthes for all of the men to Change. I was able to 
provide room for five of the men and I believe· Alex Brown provided the roam for the other twa. We were 
to ~ep the men far five days since the sea did not calm down enough for the Navy to pick up the men. Jn 
the morning Joe Brown was able to contact the Navy Base by radio telephone and reported the crash and 
survival of the flyers. . · 

• After the men left Karluk by Navy bOat the village slowly returned to narmat: I have kept contact 
with several of the men aver the years. However, I lost contact with Ken Sherman for over forty years. 
Only this past week we once again have renewed our friendship. (The writers ~fforts managed to reunite 
Ken and Steve.) . . . 

"Incidentally, the U;S. Navy never did officially send any .word of appreciation for the efforts of the 
people of Karluk. But the appreciation most valued comes from the men who were sa close to death and 
were snatched from it. I count it a prlvilge to have had a part on that dark, stormy night at Karluk, 
Alaska.""He signed off -"Thank you, Steve."* . 

*(Missionary Steve Zdepski's audio tape message to C.LFitzpatrick of June 1 ~. 1987.) 
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To deviate here, though briefly, is a must. Once again thanks have to be mentioned for data by Chief 
Archivist Betty Fitz who had located among her memorabilia in either late October or early November 
1988. my small leather address book I purchased at the NAS Kodiak, Alaska, in order .that I might compile 
and record a few addresses of my former squadron members. More importantly, logged within that little 
book were the names of all concerned in our rescue. Once ascertained Missionary Steve Zdepsky was 
advised of them. Their names appear in Steve's audio tape message which appears above. lime had left 
some doubt in his mind as to all of them. However, it seems he had them an correctly. 

As Steve said, that ~ccidentally fired flare was that wh_ich saved Patrick Tierney. That flare not only 
illuminated Tierney and the water around him, it_ almost hit him. Seeing lierney, Steve and his crew 
were able to rescue him. But for the flare extracted from my sleeve they would have rowed past Pat and 
to us. Thus Pat's life was saved. The last flare expended, someone extracted my flashlight from my 
sleeve and was using it as a signal. It was thought to use it intermittently thus hoping for its extended 
life. No ch~nce since the salt water caused it to remain O!l. As I said we were six men in a flooded and 
partially submerged four man raft fighting six to seven foot waves. While five of the six were fortunate 
in that they could manage to keep their upper torso out of the water I remained in it. More so With each 
wave flooding over me. 

In desperation, an effort to make a noticeable gain for shore, a paddle was broken. Now down to one 
paddle, the raft submerged, and with the cold embracing us, we heard the greatest thing ever -
unfamiliar voices calling to us ·out of the dark. On their way to us ·our flashlight quit. They called for us 
to yell more so they could be guided by our voices. It was Missionary Steve Zdepsky, Joe Brown and 
three Aleutian boys from the tiny village of Karluk, whose lights we had seen from the air. With Steve at 
the tiller and the four tired boys rowing they maneuvered along side our raft somewhere between 
thircy-five and forty-five minutes after our ditching. We were unceremoniously hauled aboard their 
skiff. Truly a blessing. Time was of the essence. ·. 

The raft set adrift the four rowers immediately set to .their task pulling for shore. Progress, 1 was 
told,' was only a bit more th~n a draw. More manpower was desperately required and at that exact 
moment. Before more is said, let me stress that without the organized rescue efforts of MiSsionary Steve 
Zdepsky and his friends we never would have made it. SQme of the rescue rowers needed a rest from 
their h~rculean task. $oaking wet, chilled to the bone and shivering uncontroll~bly, Harry Moran, the 
ever quiet and unassuming large man, was that added manpower. His pitching in, utilizing his size and 
strength, when he took over two .of the four oars, -in those high seas, the :;kiff's pulling ahead against all 
the forces of the Wind and sea was felt. Certainly, God's grace had prevailed. • 

On the way· in to the beach Steve and the young men kept repeating for us to beat our legs and arms. 
"Keep up your circulation. Shake your anns and legs, beat them, rub your hands and arms, too." 1 
thought I was do!Pg a job of it when a young fellow told me to hit my legs harder. Don't stop. I recall that 
I said, "I was." He said I wasn't. Briefly someone else did it for me, I don't know who. Uke a few of the -
others I didn't have it in me to move enough to do any go~ for mYself at all. Other then speak a 'little i 
absolutely could do nothing for myself. After those brief words with that young fellow I didn't recall 
much else except for a crowd at the beach. . 
· There was considerable difficulty in beachii'Jg the twenty-six foot skiff. Fortunately, many of the 

town's people had come down to the beach to ~ the activity. For them this was a most exciting evening. 
When it was all over I suspect it was exciting for us, too. The painter (the rope or line) having been 
thrown toward shore,. faifing to reach the beach, the men on the beach, walked into the extremely cold 
and severe surf without hesitation. Maybe six or seven, possibly more fought their way out into the icy 
water and breakers to above their waists, grabbed the painter and pulled the skiff to shore. Trouble . 
pe~isted that St. Patrick's night as the skiff swamped before it was beached. Praise the lord there were 
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many brave and willing rescuers there. Without whom, along with myself and some of the others our 
names, ranks and serial numbers would have been filed among the statistics of World War Two. 

There wasn't much 'go' left in me and Harry Moran was the better part of my reaching Steve's 
schoolhouse. Harry was assisted by an ever helpful Aleut. In the excitement of trying to bring the seven 
of us back to some point of normalcy I was never told who that wonderful little man was. That humble 
and fine soul gladly did for me what he would have done for anyone. He never stepped forward to tell me, 
the shame is mine as I do not recall who the wonderful little man was. There is no doubt he and big Harry 
Moran made a pair. Harry was six one, or two, and a solid two-twenty. For the most part the Aleuts 
were small of stature. Chatter the next day seemed to indicate Pat and I received considerable assistance 
negotiating that long distance of exceptionally rocky shoreline. Others did too, however, I seem to recall 
a little good nature kidding about our condition. Without Harry I might still be on the beach. 

Once within the walls of Steve's schoolhouse I recall we were in a comfortably sized room with a 
small kitchen nearby, maybe even adjacent. At any rate the small room adjacent with stove or heater of 
sorts is where Steve, and I guess Joe Brown heated the water to make 'hot toddies' for us. Yes, the water 
was very hot, lemon juice added along with a generous portion of Schenely's Black Label whiskey. It 
must have been Joe Brown who furnished the whiskey for the 'hot toddies' since I'm most certain it 
wasn't inventoried with Steve's larder. There wasn't one of us who hesitated to drink it. I believe I 
would have consumed anything hot. 

As a matter of fact our teeth were chattering so hard it was difficult to speak. We shivered so 
violently, our arms, hands and in tum our glasses shook hard enough we had help in steadying them to 
keep from spilling our drinks. Assistance in holding the 'hot toddies' as well as removing some of our 
clothes was afforded, especially in unbuttoning shirts. Dry clothes appeared exceptionally fast. We 
didn't care from where. Much of it from The Alaskan Packers Store courtesy Joe Brown manager, the 
balance was Steve's. 

I recall also we had a gallery of some Aleuts sitting around the room's perimeter observing these 
near drowned, still dripping wet, shivering, teeth rattling flyers change. Their presence failed to deter 
the seven from changing into dryer clothes. I'm not certain but that there were a few young ones present 
who were told by their parents to leave. Their Chief, Anton Charliago, was most gracious. He reflected 
the attitude and feelings of his people so very well. Chief Chartiago would have given us the moon were it 
his to give. It was the attitude of all the folks we met during our stay with them 

I was somewhat comparable to the distant out of state radio station, listening to a desired program. 
One to which you've tuned and have no control as its volume fades in and out. It especially fades out at the 
time when the narrative has reached the most interesting point. That was me. I was in and out of 
consciousness, but moving about nevertheless. However, by the time our rescuers had warmed us up and 
the shivers quelled somewhat and the first hot toddy began working I was nervously alert, as were the 
rest of the survivors and ready to talk. Standing was preferred over sitting, the shock and anxiety was 
still with us. I'd guess it was at least midnight when the Chief and his constituents left. About 2430 we 
began to think a little sack time would be nice. 

Pat and I were a'"ssigned an old double bed. Once stretched out that old sack felt like a bit of heaven. I 
believe we chatted for maybe another fifteen or twenty minutes when I began to notice considerable 
discomfort in my right shoulder. Nevertheless, I slept through the night. I woke up with a very 
uncomfortable upper arm and shoulder. Whatever the aliment it was a beauty. The best medicine for it 
were a couple of aspirin. Somebody looked at it advising he didn't think it was broken, possibly a sprain 
or at the worst dislocated. It sure hurt and by the time we finished Steve's delightful breakfast the old 
shoulder was re~llly humming. 

About that time Joe Brown came over to Steve's mentioning he had contacted the Navy advising them 
that there were no casualties, all seven men had been rescued. It was welcomed news and some unknown 
Naval person thanked Joe Brown for his and the town's efforts on our behalf. That was Sunday morning 
18 March, 1945. Enplaning at Attu we thought what a St. Patrick's Day celebration we'd have when we 
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reached the Naval Air Station at Kodiak that night. It would have been a plus since it was also Saturday 
night and we were on the way home. We never made it. · 

The Navy advised that as soon as the seas calmed down they would send a boat for us and that they 
would contact Joe by radio telephone upon the boat's departure. It was obvious we would remain at 
Karluk from the sea's appearance and because of the stormy weather. There were only scattered 
sprinkles, however, for several days the sky look_ed as thOugh it was about to rain sufficiently hard 
enough to wash away the island. The sun eventually broke through but the sea was somethir1g to behold. 
Notwithstanding our accident, I was glad I flew over the sea and not sailing upon it. 

For the first several mornings the crew and Jim walked the beach searching for anything that might 
have washed up. What their efforts produced was one shoe, nothing more. It was interesting how 1 
seemed to be a special attraction to one little Aleut boy. My little fellow became my shadow. An 
unobtrusive and shy very small boy, though ever inquisitive. He was at my side whenever 1 shaved, 
cleaned my teeth, sat an~und the house and even the few times I ventured a little distance from the 
schoolhouse he was right at my side. Simply put I'd have to classify him as a neat little guy. 

There was a hitch to his always watching me sh~ve and clean my teeth. Missionary Zdepsky had been 
teaching everyone, and especially his students, the value of good health habits. Teeth were of primary 
importance. The majority of the natives had very bad teeth and there was no encouragement for the 
children to attend to their own. Steve had made a dent in this regard and was most anxious that nothing 
disturb the progress he had made. Noticing there was a gold fixture of some sort in my mouth Steve 
asked what it was. It was explained that it was a brace holding in a replacement tooth. A partial brace 
supporting the suitable replacemer,tt tooth required by the Navy so that I might fill the medical 
requirements to become an aviation cadet. 

Steve asked me to be careful when I cleaned my teeth in order that my little friend, or possibly 
others, might not know that I had a false tooth. All went well except for the fact that when I shaved my 
little friend being so small had to look up to observe me shaving. Thus positioned he was natural.ly 
looking up and quite easily observed my upper teeth. He was most curious, more inquisitive than the 
proverbial cat. I never would have believed one tooth could cause so many questions. Well, it did, and 
they all had to be answered truthfully so as not to set Steve's teachings back and to keep my little 
friend's trust. The cat was out of the bag and nothing could be done. Our conversation went something 
like this. 

•young man when I finish shaving I'll tell you all about that tooth." 
"Tell me now. You talk while you shave, tell me." 
"In a minute." I was hoping Steve would show up so he could assist me. 
"Mr. Charlie, why is the gold so shiny?" 
"Young man, in a minute, when I finish shaving I'll tell you all about the tooth and why gold is 

shiny.~ His questioning went on and on. I didn't have a technical reason why gold was so bright other 
then God had made it that way. He didn't question that so I went on with all the other answ~rs. Finally, 
he asked if he could hold it. I didn't see any reason why .not so extracted it to let him see and feel it. He 
turned it over and over then without further ado handed it back to me. He must have mentioned it to 
several of his buddies since later that day they, too, asked to .see it and examine it. I held it and that was 
as close as they got to my 'suitable replacement.' That ended that. 

The next few days were pleasant but interrupted with a few scattered sprinkles. The sea hadn't eased 
off one bit. The fellows searched the beach several more times but always failing to tum up anything. 
The sea kept a~v and all her contents. We were very fortunate she relinquished us. My shoulder caused 
me to be more inactive than active. There were several days when I wore a homemade sling which 
afforded me some retief. The gang was escorted around the hills by the Aleuts, probably more the boys 
than the Qthers. They were shown where some of the boys had killed a Kodiak Bear. I'll have to 
remember to check that story with Steve. I don't recall the accuracy of it at that time. 

A bear was supposedly agitated enough by the boys to ~orne out of hibernating having been stung by 
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several shots from an old .22 caliber rifle. When the bear came out he was killed with some spears of 
sorts, rocks and more of the old .22 caliber rifle. I'm prone to believe their story since it sounds like 
something I would have tried at least once when I was a boy. Vintage Buddy Fitzpatrick. Our days at 
Karluk were comfortable. Without an exception the people were grand, friendly and exceptionally 
hospitable. 

Wednesday, 21 March 1945 the Navy's ship ATRGB was spotted first by the boys at 1100 hours as 
she rounded the point at cape Karluk. She anchored about twelve hundred feet off Karluk. Unofficially 
the ATRGB might have been classified as a 'sea going tug.' It was a good size boat. Our boys were to row 
us out. To refuse their offer would have been an insult to them, our friends were weaned on the sea and 
their livelihood was fishing and boats. 

We, our rescuers, and some of the townspeople proceeded to the beach, watching the ship all the way. 
After many thank-yous, handshakes and hugs, and those heartfelt eye gazes, one to another and some with 
tears, knowing in your heart how grateful and appreciative you were for the heroics of those few and the 
heartwarming reception and openness of the town to each of us, we parted. A final look back with a wave 
or two as we wen~ rowed out to captain Heddy's ship seemed so inadequate. But then, so do words - you 
rest with the hope that the hearts of others know, too, how you feel. Captain Heddy was underway by 
1230 hours. 

Captain Heddy and his executive officer, Tommy Lydon, were true men of the sea who loved the sea. 
Further, they both were superb hosts. Both, I found, were the opposite in the sense they'd rather sail on 
it than fly over it. Tommy Lydon took me throughout ATRGB showing and explaining about all there was 
to know of his beloved ship. It was a delightful day aboard including supper. 

We arrived at Kodiak that night at about 2140 hours, just five minutes short of our ditching hour 
five days before. A layover at Kodiak was necessary for a hearing and a few checkups. I was to undergo a 
complete physical. Upon entering the Flight Surgeon's outer office I recognized at once the picture of a 
pretty girl known to me from my Sunday School days and through Forest Park High School. It was Betty 
Pennock. I waited only a minutes before Corpsman Skeeter Jenkins strolled in and nearly fell over 
seeing me. He also was from Forest Park and a close friend of Billy Dunn and Marlowe MacGreevy. He 
was the proud possessor of Betty's photo. Her brother Charles, in those way back days, was a good 
friend. 

1 recall the Flight Surgeon who attended me wasn't too impressed with the greeting between Skeeter 
and me. No matter we were high school friends. It was obvious he felt a strong officer enUsted man 
separation should be maintained at all times. Had the Flight Surgeon known me he would have known he 
was dealing with Mr. Naval Decorum himself. At all times, especially when on duty and in the company 
of senior officers, proper protocol prevailed. Exception, old friends from home. 

1 passed the physical flying high. I was given a little slip of paper which said, in brief, something 
like, "physically fit 1or duty involving flying." However, I was also directed to report to the medics at 
Seattle upon arrival. The shoulder was better, though not totally healed, I didn't feel I'd like trusting it 
in a tight situation as yet. As for the official hearing I was omitted except for verifying the time we 
passed over the high cone (radio station) at Chirikof Island Radio Range. 

There was a custom that when a flyer was lost, no matter the cause, a fifth of good liquor woukl be set 
aside on the bar for the officers present. Thursday, the night before we departed the NAS at Kodiak a 
number of the officers after supper demanded, good naturedly of course, repayment for the bourbon they 
had purchased and consumed in our honor. Being the sole survivor who from the beginning had the 
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presence of mind to carry money on his person, I was hustled to the bar to set up a fresh fifth of 
bourbon. Their added excuse was that they now had to celebrate the returo of the heretofore alleged lost 
VPB 136 crew. They made short work of the replacement. 

The money I carried with me was spread thin at Kodiak simply because the crew's money had gone 
down with the plane. Each was given a small advance on the Friday prior to our leaving for Anchorage. 
Most of my loans were repaid on the way to Anchorage making me near flush once again. Disbursements 
at Kodiak advised they could only pay out a small advancement to each crew member and that we'd have to 
walt U!ltil Seattle for Disbursements to settle each of our back pay accounts. Friday was a relaxing day. 
I enjoyed a late wake-up and breakfast. Then over to supply to pick up a new Navy green officer's bag 
and other clothes readying myself for the trip to Seattle. · 

About our ditching 82V I received thoughts on it from Lt. Ken Sherman who had after he had written 
Lt. Bob Larson in July 1987 about the time of the forty-fifth anniversary reunion of those who had 
served on Attu. Ken, in tum, sent me Larson's as well as his own story in February 1989. 1 had 
mentioned to Ken I was writing my autobiography and what did he recall of St. Patrick's night '45. 

Ken Sherman mentioned that Moran, "Was the first man in the raft besides me."(Ken) The question 1 
have Is why then did the fellows question Moran's whereabouts if he were already In the raft? That issue 
was what sent me back across the 82V's diving, angled, and sinking port wing to dimb up on the fuselage 
and call for Moran through the astro hatch. Sure as green apples come before red ones I never would 
have jeopardized a spot in, or on, the raft if there weren't voices from the dark water hollering, 
"where's Harry." The only answer might be that those still in the water calling for Harry didn't know 
he was already aboard the raft. · 

A recollection carne to my mind. "It was that Glennon could not get the flare into the chamber so 
Harry Moran took the flare pistol and forced, or jammed it shut and in doing so the flare went off. No 
matter now, the results turned out to be a near perfect shot at Pat thereby saving his life." Again, let 
me say, "praise the Lord, He saved us all." So here are their interesting letters I thought apropos to 
quote even though there is a time lapse. Uke mine they both were written long after the ditching of 82 
Victor but, nevertheless, interesting. 

Ken Sherman's version of the Aleutian crash 3 March 45. Written to me 2 January 1989. 
"When it became obvious that we were going to ditch (I'm guessing about 9:00P.M.) Fitzpatrick put 

me In charge of the lone packaged raft which was strapped to a bulkhead close to the cabin door. The 
decision was made to take It loose and I was to hang onto it. I insisted on being checked out several times 
on Its operation. We propped the cabin door open with the 'handy dandy' step ladder provided for the 
plane. Of course the airstream kept the door closed before impact with the water. 

"After this I resigned myself to the crash while I lay down on a pile of luggage in the. cabin near the 
door. 

"Upon impact I rolled off ·the luggage pile and lost control of the raft. When I got to my feet I saw 
Glennon kicking something away from him and whatever it was fell out the door. It hit me! "Oh, my 
Lord, that's the raft". I i"mmediately jumped out after it. I could see it to my left about fifty feet, 
Silhouetted dimly against the sky. I inflated my Mae West and swam to it I'm sure the good Lord was 
with us because I found the tab, pulled it and the raft began to inflate. I didn't know how to get into it, so 
1 just threw myself over it until it raised me out of the water. (Later I learned that was what one was 
supposed to do.) 

"During my swim to it I looked back once and the plane was vertical preparing for the final dive. It 
was gone when I reached the raft. 

"The plane captain, Moran, was the first man in the raft besides me. I don't recall the order in 
which we all came aboard other than six of us got into a four-rnan raft. "Fitz" was the last and we only 
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had room just to haul him across the entire raft. The whole thing was just level with the water. 
"Glennon began firing flares frantically until Moorehead suggested that we save them since we might 

need them later. Glennon shoved a cartridge into the barrel just to be ready and it fired accidentally 
travelling crazily about ten feet above the water and just fizzled out over Pat Tierney who was trying to 
swim ashore and was just on his last breath of air - or so it seemed. At any rate, the men in a boat 
coming out for us from the village of Karluk saw him by the light of the flare and hauled him in. They 
then came on out to where we were guided by the light from Fitzpatrick's flashlight. Had it not been for 
that flare gone awry, I don't think Tierney would have survived. 

"Steve Zdepski, a missionary in the village, the proprietor of a store and two or three native Aleuts 
manned the boat. They put us up a couple of days in the school house until a Navy ocean going tug arrived 
and took us to Kodiak Naval Air Base. Believe me, I have thought about that experience many times." 
.... Signed, Ken. 

Bob Larson's acknowledgement of Ken Sherman's letter of July 1987 letter was on August 4, 
1987 and which reads as follows: 

"Dear Ken, 
"You might be interested in what some of the rest of us were doing at the time of your ditching. 1 had 

stopped at Umnak for the night, arid when Jim Moorehead landed I advised him to do the same. It would 
have been dark by the time we reached Kodiak, and although I had as much Aleutian time as anybody (and 
a whole lot more than Jim) I was not that well acquainted with Kodiak to want to fly around there at 
night. There are a lot of close in mountains in the area, and I was just not certain of my recognition of 
land marks in the vicinity. Anyhow, Jim thought I was being overly cautious, and he probably wanted· to 
be the first to get back to Whidbey Island. I went to the operations shack to monitor Jim's flight, and 
some of his messages were relayed to us. By the time we realized Jim was in trouble, we considered 
making a rescue flight, but we were not at all certain where he was. We also found out that there was no 
ground based direction finding equipment at Umnak, so I went out to my PV and turned on the direction 
finder to see if we could pick up any distress signals. By coincidence, we were able to receive a series of 
"MO's" on 500 kcs (kilocycles), which was the emergency low frequency in use up there. I got some 
strange bearing pointing in a direction south of Umnak. It didn't make sense, because we didn't think 
that Jim would get that far away from his intended course. About midnight, the signals stopped 
broadcasting, which was about the absolute maximum that we thought Jim's PV could possibly be 
airborne. It was a gloomy bunch that secured the airplane and went back to our sleeping quarters. Next 
morning, we checked the operations shack early, and were we glad to hear that you fellows were rescued. 
When the gravity of the situation was over, someone mentioned that the good thing that happened was that 
Jim lost his "Greens", generally conceded to be the most hideous shade of green uniform in the US Navy. 

"Later on, I found that the signal that we had received that night was a radio-beacon from Midway 
Island. It was · ap'jlarently on the same frequency that we used for emergency use. Sometimes 
atmospheric conditions favored some long distance transmissions, and I suspect that was the case that 
night. 

Sincerely, 
Bob Larson" 
"(P.S. See you at the reuni.on.)" 

Alii ever got out of Pat Tierney, and that was forty-six years later, actually it was March 1 7, 
1991 when Pat said, ...... . 
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"It was a long night. We were around there a long time." (meaning flying round Karluk). He said, 
"Jim and I agreed to go back to the lights, (Karluk) there must be people- there." Pat never flew after 
that night, that is as a Naval Aviator. If so it must have been but for a very few short hours. The Navy 
had grounded him. Pat worked in a Naval supply depot afterwards. 

Finally, we were Seattle bound: Leaving Kodiak seven days after our ditching 82V St. Patrick's night. 
Departing Kodiak on 23 March 1945 for Anchorage via NATS (Naval Air Transport Service) was 1752 
hours and right on the button. From my tiny window I viewed the N.A.S. Kodiak airport briefly as we 
headed for Anchorage, Alaska. We touched down at Anchorage about an hour and thirty-three minutes 
later at approximately 1925 hours. (About 7:25 PM) We had a bit more than a day's layover there 
gMng us a chance to see the base as well as a bit of the town. In the Ship's Service I saw for the first 
time a self-winding watch. Knowing Dad would love to sport a self winding-watch I purchased a really 
neat one for him. Strange how really proud I felt that I was able to acquire one for him. 

Sunday was to be a long day. We were scheduled to .depart Anchorage at 0800, actually liftoff was at 
0809 for Seattle via Yakutat, Annette and finally Seattle, Washington via ATC (Army Transport 
Command). Our ETA (estimated time of arrival) at Seattle was about 2200 hours. 

However, before the ATC would accept us as passengers we had to be certified by undergoing another 
physical that would clearly show we all were free of "infectious and parasitic diseases, free from 
vermin infestation, and immunized in accordance with existing directives." Further, the doctor had to 
state that there were no significant, such as were named above, prevalent in this area. Thus on 25 
March 1945 at 0700 hours, an hour before our departure Doctor G. A. Epps, Captain, USA cleared us for 
the ATC flight It was a nice ride albeit the Army had to take us to Seattle since there wasn't a NATS 
scheduled for another day. 

Our schedule for Seattle: 
25 March, Anchorage to Yakutat ....... 0809- 1135. 
25 March, Yakutat to Annette ............ 1205 - 1455. 
25 March, Annette to Seattle ............. 1619 -- 2200. 
Thirteen hours fifty-one minutes passed since we had left Anchorage, Alaska. The ATC left us at the 

Seattle airport. From there we had Navy transportation to the NAS at Sand Point, Washington. 
Moorehead, Tierney, Sherman and I checked into the BOQ (Bachelors Officer's Quarters) a little after 
2330. Immediately after each headed for the nearest telephone. Shortly before midnight Pacific Coast 
time, which was just before 0300 hours, three A.M. Eastern time the phone was ringing in Baltimore at 
2609 Chelsea Terrace. I was very excited hoping Betty would pick up the phone, I knew she would be 
every bit as excited to hear my voice. Bets was living with sister Peggy so it was natural for Peg to 
answer the phone. However, Betty was at the phone in less than a minute. 

Ohl My, how.exciting to actually hear her voice. I must have told her "I love you" many times over. 
It was just nice to talk with her and to actually hear her voice. I didn't go into detail about our ditching 
but only to tell her all of us were fine and anxious for our thirty days leave to commence. Once we were 
married I had my pay, except for my necessary expenses, sent to our bank in ~altimore. I didn't like to 
leave it in a Navy account Having done this I was always certain Bets had money at her finger tips. I 
arrived at Seattle virtually broke. That morning Betty wired me all the needed cash to complete my stay 
at the base and to return home. 

There were still a number of routine matters to be cleared up concerning our ditching, and since 
nothing seemed to move fast in the Navy, while we were processed through the mill it was noticeable that 
most of VPB 136's personnel had left for their thirty days leave. However, it worked to my benefit 
since, while there, on 4 April I was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant (Junior Grade) effective 1 April 
1945. 
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Notification from Edward F. Hayes, my Commanding Officer, VPB 136 read in part "Notification of 
Appointment; 

"1. All stipulated conditions having been fulfilled, your appointment to the rank of Ueutenant 
Ounior grade) for temporary service, made by the President on 1 April 1 945, to rank from 1 April 
1945, is delivered. 

"2. You are mentally, morally and professionally qualified for promotion. Your BuPers file number 
is 3469BB." 

Rest assured it didn't take but maybe a minute to call the uniform store for an appointment to add my 
J.G's stripes to my brand new uniform sleeves. After that a stop at the Ship's Service was my second 
priority to acquire the appropriate accouterments. Bet's call would have to wait until after supper since 
she was at work. 

With the promotion came a pay raise. The Ensign's base pay was $2000.00 PA, plus flight pay of 
$75.00 a month. However, with a dependant as a Junior Grade Lieutenant I was allowed $504 for 
subsistence, the same as an Ensign, but $180 more towards rental making it $900 thus I was up to 
$3404.00 PA. Counting my extra hazardous duty pay (flight pay) of $75.00 a month brought my 
yearly pay to $4304.00 or $358.67 each month. With just the two of us we made money on both 
subsistence and the rental allowance. We were financially comfortable and very happy. 

It was Lt. Commander Ed Hayes from our Aleutian days, of VPB 136, who gave me the finest fitness 
report during my stay in the Navy. The fitness report was my exit report departing VPB 136. He of 
course, because of the size of our unit, got to know me better that any other Commanding OffiCer. Lt. 
Commander Hayes stated I was "Above average in the performance of his duties as a navigator and as 
assistant navigation officer. He is a capable pilot. His personal integrity is beyond reproach. His 
military character is good. He has shown initiative and interest in his work. I consider him suitable 
material for eventual appointment to a permanent commission in the Regular Navy. He is recommended 
for promotion when due." 

Commander Ed Hayes had me in to discuss said fitness report, then I read and signed my fitness 
report. He said then that he would miss me with the return of VPB 1 36 to the Aleutians. I thanked him 
for the confidence in me and the fitness report. As we stood and shook hands I remarked, "Skipper, 
anywhere but the Aleutians and I'm with you." That was the last salute I gave him, 5 April1945. 

I had grown to like Commander Hayes rather much during our last days on Attu and truly pleased he 
thought enough of me as a junior officer recommending in my fitness report, "I consider him suitable 
material for eventual appointment to a permanent commission in the Regular Navy." I thought that 
rather nice since I would have preferred an education at ·the Naval Academy. That would have made me 
'regular Navy.' Meaning after my rank and name the letters U.S.N .. would have appeared in lieu of 
U.S.N.R. The 'R' being the designation for Reserve as compared to the Regular Navy. It meant something 
then and I'm certain it does today. No matter though, since by the time I returned from Attu I knew the 
Navy life would require much traveling and that wasn't for me. 

Subsequently, I was subject to an additional physical, which I passed. I was to visit a small board, I 
believe consisting of maybe two officers, and who advised me that because of our accident (ditching) I 
didn't have to return to the same theater of war. If not the Aleutians, what theater would I like for my 
next tour of flight duty? Since there was nothing to be had on the east coast I chose "the west coast or 
anywhere in the south Pacific." 

On 5 April 1945 my request was fulfilled. I got what I asked for, it was back to the PBYs. Better 
yet, I would be at Oak Harbor on Whidbey Island, Washington. That made my day and then some. I 
received orders from the United States Pacific Fleet, Air Force, dated Naval Air Station, Seattle, 
Washington which read in part: 
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"From: Commander Fleet Air, Seattle. 
"To: Lieutenant, J.G. Charles L. Fitzpatrick, (A 1 ), U.S.N.R. 
"Reference: · (a) BuPers despatch 271808 March 1945. 

"1. In accordance with reference (a) which cannot be quoted herein, you are hereby detached from 
your present duty and from such other duties as may have been assigned; you will proceed to the port in 
which Patrol Bombing Squadron NINETY-ONE may be, upon arrival reporting to the Commanding Officer, 
Patrol Bombing Squadron NINETY-ONE for temporary duty involving flying under instruction and upon 
completion for further assignment to duty involving flying by Commander Fleet Air, West Coast. 

"2. You are hereby authorized to delay for a period of THIRTY (30) PAYS in reporting in 
obedience to these orders. This delay will count as leave. Keep the Bureau of Naval Personnel and your 
new station advised of your leave address." 

Then there were paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6. Each being standard boiler plate and lastly paragraph 7, 
which said "Delivered and detached this date." 

Jim Moorehead lived not far from the Sand ~oint Naval Air Station in the proximity of the big Seattle 
Boeing Aircraft plant. Jim remained scarce since he and Marion were celebrating the birth of their first 
child. In my opinion Jim was truly remiss in not having his co-pilot and navigator along with Sherman 
at the BOQ for a farewell dinner. We really should have had a get together, a farewell, maybe as a lunch, 
dinner or even splitting a beer and sandwich one afternoon. I would have. In any event Jim and 1 had a 
brief informal goodbye several days earlier. I honestly do not know what happened to Pat and Ken, or 
when they left the NAS, Sand Point, Seattle. I assume I was the last to leave Seattle for leave. 

Our orders surely did split us up. Moorehead was reassigned to VPB 136 to fly the new PV ·2, and if 
the war hadn't ended, he was destined for the Aleutians. Where Ken went I don't know. Patrick was sent 
to a PV training base in the Carolinas I supposed to qualify for his PPC rating in PVs. Because of his 
nerves he never flew again as a Naval Aviator. I probably was the most satisfied in that I was coming 
back to Whidbey Island, Washington, to train in the proposed new PBY outfit for a refresher in PBYs. 
That would qualify me again by a refresher course as PPC (Patrol Plane Commander) with my own plane 
and crew. I did run into Jim Moorehead at Ault Field on my return to Whidbey Island after my thirty 
days leave. 

As for our enlisted crew I haven't any idea of where Fred Beurskens, radioman, or Bill Glennon our 
gunner were ordered. As for Harry Moran, our plane captain, the man who should have been cited in 
some way for his heroics received orders to a PV training unit in the Carolinas. He was killed several 
months after reporting for duty. I was told that his pilot flew into a smooth sea during a practice 
strafing run. Nothing more as to the accident. It was assumed all hands died in that crash. · 

Skipper Ed Hayes Issued me an official class 4 "Priority For Air Transportation on any Commercial 
Airline within the continental United States." A handshake and receipt of said form, adding with a smile, 
"Good luck, Fitz." Thereafter explaining from experience and current hearsay that I'd probably make 
better time hitchhiking except as an officer it was forbidden. In other words tuck was what I would need 
and plenty of it. Further he gave me a "To Whom It May Concern" note from the squadron suggesting any 
consideration or courtesies that can be accorded Lieutenant Qg) Fitzpatrick, who has just returned from 
duty outside the continental limits of the United States, wiD be appreciated." The last words he spoke to 
me were, "Use the office phone next door, Fitz, call all the air lines. Look me up when you come back." 
It was known those papers and five cents would get me a five cent coke anywhere. However, they were 
sort of sta~ard bill of fare for all departing the squadron on leave. 
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PV-2, perhaps: at the .very end of World War II. (Emil Buehler Naval Aviation ~lbrary) 

PV·t In early markings, U/1 uniL (Buehler NAL) 
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Training PV-1 Venturas. (National Archives) 

112 Veaa Ventura 
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KNR.LuK.:KODlAK ISLAND, ALASKA~·usA .. D~tched 3/4 mi. do~vt\ ~~ch approx. ·i mile 
out to· sea. Rescue landing of20 'root dory 3/4 mile down beach. It s\vamped as we hmded. We 
walked. with heln to Karluk nVf~r rnr.kv hPA~h to Mio:o:innnrv 7,.rl,.n~;ld'o: hnm:P llr ~"h""l 



Kt\Rl.l JK. KODT/\K TST.AND. AT ASK/\. USA. Dirchcd JNmi.down bench approx. I mile _ 
d111 tn st'a. Rl'SCttc landing or dory .1/t! mi. down beach. We walked 'vilh help lo Km luk over 
,.,.,.,, •. ,...,.~ .,. ,,. .. ., . ., '" Mi <: ... io nnrv / r dPn<: ki ' -: hnus<~ &. sr.hool BI.I!!S C'annt:iY is in forcr-round. 



'lhe town of Karluk, Kodiak Island 
Alaska. Located at the south· 
western most side of Kodial! 
Island. The area of Alaska where 
our PVl airplane 82V and het 
crew ditdled 82V on March 17~ 

1945, time 2145 hours. All hands 
survived. 

'Ibp photo: Upper left #1, one mile 
out where we ditched. We were 
rescued opposite #2 one mile out. 

Middle photo shows a bit of the 
town as well as some of our 
friends. My shadow was the 3rd 
little boy from the r ight. 
Whenever we sat. moved, walked 
or just stood your buddy was sure 
to do the same, even when we 
cleaned or teeth. 

Lower photo shows those rescued 
as described above. 1st row L to 
R. Radioman Fred Beurskens, 
gunner Bill Glennon, Last, but far 
from the least., our Plane Captain 
Harry Moran. 2nd row. Squadron 
electronics engineer Lt. Ken 
Sherman, Followed by 82V' s 
officers. Co-pilot Lt. (jg) Pat 
'nemey, Patrol plane Commander 
Lt. Jim Moorehead then third pilot 
and n avigat or Ens. Charles 
Fit7.natri,.Jr 
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Our plane. Named 78 Victor, showing her 3 fill) 
£al. chin guns plus one of two nose fifties. No1 
shown is twin fifty cal. turret. Firing seven Oft} 
£aliber guns forward, produced fire power 
enough to sever Japanese wooden fishing trawlen 
in half and more. 

Lockheed's Vega Ventura, The PV-1 

L to R. 78 Victor's crew. Standing Pat Tierney, Co-pilot; Jim Moorhead Patrol Plane Commander 
Charles Fitzpatrick, third pilot-navigator. Squatting Fred Beurskins, radioman; Bill Glennon gunner 
Harrv Moran Plane Caotain. 
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Patrol Bombing Souadron One Thirty Six 
June 1944- febe"ttet~·l945 
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